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Abstract

Secure applications protect valuable information and defend every vulnerability. The
goal of a secure application design is to create a cost effective system where information
is securely protected. Cryptography is one of the effective tools that has powerful impli-
cations for information security. Since cryptographic solutions are continuously evolving,
algorithms that were once considered secure are no longer secure now in practice. There-
fore, poorly deployed systems are being threatened by increasing adversarial processing
power, low-cost devices, weaker cryptographic algorithms, new demand of security and
privacy issues, and technological advances. This has lead the US and Japan government
to launch special programmes and bodies to define cryptography standards, specifications
and recommendations to cope with the security and privacy requirement of the future.
This theses presents our research results on the design and analysis of cryptographic solu-
tions for Vehicle Ad hoc NETwork (VANET) and low cost Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID) systems.

Motivated by the recent attention on exploiting group signature approach in the design
of VANET security scheme, we attempt to integrate all the potential properties of group
signature in an individual scheme, so that it can best meet the demand and needs of the
wide range of VANET services. To this end, we propose a new group signature model that
is more application friendly, optimally secure with a relaxed privacy definition to satisfy
practical privacy requirement of VANETs. Moreover, we investigate the feasibility of
implementing batch verification of group signatures into a real life VANET environment.
In addition, we improve an existing batch verification system on identity based group
signature and determine where and when batch verification may be infeasible in practice.

Inspired to realize ubiquitous computing, machine perception and the rapidly grow-
ing trend in insecurity and terrorism, the RFID technology plays an indispensable role
in various fields. With the use of tags and transponders (tracking & tracing), RFID
technology is seeking to venture into the transport and logistics systems, pharmaceutical
and clothing industry as well as monitoring and safeguarding the citizen. However, the
exclusive features of RFID introduces new security and privacy concern from the end
users’ view point and resource restriction into the tag from the engineering perspective.
Security concerns in the form of authentication of tags and reader and privacy concerns
related to undercover tag/communication tracking of tagged items. Today’s RFID system
facilitates the real-time tracking of physical items in the supply chain. This enables the
physical data flow of a tagged item with its location to be matched with the information
flow in the enterprises information management systems. The weak privacy protection
may jeopardize the entire supply chain exposed to industrial espionage, while vulnerable
security may lead to the acts of eco-terrorism and economic sabotage. However, we first
identified the major prior works in the area of RFID security such as tag authentication,
tag ownership transfer, RFID-enabled supply chain path authentication etc. To this end,
we adopted a new, growing and promising direction in the lightweight cryptographic re-
search, namely Hopper-Blum (HB)-family protocol based on the Learning Parity from
Noise (LPN) problem. Since the inner computations in the HB-family protocol comprises
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only matrix vector multiplications over GF(2) they are extremely efficient and may even
be suitable for practical RFID applications. Meanwhile the security is equivalent to well-
known hardness assumptions from coding theory and lattices. We ideated the demand
of efficient, robust, forward secure mutual authentication protocol for RFID systems in
HB-family settings. We propose two mutual authentication protocols at this end: one is
between a tag and a back-end RFID reader/server. The other protocol, that may follow
the former one, is among the RFID entities where an RFID reader and a back-end server
are not identical. To address the ownership transfer problem in a large inventory system,
we build a new, improved model consisting of several Semi Trusted Parties (STPs) and a
trusted server. Our model can ease the ownership process for the consumers in the remote
location, and allows simultaneous transfer ownership of multiple tags from one owner to
another. Our construction uses a new variant of Homomorphic Aggregated signature, a
lightweight searchable encryption, Field LPN and pseudo-inverse matrix as cryptographic
primitives. Finally, we propose a path authentication protocol for an RFID-enabled sup-
ply chain. Compared to Elliptic curve Elgamal Re-encryption based construction our
Homomorphic Message Authentication Code on Arithmetic circuit based solution offers a
new privacy direction to the path privacy with an efficient and effective label of security
and prevention of counterfeiting.

Our innovation has the potential to pave the way for more secure RFID-enabled ser-
vices. All the secure and privacy-preserving protocols will enable RFID and vehicle in-
dustries to implement confidently and take advantage of emerging opportunities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Our contribution can be split broadly into two major fields: vehicular network security
and RFID system security. The former mainly focuses on the security model, efficiency
and privacy issues in VANET. The latter examines a broad range of research on the secu-
rity and privacy issues of commercial RFID application. Whilst both fields are promising
and deal secure communication, they are different in terms of application role, security
architecture, privacy definition and threat model etc.

RFID System Security. Recently wireless technologies are developing rapidly to con-
struct smart communications with digital data. Networked devices are now automatically
communicating among themselves without human interaction in order to carry out effi-
cient information transaction.

A Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tag containing an unique identification num-
bers uses radio waves to transmit data at a distance. Passive RFID tag having no battery
power lays dormant until it gets in contact with an RFID reader. Nowadays passive RFID
tag is used at vast areas such as key-less entry, real-time location service, supply chain
management, electronic passports, tracking inventory of manufacturers, tracking of pa-
tients and surgery tools in hospital, cashless point of sale, and access control, to identify
things and transmit information when necessary. According to developers and vendors,
RFID technology is moving to support new technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT),
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) architectures where every physical object (embedded RFID)
would have its own unique identity (IP address) encoded into the microchip. Prompted
by the promising future goals, RFID technologies are evolving rapidly at the time, with
regard to applications, performance and standards. However, due to the wireless nature
of RFID technology, RFID system actuates various security and privacy issues concerning
its owners and holders without any knowledge or consent of its users. Preventing unau-
thorised access to the owner data (confidentiality), tag tracing (linkability), identification
of the owners (anonymity) are some classical security threats to RFID systems. This leads
to design protocols in such a way that they could be adapted to the new requirements
both in terms of security and privacy.
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VANET Security. Vehicular Network (known as VANET) employing vehicles as mobile
nodes in a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) is a specialization of multi-hop ad hoc
network paradigm well motivated by the socio-economic value of advanced Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) aimed at reducing the traffic congestions, the high number
of traffic road accidents, etc. The research area of VANET security is where ad hoc
network security can be brought to their full potential. In order to assure public safety
on the roads, safety traffic applications (s.t., collision avoidance, road obstacle warning,
safety message disseminations), progress toward future autonomous vehicle, and rapid
proliferation of vehicular communications via bluetooth, wifi, and cellular connectivity,
VANET technologies are turning tightly incorporated into critical safety systems and are
establishing suitable security architectures that can resist potential security and privacy
threats. This is concerned with the design and analysis of the security aspects such as
authentication and key management, threat model, security architecture, privacy issues
for large-scale vehicular networks.

1.2 Motivation

Vehicle network security. Most of the prevention-based security mechanisms in VANETs
[8, 9, 20, 24, 46, 56, 19, 21, 44] exploit digital signature as cryptographic primitive. Group
Signature is a specialized digital signature that can be directly used to authenticate vehic-
ular communication anonymously without generating pseudonyms [1, 3, 6, 7, 22, 23]. Note
that, pseudonyms in VANETs [20, 24, 46, 56] are adopted to hide vehicles’ real identity in
order to ensure vehicle privacy. We found that existing group signature security models
cannot support all the required secure applications in VANETs. In addition, stringent
privacy of Group signature resists some real-life application to achieve. Therefore, we
attempt to integrate all the potential group signature properties [8, 48, 22, 51, 53, 70]in
a single scheme that can best meet the application demands of a large scale VANETs.
Moreover, we relax stringent privacy definition of group signature [59] and propose an op-
timally secure and private and application-friendly scheme “Secure VANET Applications
with a refined Group Signature” in Chapter 4.1. Since most safety-critical applications
have stringent delay requirement [15], verifying huge signatures at a time is challenging
[16]. Batch verification, where batch of signatures can be verified together, is one of the
solutions to solve this problem [1, 3, 7, 8]. We observe that batch verification is not always
feasible for VANET environment and choosing appropriate group signature sometimes de-
pends on efficient batch verification system. To this end, we improve an existing batch
verification system [1] and then analyze the feasibility of exploiting batch verification.
Our scheme “An efficient batch verification system for VANET” in Chapter 4.2 describes
an algorithm to determine the maximum number of signatures to batch at a time and a
signature scheduling algorithm (by following single machine job scheduling algorithm [35])
if batch verification is not feasible. Finally, we find that although random oracle model is
weaker security notions [74], there is no group signature scheme in the standard security
model proposed for VANET. The main reason is signature size and verification cost. At
this point, we choose a group signature in the standard security model [74], extend it with
necessary properties (e.g. opening soundness [75], linkability [61], revocability [57]) for
VANET and propose a simplified group signature scheme from standard security model
“A multi-purpose Group Signature for VANET under standard model” in Chapter 4.3.
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RFID system security. Security basis of RFID authentication protocols can be roughly
divided into three fields: factorization and discrete logarithm based schemes [79, 184], el-
liptic curve cryptography (ECC) based scheme [84, 85, 183] and learning parity from noise
(LPN) based scheme [104, 89, 90, 91, 92, 80]. In this theses, we followed the later one,
LPN-based scheme (known as HB-family protocol). Note that, both factorization and
ECC based scheme offers average case hardness. ECC based scheme offers smaller key
size indeed. In compare to the former two, LPN based scheme has several advantages
such as it offers faster computation with the same security parameter, worst case hard-
ness, security against attacks using quantum computers etc. Motivated by the aforemen-
tioned advantages, we investigate HB-family protocols and found that there is no firmly
secure and privacy preserving mutual authentication protocol under LPN problem. There-
fore, we propose “A privacy-preserving RFID authentication protocol” in Chapter 5.1, a
man-in-the-middle (MIM) attack-free mutual authentication protocol from subspace LPN
problem. Later we found that mutual authentication based HB-family protocols [104, 113]
cannot be used directly for insecure reader-server channel. But embedding RFID reader
modules into a wireless device such as smart phone is a new research direction in the
RFID inventory system [81, 126, 83, 125]. At this point, we extend our former authen-
tication protocol and design a fully mutual authentication protocol “An RFID authen-
tication protocol in insecure reader-server channel” in Chapter 5.2 where all the entities
tag, reader and server can authenticate themselves among each other. RFID inventory
system experiences many security and privacy oriented application. Ownership transfer is
one of the significant problems among them. We found several ownership transfer models
based on trusted party (TP) [120, 115, 145, 135, 136, 137]. Both with or without TP
[134, 115, 143, 145] have their own drawbacks. To satisfy new application model (like
issuer verification in [121]) and alleviate current shortcomings [116, 148, 139, 154, 120],
we propose a semi-trusted party (STP) based RFID tag ownership transfer protocol “A
Scalable and Secure RFID Ownership Transfer Protocol” in Chapter 5.3. Finally, we
observe that ordinary tag authentication protocols cannot satisfy special security and pri-
vacy requirement of RFID-enabled path authentication [156, 149]. Depending on path
verification nature there are two kind of path authentication protocols: static [150, 151]
and dynamic [156, 152]. We concentrate on static path authentication protocols and pro-
pose “An RFID Path Authentication Protocol” in Chapter 5.4. Compared to existing
Elliptic curve Elgamal Re-encryption (ECElgamal) based solution [151], our Homomor-
phic Message authentication Code on arithmetic circuit (HomMAC) based solution offers
less memory storage (with limited scalability) and no computational requirement on the
reader.

1.3 Summary of our contribution

Secure VANET Applications with a refined Group Signature. This work pro-
poses an application-friendly group signature (GS) model for wireless ad hoc network
like Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) or Vehicle ad hoc Network (VANET). Our new
GS properties can be used to carry out potential solution to some real life problem. We
modify Boneh, Boyen and Shacham (BBS) short GS to meet a restricted, but arguably
sufficient set of privacy properties. In particular, we aggregate several GS properties like
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linking, direct opening, message-dependent opening (MDO), revoking, batch-verification
in a single scheme. Our link manager can link messages whether they are coming from
the same messages or not without colluding to the opener. It helps relaxing strong pri-
vacy properties of GS to a lightly lesser one that fit certain application requirement. We
introduce a new application to the ad hoc network security, that is, value-added service
provider (VSP) with the help of MDO properties and redesign the traditional GS-friendly
VANET architecture. Our revocation algorithm adapts both rekeying and verifier-local
revocation (VLR) approaches to revoke illegitimate signers. Finally, we present an op-
tional batch verification system to expedite signature verification. Note that all these
properties have already been shown in the literature scatteredly. The novelty of our pro-
posal stems from accumulating all these properties in a single GS scheme that can best
fit to the application demand.

An efficient batch verification system for VANET. In this work, we improve an
existing batch verification system on ID based group signature and also compare the per-
formance achieved. We also analyze the best possible value of the number of signatures to
batch at a time for a large scale VANET and present a scheduling algorithm for signature
verification where batch verification cannot be implemented efficiently.

A multi-purpose Group Signature for VANET under standard model. This
work adapts a new group signature (GS) scheme to the specific needs of a vehicular ad
hoc network (VANET). We modify the Groth GS in order to meet a restricted, but ar-
guably sufficient set of privacy properties. Note that Groth GS is secure in the dynamic
group signature model of Bellare, Shi, and Zhang (BSZ) without relying on random or-
acle Model (ROM). Although some authentication schemes using GS are proposed for
VANET, none of them satisfy all the desirable security and privacy properties. Either
they follow GSs that rely on ROM, or unable to satisfy potential VANET application
requirements. In particular, link management which allows any designated entities (e.g.,
RSUs in VANET) to link messages, whether they are coming from the same vehicle or a
certain group of vehicles, without revealing their identities. Besides that opening sound-
ness property prevents malicious accusations by the opener against some honest member
of the group . By using this property, we propose a new secure application framework
for value-added service providers (VSPs) in VANET. Meanwhile, a real-world VANET
deployment must provide a mean to revoke system privileges from fraudulent vehicles like
the traditional Public Key infrastructure (PKI). However, in order to achieve the afore-
mentioned security properties together in VANET, we propose a new GS model where
linkability, sound opening and revocability properties are assembled in a single scheme.
The novelty of our proposal stems from extending the Groth GS by relaxing strong pri-
vacy properties to a scheme with a lightly lesser privacy in order to fit an existing VANET
application requirements. In addition, we partially minimize the Groth GS scheme to ex-
pedite efficiency.

A privacy-preserving RFID authentication protocol. This work presents an au-
thentication protocol of an RFID system where both the tag and reader are authenticated
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mutually. Optimal performance requirement, considering storage and computation con-
straints of low-cost tags, keeping security and privacy policies intact are some major
challenges in recent research in this area. However, in order to restrain optimal security
and privacy requirement in a cost effective manner, several light-weight authentication
solutions have been proposed for RFID system. HB-family is one of the most promising
protocol series, based on the hardness of the Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem.
We propose a secure and private mutual authentication protocol of HB-family to meet the
demand of low-cost tags. It is composed of Subspace Learning Parity from Noise prob-
lem (SLPN) and Pseudo-inverse matrix properties, both of them significantly reduce the
cost in terms of computation and hardware requirements. In addition, we compare our
result with other existing HB-like and ordinary RFID authentication protocols according
to their construction primitives and security and privacy achievements.

An RFID authentication protocol in insecure reader-server channel. This proto-
col is an extension of our previous mutual authentication protocol where back-end server
and RFID reader are identical. In this work, we present a secure collaborative mutual
HB-like authentication protocol for an RFID system where both channels tag-reader and
reader-server are considered to be insecure and thus upgrade the present HB-family proto-
col. More precisely, we introduce a new variant of an HB-like protocol where the complete
RFID system is authenticated under LPN-based commitment scheme that can provably
resist major security and privacy threats by taking advantage of properties of perfect
computational hiding commitment scheme, pseudo-inverse matrix based short signature,
and randomized Hill cipher. In addition, through detailed security and privacy analysis,
we show that our scheme achieves required security and privacy properties under the
standard model.

A Scalable and Secure RFID Ownership Transfer Protocol. In this work, we con-
sider scenarios related to ownership transfer of RFID tags in a large inventory system. In
this work, we propose a new ownership transfer model with mutual authentication proto-
col from Ring LPN problem that leverages the reader authentication phase to incorporate
Semi-Trusted Parties (STP) seamlessly in RFID ownership transfer protocol. Employing
STPs could ease the ownership transfer process for the consumers in the remote location.
More precisely, we introduce a new variant of Learning Parity from Noise (LPN) based
mutual authentication scheme for efficient ownership transfer protocol where ownership
of multiple tags can be transferred from one owner to another by taking advantages of an
efficient homomorphic aggregated signature (HomSig) and pseudo-inverse matrix proper-
ties. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first RFID ownership transfer protocol from
LPN problem that is secure, private and scalable under standard model.

An RFID Path Authentication Protocol. RFID ownership transfer protocols con-
sider how to securely transfer the ownership of the RFID tag to the other reader. In an
RFID-enabled supply chain, where items are outfitted with RFID tags, path authentica-
tion based on tag enables the destination checkpoints to validate the route that a tag has
already accessed. In this work, we propose a novel, efficient, privacy-preserving path au-
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thentication system for RFID-enabled supply chains. However, unlike previous schemes,
we allow computational ability inside the tag that consents a new privacy direction to
path privacy proposed by Cai et al. in ACNS′12. In addition, we customize a polynomial-
based authentication scheme (to thwart potential tag impersonation and Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks), so that it fits our new path authentication protocol.

1.4 Organization

We introduce our notations and preliminaries regarding cryptographic primitives in Chap-
ter 2. We briefly discuss prior related works on VANET and RFID systems’ security and
privacy in Chapter 3.

We present our all VANET related works in Chapter 4. Firstly, Secure VANET ap-
plications with a refined group signatures in Chapter 4.1. Secondly, an efficient batch
verification system in Chapter 4.2. Finally, a group signature under standard security
model in Chapter 4.3. Subsequently, all the RFID related works are accumulated in
Chapter 5. We describe our first RFID authentication protocol in Chapter 5.1. Extended
version of our first authentication protocol (fully mutual authentication protocol) is pre-
sented in Chapter 5.2. Then we exhibit our ownership transfer protocol for RFID systems
in Chapter 5.3. Finally, we provide an RFID-enabled Path authentication protocol for
supply chain in Chapter 5.4. At last, Chapter 6 concludes with some future research
direction.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter presents the notations, mathematics and cryptographic background, cryp-
tographic primitives and building tools used throughout the theses.

2.1 Notation

In this section, we define the notations used in this theses.

Table 2.1: Notations used in Chapter 5.1 & 5.2

λ security parameter
Zp set of integers modulo an integer p ≥ 1
Tid ∈ Zl2 l-bit unique ID of a tag
Ii ∈ Zk2 k-bit index of the tag during session i

Pi ∈ Zk×k2 k × k-bit matrices as the session key for the reader during session i

S′ ∈ Zk×l2 k× l-bit matrices as the permanent secret key between the server and the tag

Si ∈ Zk×v2 k×v-bit matrices as the session key between the server/reader and tag during
session i

Q,V ∈ Zk×k2 k × k-bit randomly generated non-singular binary matrices
s, s′ ∈ Zv2 v-bit random binary vector generated by the reader and the tag respectively
σi ∈ Zk2 k-bit lightweight signature on a challenge message si during session i
w(s) hamming weight of a vector s
τ parameter of the Bernoulli error distribution Berτ where τ ∈]0, 1/4[
τ ′ verifier acceptance threshold (Tag/Reader) where τ ′ = 1/4 + τ/2

e ∈ Berkτ k-bit binary vector from Bernoullli distribution Berkτ such that, Pr[e = 1] = τ
[A]T transpose of a matrix A
A−1 inverse of a matrix A
A+ pseudo-inverse of a matrix A
⊕, ·, ‖,

∨
bitwise XOR operation, inner product operation, concatenation of two vectors,
logical OR operation

(x↓y) derived vector from x by deleting all the bits x[i] where y[i] = 0
bxe the nearest integer to x
]a, b[ x ∈ R s.t., a < x < b
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Table 2.2: Additional notations used in the Chapter 5.3

Rcur,Rnew current and new reader corresponding to a tag
uidn secret identifier of the new owner Un
ci shared secret between the reader and the tag for a session i
T a unique identifier of a tag T over Field F .

T̂ tag index stored in the main server
F ∗ multiplicatively invertible elements of a field F
πj : {0, 1}λ → F a mapping to F , such that ∀s, s′ ∈ {0, 1}λ, π(s)− π(s′) ∈ F/F ∗ if c = c′

2.2 Cryptographic primitives

2.2.1 Known Mathematical Facts

Definition 1 A multiplicative group G is a set together with an operation ‘·‘ that
combines any two elements x and y to form another element xy or (x · y). (G, ·) must
satisfy the following requirements known as the group axioms

• ∀x, y ∈ G, xy ∈ G.

• ∀x, y, z ∈ G, x(yz) = (xy)z.

• ∃1 ∈ G, s.t., ∀x ∈ G, x 1 = 1 x = x.

• ∀x ∈ G,∃x−1 ∈ G, s.t., xx−1 = x−1x = 1.

• |G| denotes the order of the group G or the number of elements in G.

• A group G is called cyclic if ∃g ∈ G, s.t., ∀x ∈ G, ∃a ∈ Z, ga = x

Definition 2 Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic groups of prime order p, where possibly G1=G1.
g1 is a generator of G1 and g2 is a generator of G2. Suppose ψ is an isomorphism from
G2 to G1, with ψ(g2) = g1. Bilinear groups are a set of three algebraic groups, G1,
G2 and GT , together with a non-degenerate bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT , where
|G1| = |G2| = |GT | = p, such that

• Bilinear: for all g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z, e(ga1 , gb2) = e(g1, g2)ab,

• Non-degenerate: e(g1, g2) 6= 1 (i.e., e(g1, g2) is a generator of GT ),

• Computable: There exists an efficiently computable algorithm for computing ψ, e.

Definition 3 Pairing-based cryptography is the use of a pairing between elements of
two cryptographic groups (G1, G2) to a third group (GT ) such that e : G1 ×G2 → GT

in order to construct cryptographic systems. If the same group (G1, G1) is used for the
first two groups, the pairing is called symmetric and is a mapping from two elements
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of one group to an element from a second group. For instance, in groups equipped
with a bilinear mapping such as the Weil pairing or Tate pairing, generalizations of
the computational DiffieHellman problem are believed to be infeasible while the simpler
decisional DiffieHellman problem can be easily solved using the pairing function.

Definition 4 Galois Field (GF), named after Evariste Galois, is known as finite fields.
Let GF(pn) be a finite field where p ∈ P and n ∈ Z+. Then, the order of the field is
pn, p is called the characteristic of the Field, and the degree of polynomial of each
element is at most n − 1. For instance, GF(23) is Finite Field where GF(23) =
{0, 1, 2, 2 + 1, 22, 22 + 1, 22 + 2, 22 + 2 + 1} = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Hence, The or-
der of the Field |GF(23)| = 8 where the maximum degree of polynomial of each element
is 2 evaluated at 2.

The multiplicative group of a finite field GF(pn), denoted by Fpn, is defined mod-
ulo an irreducible polynomial f(X) of degree n over Fp. Clearly, let g(p) and f(p) be
the polynomials in GF(pn) and m(p) be an irreducible polynomial of degree at least n
in GF(pn). Then, h(p) = (g(p) · f(p) mod m(p)). The multiplicative inverse of f(p),
denoted by F ∗, is given by i(p) such that (f(p) · i(p)) (mod m(p)) = 1. We use binary
Field GF(2n) or F2n that can be implemented efficiently.

2.2.2 Computational Hardness Assumptions

Let G be a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that takes a security parameter 1λ

as input and generates a parameter (p,G,GT , e, g) of bilinear groups, where p is a λ-bit
prime. G and GT are groups of order p, g is a generator of G. That is, G = 〈g〉 is a finite
cyclic group of order p with generator g s.t., order of G, |G| = p and λ = log2|G|. And e
is a bilinear map: G×G→ GT .

Random oracle. A random oracle is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm that for
each input x ∈ {0, 1}m returns a uniformly random output y ∈ {0, 1}n where m,n ∈ N.
More clearly, random oracle starts with an empty look-up table T. When queried with
an input x, it first checks whether it is available in the table y = T(x). If not, it chooses
and returns a uniformly random value y ∈ {0, 1}n and sets T(x) = y.

The DL assumption. Let g ← G, a ← Zp. The Discrete Logarithm (DL) problem
in G is stated as follows. Given (g, ga), output (a). The advantage of a probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A against DL problem is defined as

AdvDL
A (λ) = Pr[A(g, ga) = a].

We say that the DL assumption holds if AdvDL
A (λ) is negligible for any algorithm A.
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The DDH assumption. Let g ← G, (a, b, c) ← Zp. The decisional Diffie-Hellman
problem (DDH) problem in G is stated as follows. Given (g, ga, gb, gc), output 1 if
c = ab, otherwise 0 if c = r. The advantage of an algorithm A against the DDH
problem is defined as

AdvDDH
A (λ) = |Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc) = 1 | c = ab]− Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc) = 1 | c = r]|.

We say that the decision linear assumption holds if AdvDDH
A (λ) is negligible for any

PPT algorithm A.

The `-DHI assumption. Let g ← G, x ← Zp. We say that `-Diffie-Hellman Inverse
(DHI) holds in G if for every PPT algorithm A and for ` = poly(λ), the advantage of
algorithm A against `-DHI problem

AdvDHI
A (λ) = Pr[A(g, gx, · · · , gx`) = g1/x].

is negligible for any PPT algorithm A.

The co-CDH assumption. Let g1 ← G1, g2 ← G2, a ← Zp. The co-computational
Diffie-Hellman problem in (G1,G2) is stated as follows. Given (g1, g2, g

a
1), output (ga2).

The advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A against co-CDH
problem is defined as

Advco−CDH
A (λ) = Pr[A(g1, g2, g

a
1) = ga2 ].

We say that the co-CDH assumption holds if Advco−CDH
A (λ) is negligible for any algo-

rithm A.

The co-DBDH assumption Let (p,G1,G2,GT , e, g1, g2) ← G(1λ) and (a, b, r) ← Zp.
The co-decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem in (G1,G2) is as follows. Given
(g1, g2, g

a
1 , g

b
2, z), output 1 if z = e(g1, g2)ab, otherwise 0 if z = e(g1, g2)r. The Advantage

of an algorithm A against the co-DBDH-problem is defined as

Advco−DBDH
A (λ) = |Pr[A(g1, g2, g

a
1 , g

b
2, z) = 1 | z = e(g1, g2)ab]− Pr[A(g1, g2, g

a
1 , g

b
2, z) =

1 | z = e(g, g)r]|.

We say that the co-DBDH assumption holds if Advco−DBDH
A (λ) is negligible for any PPT

algorithm A.

The q-SDH assumption. Let (p, e, g,G,GT ) ← G(1λ), γ ← Zp and Ai ← gγ
i

for
0 ≤ i ≤ q. The q-strong Diffie-Hellman (SDH) problem in G is stated as follows. Given
(g, (Ai)0≤i≤q), output (c, g1/(γ+c)) where c ∈ Z∗p. The advantage of a PPT algorithm A
against the q-SDH problem is defined as
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Advq−SDH
A (λ) = Pr[A(g, (Ai)0≤i≤q) = (c, g1/(γ+c))].

We say that the q-SDH assumption holds if Advq−SDH
A (λ) is negligible for any algorithm

A.

The DLIN assumption. Let (u, v, h) ← G, (α, β, r) ← Zp and g1 ← uα, g2 ← vβ.
The decision linear (DLIN) problem in G is stated as follows. Given (u, v, h, uα, vβ, z),
output 1 if z = hα+β, otherwise 0 if z = hr. The advantage of an algorithm A against
the DLIN problem is defined as

AdvDLIN
A (λ) = |Pr[A(u, v, h, uα, vβ, z) = 1 | z = hα+β]− Pr[A(u, v, h, uα, vβ, z) = 1 | z =

hr]|.

We say that the decision linear assumption holds if AdvDLIN
A (λ) is negligible for any

PPT algorithm A.

The DBDH assumption. Let (p,G,GT , e, g) ← G(1λ) and a, b, c, r ← Zp. The deci-
sion bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem in (G,GT ) is stated as follows. Given
(g, ga, gb, gc, z), output 1 if z = e(g, g)abc, otherwise 0 if z = e(g, g)r. The Advantage
of an algorithm A against the DBDH-problem is defined as

AdvDBDH
A (λ) = |Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc, z) = 1 | z = e(g, g)abc]− Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc, z) = 1 | z =

e(g, g)r]|.

We say that the DBDH assumption holds if AdvDBDH
A (λ) is negligible for any PPT

algorithm A.

(t, Q, ε)-hard protocol. A protocol is called (t, Q, ε)-hard if there exist a probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) adversary A, usually called (Q, t)-adversary that makes Q-
queries in running time t to the honest prover, has an advantage at most ε,

Pr|[A succeeds]− 1/2| ≤ ε

LPN problem [100]. Let for a noise-parameter τ ∈]0, 1/2[, Bernoulli distribution Berτ
output 1 with probability τ and 0 with probability (1 − τ). Let Uk denote the oracle
returning independently uniform k−bit random strings and Πx,τ be the LPN oracle for
a hidden vector x ∈R Zk2 s.t.,

〈a ∈R Zk2, e ∈ Berkτ : a.x⊕ e〉

The LPN problem is to retrieve x given access to the oracle Πx,τ . Any efficient algorithm
A(q, t, ε) can solve the LPN problem with noise parameter τ , if A runs in time at most
t, makes maximum q queries and
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Pr[x ∈R Zk2,AΠx,τ (1k) = x] ≥ ε

The decisional-LPN problem is (k, t, ε)-hard if any distinguisher D running in time t
can distinguish uniform binary vector (r) from noisy inner products of vector (A.x⊕e)
such that:

Pr[DΠx,τ (A,A.x⊕ e) = 1]− Pr[DUk(A, r) = 1] ≤ ε

where l, k ∈ N, A ∈R Zk×l2 , x ∈R Zl2 and r ∈R Zk2.

The search-LPN problem is (k, t, ε)-hard if for every D running in time t

Pr[D(A,A.x⊕ e) = x] ≤ ε

Let y = A.x ⊕ e, then computational-LPN problem is to compute x and e from
a given (A, y) pair. Note that, in the standard definition of the LPN problem, the
error vector e ∈ Zk2, from Bernoulli distribution Berτ with parameter 0 < τ < 1/2,
comprises k bits, that yields the expected Hamming weight to be kτ . However, in case
of exact-LPN (LPNx) in [117], the problem is defined exactly like an ordinary LPN,
except that the Hamming weight of the error vector is defined exactly bkτe. That
means, e is chosen independently and identically from Berbkτe.

SLPN problem. The Subspace LPN (SLPN) problem is defined as a biased half-
space distribution where the adversary can ask not only with secret x but also with
r′.x ⊕ e′; where e′, r′ can be adaptively chosen with sufficient rank(r′). Let x ∈
Zl2 and l, n ∈ Z where n ≤ l. The Decisional SLPN problem is (t, Q, ε)-hard such
that,

AdvSLPN
A (τ, l, n) = Pr[LPN τ,l,n(x, ·, ·) = 1]− Pr[Ul : LPN1/2(·, ·) = 1] ≤ ε

The Subset LPN problem (SLPN∗) is defined as a weaker version to SLPN problem
where the adversary cannot ask for all inner products with r′ · s⊕ e′; for any rank(r′) ≥ n
but only with subset of s. Let (l, n, v) ∈ Z where n ≤ l and w(v) ≥ n where v can
be adaptively chosen. Hence, LPN∗τ,l,n(s, v) samples are of the form ([R]T ↓v · s↓v) ⊕ e
and LPN1/2(v) takes v as input and output a sample of Ul. The SLPN∗ problem is
(t, Q, ε)-hard such that,

AdvSLPN∗

A (τ, l, n) = Pr[LPN∗τ,l,n(s, ·) = 1]− Pr[Ul : LPN1/2(·) = 1] ≤ ε

The Field-LPN problem. Field-LPNF
w problem in [138] states that it is hard to distin-

guish uniformly random samples in F×F from those sampled from ΛF,c
w for a uniformly

chosen c and Hamming weight w. The (decisional) Field-LPNF
w problem is (t, q, ε)-hard

if for every distinguisher D running in time t making q queries such that

Pr [DΛF,cw : c
$← F = 1]− Pr[DU(F×F ) = 1] ≤ ε
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Pseudo-inverse Matrices. In linear algebra, a pseudo-inverse A+ of a matrix A is
a generalization of the inverse matrix. The most widely known and popular pseudo-
inverse is the MoorePenrose pseudo-inverse, which was independently described by
E. H. Moore [96]. An algorithm for generating pseudo-random matrix on non-singular
matrix Z2 is given in [97]. However, the matrix A is the unique matrix that satisfies
the following properties:

• AA+A = A

• A+AA+ = A+

• (A+A)T = A+A

• (A+)+ = A

• (AT )+ = (A+)T

• (AA+)T = AA+ where T : Zn×l2 → Zl×n2

• A+ = (ATA)−1AT , such that col(A) is linearly independent

• A+ = AT (AAT )−1, s.t. row(A) is linearly independent.

Subset Sum problem. Subset Sum problem (SSP) is to take decision whether summa-
tion of subset of a given set of integers L := {a1, · · · an} s.t., ai ∈ Zp, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is
t ∈ Zp. Let t = x1a1 + · · ·+xnan for a binary vector X = 〈x1, · · · , xn〉 s.t., xi ∈ {0, 1}.
Then given L and t, it is hard (NP-complete) to find out X.

Polynomial Reconstruction Problem. Security of the authentication scheme de-
scribed in [160] is based on the hardness of the well-known Noisy Polynomial Inter-
polation Problem(NPI) [161]. Authors consider query and recovery attack where the
adversary queries the tag in order to recover the polynomial assigned to the tag. Be-
cause of the difficulty of query and recovery attack can be realized by the difficulty of
the NPI problem. We refer to [160] for necessary definitions. Note that we slightly
modify the existing protocol to reduce communication and computational overhead of
the protocol. Moreover, our modified version is more secure, but requires more param-
eters to share between the reader and tag.

In order to respond to the challenge r, the tag evaluates a univariate polynomial
r′ = fTi(r + y0). Since y0 is a shared secret between the tag and reader, y0 + r
can be considered as random to the adversary. In addition, using secure hash causes
h(reader data) to be considered as random even if the adversary knows reader data.
This r′ is forwarded along with extra b − 1 random elements. In every consecutive m
queries (m < Q) by the adversary, the tag employs all of its polynomial fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
one after another, but in random manner.
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2.2.3 Ciphers and Encoding

Hill cipher. It was the first proposed in [118] for the matrix based cryptosystem, where
the ciphertext is obtained from the plaintext by means of a linear transformation. The
a plaintext vector X ∈ Zk is encrypted to get ciphertext Y as:

Y = XK (mod m) ∈ Zkm

where the key K ∈ Zk×km is an invertible matrix, Zm is a ring of integers modulo m.
Decryption is done as follows:

X = Y K−1(mod m).

0/1-ENCoding and VLR. In [49], authors present an encoding scheme, namely 0/1-
encoding, that helps converting the greater than predicate to the set intersection pred-
icate. This property allows the GM to embed the key expiration date into the signer’s
certificate and the signer to sign a message with a signature expiration date. Since
the signer should not expose its key expiration date d (for privacy purpose), it sets an
expiration date t (such that d > t) for each signature. Later verifier can check if the
current date t̄ is no later than the signature expiration date t. It ensures (d > t ≥ t̄)
that the signature is generated by a non-expired signer. Clearly, verifier will pass the
signature if there exists a common element between the signer’s (key) expiration date
and signature expiration date.

It converts a date format (in binary) to a value in Zp in the following way.

• Let t← t[l] . . . t[1] be an l-bit date encoded in binary string.

• 0-Enc: T 0
t = {t[l] . . . t[i+1]1‖t[i] = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l},

1-Enc: T 1
t = {t[l] . . . t[i] ‖ t[i] = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ l}.

• If x > y, there is a common element in T 1
x and T 0

y .

• To ensure that the sets start with 1, redefine the sets as the decimal number set as
follows
T 0
t = {1 · 10l−i+1 + t[l] · 10l−i + · · ·+ t[i+1] · 101 + 1‖t[i] = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l},
T 1
t = {1 · 10l−i+1 + t[l] · 10l−i + · · ·+ t[i+1] · 101 + t[i]‖t[i] = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ l},

• Padding with dummy elements so that the number of elements in the sets are same.
For 0-Enc:

t[i] =

{
z if z ∈ T 0

t and blog10zc − 1 = i
2 · 10i otherwise,

For 1-Enc:

t[i] =

{
z if z ∈ T 1

t and blog10zc − 1 = i
3 · 10i otherwise.
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• Assume two dates x = ”10100010111” (’1303’ for March,2013) and y = ”1010001010”
(’1301’ for January,2013) in a format ′YYMM′. Now

T 1
x = {1, 101, 1010001, 101000101, 1010001011, 10100010111},
T 0
y = {11, 1011, 10101, 101001, 10100011, 1010001011}.

and

T 1
x = {11, 1101, 11010001, 1101000101, 11010001011, 110100010111},
T 0
y = {111, 11011, 110101, 1101001, 110100011, 11010001011}

• After padding
0-Enc(y)→ {20, 111, 2000, 11011, 110101, 1101001, 20000000, 110100011, 2000000000,

11010001011, 200000000000},
1-Enc(x)→ {11, 300, 1101, 30000, 300000, 3000000, 11010001, 300000000, 1101000101,

11010001011, 110100010111}.

• Since x > y, 1-Enc(x) and 0-Enc(y) have a common element 11010001011. For
detailed proof, please find the theorem in [49].

2.2.4 Protocol Building Blocks

Group Signature. A Group signature scheme is a method for allowing a member of a
group to anonymously sign a message on behalf of the group. A group signature may
have several properties as follows

• Integrity: No outsider can spoof

• Completeness and Soundness: Valid signatures by members should be verified cor-
rectly, and invalid signatures should fail in verification.

• Anonymity: Given a message and its signature, the identity of the signer cannot be
determined without secret key.

• Linkability: Given two messages and their signatures, an authority can tell if the
signatures were from the same signer or not

• Traceability: Given any valid signature, an authority should be able to trace the
member issued the signature by breaking member’s anonymity.

• Revocability: No revoked member can make a valid group signature. It can be
achieved through Verifier local Revocation (VLR) and Re-keying the group.

• Batch Verification: Batching signatures from different group members in order to
accelerate verification.
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However, a group signature scheme GS = (GKg, GSig, GVf, Open) consists of basic
four polynomial-time algorithms:

• GKg(1k, 1n) : Group key generation algorithm takes input (1k, 1n) where k ∈ N is the
security parameter and n ∈ N is the number of members of the group and returns
a tuple (gpk, gmsk, gsk), where gpk is the group public key, gmsk is the group
managers secret key, and gsk[i] is a secret signing key for each member i ∈ [n].

• GSig(gsk[i],m) : Group signing algorithm takes as input a secret signing key gsk[i]
and a message m to return a signature of m under gsk[i](i ∈ [n]).

• GVf(gpk,m, σ) : Group signature verication algorithm is a deterministic algorithm
that takes as input the group public key gpk, a message m, and a signature σ for
m and returns either 1 or 0.

• Open(gmsk,m, σ) : This algorithm takes as input the group manager secret key
gmsk, a message m, and a signature σ of m and returns either an identity i or ⊥ if
fails.

Batch verification. Batch verification was first introduced for RSA. Later a number of
batch verification schemes have been proposed [25][26][27]. M. Bellare et al. gave the
first idea about fast batch verification on digital signatures [29].

• Small exponent test. Choose δ1 . . . δn ∈ {0, 1}l. Then compute a =
∑n

j=1 ajδj mod q

and y =
∏n

j=1 y
δj
j . where aj, yj ∈ Zq. After this, check whether it holds: ga = y. if

yes then accept, else reject.

Later A. L. Ferrara et al. proposed three techniques to develop batch verification for
bilinear equation [30]. Here are their techniques in brief:

• Technique 1. Sigma-protocols, usually called
∑

-protocols, have three move struc-
tures: commitment, challenge and response. This is one of the implementable pro-
tocols of Proof of knowledge. These three steps degrade the verification mechanism
more. Ferrara et al. suggests to reduce it as (commitment,response) policy to
achieve much more verifiable equations. For pairing, they propose two sub-steps:

– Check membership. Only elements that an adversary could attack need to be
checked. Public parameters need not be checked, or it can be checked once.

– Small Exponent Test. Perform the test to combine all the equations into one.

• Technique 2. Move the exponent into the pairing, for example, Replace e(gi, hi)
δi

with e(gδ
i

i , hi). It speeds up the exponentiation process.

• Technique 3. If two pairings with common elements appear. It will reduce n
pairing to 1. For example, replace

∏n
i=1 e(g

δi

i , h) with e(
∏n

j=1 g
δi

i , h)

Homomprphic Aggregated Signature. A Homomprphic Aggregated Signature is de-
fined by the following algorithms:
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• Kgen(1λ,m) On input security parameter λ and m ≥ 1, it outputs (pk, sk) where
pk is the public verification key and sk is the secret signing key. Here m is the
dimension of the vector space.

• Sign(sk,uidc,uidn,T, T̂ ) On input secret key sk, current and new owner IDs uidc,uidn,

a set of tag ID and index {T, T̂}, it outputs a signature Σ.

• CombSign(pk,uidc,uidn, T̂i,Σi) Given the public key pk, Owner IDs, a set of tag

index T̂ (i) and their signature Σi, it outputs a new aggregated signature Σ.

• VerSign(pk,uidc,uidn,T
(i),Σ) Based on the public key pk, a set of tag ID and index

{Ti, T̂i} and a signature Σ, it can verify the signature and outputs 0 (reject) or 1
(accept).

Stateful Signature. In a stateful signature scheme, the signer updates some state after
every signature is produced. A stateful signature scheme consists of three efficient
algorithms:

• KGen(1k): On input 1k, compute (pk, sk)←KGen(1k). Let [X,X+] := PseudoInvGen(S),
where S is a random parameter and X+ be the initial state of a stateful signature.
Then sk := X+ and pk := X+X.

• Sign(m, sk): To sign a message m using the current state, it outputs a signature σm
and updates the current state by σm := mX+.

• Vrfy(σm, pk,m): Verify algorithm outputs 1, if and only if Vrfypk(m,σm) = 1 such

that σm
?
= σm · pk.

Commitment scheme. It is a two-phase protocol between a sender and a receiver
where the sender holds a message m. In the first phase, the sender picks a random key
ck and then encodes m using ck and sends the encoding message c (a commitment to
m) to the receiver. In the second phase, the sender sends the key ck to the receiver
and it can open the commitment and find out the content of the message m. More
formally, A triple of algorithms (KGen,Com,Ver) is called a commitment scheme if it
satisfies the following:

• On input 1l, the key generation algorithm KGen output a commitment key ck.

• The commitment algorithm Com takes as input a message m from a message space
M and a commitment key ck, and output a commitment-opening pair (c, d).

• The verification algorithm Ver takes a key ck, a message m, a commitment c and
an opening d and output 1 or 0.
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Searchable Encryption. A Searchable Encryption can be defined by the following
algorithm:

• Kgen(m,n) On input the size of the matrix, it outputs a pair of keys (Pc, Sc) where
Pc is public key and Sc is secret key.

• Enc(Pc, Q) Given a challenge matrix Qn×n and public key Pc, it generates ciphertext
E := Enc(Pc, Q).

• TDoor(Sc, Q) This algorithm takes secret key Sc, challenge matrix Q and outputs a
trapdoor T := {C,D} correspond to {Sc, Q}.

• Test(Pc, E, T ) On input Pc, trapdoor T and ciphertext E, it proves whether T and
E are generated from the same Q and outputs 0 (reject) or 1 (accept).

Labelled Program. The notion of labeled data or program was first introduced by
Gennaro et al. [159]. Let an entity (e.g., checkpoint) want to authenticate some data
τ := {τ0, τ1, · · · τr} (e.g., tag/reader’s data) with respect to their corresponding labels
I := {ι0, ι1, · · · ιr} (e.g., tag/reader’s unique identifier) where ιi ∈ {0, 1}∗. A labeled
program can be defined by P := (f, I) where f : {0, 1}r → {0, 1} is a circuit on data
τ . Output of a labeled program can be computed over data τ provided by different
entities (e.g., Readers) at different times.

Arithmetic Circuit. An arithmetic circuit f over the variables or data τ = τ0, τ1, · · · , τr
is a labelled directed acyclic graph G with its leaves labelled as I := {ι0, ι1, · · · ιr} and
internal nodes labelled as gate O := {+,×} operations. The circuit has a designated
output ρ.

In this work, we consider an arithmetic circuit f over a field Zp such that f : Zrp → Zp
for a prime p. The circuit f has bounded fan-in, that is, each of its internal nodes
has at most two children. The size of a circuit, size(f) is the number of gates/vertices
in underlying graph. The depth of the circuit, depth(f) is the length of the longest
directed path in the circuit. Note that an arithmetic circuit can compute a polynomial
in the natural way and every polynomial defines a unique function. An input gate of an
arithmatic circuit can compute a polynomial it is tagged by the labels. A sum gate ‘+’
computes the sum of two polynomials obtained from the incoming wire in the graph.
Similarly, a product gate ‘×’ computes the product of two polynomials.

However, the degree of a circuit is delineated by the maximal degree of the gates
in the circuit while the degree of a gate is defined by the total degree of the polynomial
it computes. Note that all the polynomials belong to the class VP, the algebraic analog
of class P. That is, all polynomials of polynomially bounded degree can be realized by
an arithmetic circuit family with polynomially bounded size [162].
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Pseudo Random Function. Pseudo-random function (PRF) is a family of functions
F such that F : K × X → Y such that each function Fk ∈ F can be identified by a
unique index k ∈ {0, 1}λ. Given the key k ∈ K, the function Fk(·) can be efficiently
evaluated at all point x ∈ X . Fk can be computed by a deterministic polynomial time
algorithm: on input (k, x) ∈ K × X the algorithm outputs Fk(x) ∈ Y .

In this theses, we use circuit-PRF F : K × {0, 1}n → Y . For every polynomial circuit
C there is a key kc that enables the evaluation of Fkc(x) at all points x ∈ {0, 1}n s.t.,
C(x) = 1. Consider a security experiment Expprf−b

A where adversary A interacts with
a challenger. Let challenger choose k and initialize an oracle that on input x ∈ X
outputs Fk(x) ∈ Y if b = 1 and r ∈R {0, 1}m otherwise. A returns a bit b′ and
wins the security experiment if b = b′. We define adversary’s advantage Advprf

A (λ)=
Pr[Expprf−1

A = 1]− Pr[Expprf−0
A = 1]| ≤ ε .

Homomorphic Message Authentication. In a homomorphic message authentication
scheme, an entity can authenticate data τ with its secret key sk. Later evaluators can
homomorphically execute an arbitrary program P over τ and subsequently generate
an authentication tag σ without knowing sk. Note that σ certifies P(τ). Finally a
verifier that knows sk can assert whether σ is indeed the output of the P(τ) without
knowing τ . A Homomorphic Message Authentication scheme consists of the following
four algorithms:

• KGen(1λ): On input of the security parameter λ, it generates a key pair (sk, ek)
where sk is the secret key and ek is the public evaluation key.

• Authentication(sk, ι, τ): Given the secret key sk, a label ι and a message data τ , it
outputs a succinct tag σ.

• Evaluate(ek, f, σ): On input of the evaluation key ek, a circuit f : Zrp → Zp and a
set of authenticating tags (σ0, · · · , σr), this algorithm outputs a new tag σ.

• Verify(sk, τ,P , σ): On input of the secret key sk, a program P := (f, I) where
I := {ι0, ι1, · · · ιr}, a message data τ (computed on f), and an authentication tag
σ, the verification algorithm outputs 0 (reject) or 1 (accept).
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Chapter 3

Previous Work

3.1 VANET security

Security mechanisms proposed for VANET in the literatures can be divided into two tech-
niques: prevention techniques and detection technique. Detection techniques include:

• Signature-based detection where attacks are detected by comparing network traffic
to known signatures of attacks (stored in the attack signature database).

• Anomaly-based detection is a statistical approach that can detect any deviation
(anomalies) from the normal communication system behaviour.

• Context Verification collects information from any reliable sources (e.g. telemetric
monitoring) in order to create an independent view of its current status and then
evaluate the situation based on predefined rule-sets depending on the application.

However, considering the critical and safety nature of VANET application, prevention
techniques are more popular. Most of the existing security solutions [8, 9, 20, 24, 46, 56,
19, 21, 44] aim to prevent security breaches rather than detecting them. Prevention
technique includes the followings:

• Digital signature that exploit cryptography, either with certification (e.g., [6]) where
cryptographic digital signatures are applied to messages or hashes over messages,
or without certificate (e.g., [181]) where signatures are combined with digital cer-
tificates provided by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA).

• Proprietary system exploits proprietary (non-public) protocols or hardwares in order
to control unauthorized access to the network.

• Temper proof hardware ensures secure input to the communication system and allow
only authorized entity to access it.

In this section, we provide some preliminaries regarding wireless communication, ve-
hicle addressing mechanisms, vehicle characteristics from Sevecom Project in [182]. In
addition, we gather major VANET security and privacy solutions and architectures pro-
posed in the literature. Meanwhile, we discuss some projects and standardization studies
that have been conducted on the security of VANET.
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VANET wireless communication: Wireless Communication involves vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communica-
tion. It does not include in-car wireless (e.g. Bluetooth used with mobile or PDA)
transaction.

• Sender/Receiver

– Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): Car originates communication to other car.

– Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I): Car originates communication with infrastruc-
ture.

– Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2I): Infrastructure originates communication with
other Infrastructure.

• Communication characteristics

– Single-hop: We assume a single-hop range of at least 150m in normal road
conditions. In case of curve or turn applications, the range may be shorter

– Multi-hop: Multi-hopping is assumed to be realized by a position-based routing
protocol.

• Message characteristics

– One-way: Messages are sent without response.

– Two-way: Messages are sent with response.

– Periodic: The periodic sending of messaging may be triggered by some external
events, like setting the indicators or activating the blue light in an emergency
vehicle.

– Relevancy: Messages are transported passively, using a content-based and
situation-based relevancy calculation.

• Addressing mechanism

– Unicast: Receiver is a unique network entity (e.g. a vehicle, RSU etc.).

– Broadcast: Receivers are all network entities that receive a packet.

∗ Single-hop: Every receiver in wireless transmission range.

∗ Multi-hop: Time-To-Live (TTL)-limited flooding.

– Geocast: All network entities receiving a packet must check their own position
to decide whether they are intended to process the packet.

∗ Single-hop: Only the entities in the defined region are receivers. No relay-
ing.

∗ Multi-hop: If the receivers are already in the target region, flood the packet
within the region. If not (outside the target region), forward the packet to
the target region based on routing protocol, then flood.
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Vehicle characteristics: Security application strongly involves Vehicle Characteristics,
e.g. in-car sensors or software systems. This is the case, for instance, if vehicle software
is updated or integral parts of the vehicle (like brakes or engine) are influenced. This has
security implications because these parts are critical for safe operation of the vehicle.

• Electronic license plate: The electronic license plate allows reading of vehicle license
plates via wireless interface. It must be available to authorized communication
partners.

• Electronic driver’s license: A driver has to issue his/her license to the car (for
instance, a car would not start without driver’s license).

Security Requirements: VANET presents some inherited challenges from that of
MANETs and sensor networks such as mobility, security versus privacy, availability, low
error tolerance, key distribution problem etc. We gather all the security requirements for
vehicular network listed in the literature:

• Authentication: This is the obvious requirement for any scheme where the vehicles
response only to the legitimate entities and messages. In VANET, authentication is
required for the OBUs, RSUs during vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication.

• Data consistency: VANET requires not only the sender to be legal but also the
legitimacy of the data the sender sent. It is also known as plausibility.

• Data integrity: Protocol message could be altered by malicious adversary during
transaction. Therefore, message integrity should be ensured at the destination en-
tities.

• Availability: Many kinds of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks such as desynchroniza-
tion, jamming attacks may deteriorate network performance. Therefore, availability
of the message should be provided by any means.

• Non-repudiation: Vehicles causing accidents should be reliably identified to prove
liability. That is, a sender (signer) should not be able to decline its responsibility
after the transmission of a message (for instance after having an accident).

• Privacy: This is the most important research area in VANET where the vehicles
and their locations can be monitored or tracked intentionally. Therefore, privacy of
the drivers or vehicles against unauthorized observers should be preserved.

• Traceability and Revocation: This is opposite to the privacy requirement. Some-
times it becomes essential for the authority to trace vehicles’ identity and revoke
membership/license of the driver for the sake of unspeculated or abnormal behavior
of the vehicles.
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Figure 3.1: VANET general architecture.

• Real-time constraints: Sometimes security could be a barrier to efficiency. Since
nodes in the VANET are mobile and fast locomotive, they require strict time con-
straints to process data and feedback. This imposes computation and communica-
tion efficient schemes. For example, Sevecom project in [182] defines time constraints
as follows:

– Highly time-critical (∼0.5 seconds)

– Time critical (∼ 1 second)

– Time is relevant (∼ 5 seconds)

– Time is not a critical issue (> 10 seconds)

General security architecture: In [168], authors propose a general security architec-
ture of VANET (See Fig. 3.1). Five-level security architecture consists of: security stuffs,
authentication, trust, message/data and cryptographic tools for security aspects. At the
bottom level (Security Material) of the architecture, security hardware, such as On-Board
Unit (OBU), Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, radars, Event Data Recorder
(EDR), antennas remains. Hardware Security are built around a Trusted Platform Mod-
ule (TPM) specifications that include a software infrastructure to protect and store data.
Authentication level is responsible for all kind of authentications such as driver’s authen-
tication to avoid unauthorized users’ access to the system, message authentication to
ensure the messages to be received from the legitimate entities and not to be modified in
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transit, property authentication to guarantee legitimate transmission equipment, location
authentication to ensures the sender’s position. Trust level is where a trust/reputation
system is installed. It uses local information such as speed, acceleration etc. as well
as information from other nodes to create a suggestion concerning a node with which it
intends to communicate. At message/data level, the message itself should be secure by
some primitives such as digital signature with the existence of the vehicular PKI. If a
malicious node remained undetected at the higher levels (authentication and trust), the
message being transmitted would be verified here to ensure the security and integrity
of the network transaction. Cryptographic level is responsible for drivers’ privacy where
privacy solutions such as public key infrastructure (PKI), group signatures, or anonymous
identity protocol are applied to ensure privacy. However, authors divide this architecture
into three sections: the prevention section (security material and authentication level),
the detection and correction section (Trust level and the message/data level), and the
privacy section (Cryptographic level).

Security Standardization: We discuss two standard families (ISO and IEEE) and one
project (SeveCom) concerning VANET security and privacy.

• International Standard Organization (ISO) family such as ISO/TR 12859:2009
and ISO 21217:2014 [163, 164] provides general guidelines to the developers of in-
telligent transport systems (ITS) standard and systems on data security and privacy
aspects. Specially ISO 21217:2014 specifies the minimum set of requirements for a
physical instantiation of an ITS station. Communication Access for Land Mobiles
(CALM) standard (in [163]) defines the common architectural framework of CALM-
compliant ITS stations that could be located at vehicles, RSUs. They also define
how lawful interception should be performed. According to CALM, there should
be a security module in the vehicle that includes a firewall and intrusion detection
system called Hardware Security Module (HSM), an authentication, authorization
and profile management system, and an identity, certificates and cryptographic al-
gorithm system.

• IEEE family defines three standards such as IEEE 1609.0-2013, IEEE 1609.2-
2013 and IEEE 1609.11-2010 [165, 166, 167]. IEEE 1609.0 defines the general
architecture for VANET called Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE)
architecture and services that can be used in conjunction with the family of IEEE
1609 standards. IEEE 1609.2 determines the secure message formats and processing
for using inside WAVE-enabled devices. This standard also defines the method to
secure WAVE management messages and application messages and some functions
necessary to support the core security functions s.t., confidentiality, authentication,
authorization and integrity. For cryptographic implementations, this standard con-
siders public key certificates (PKC). For the privacy purpose, it refers to the use of
pseudonyms as identifier within the certificates by which WAVE devices can conceal
its real-world identity. For revocation management, they propose to publish Certifi-
cate Revocation Lists (CRLs) by the certificate manager. IEEE 1609.11 standardizes
the Over-the-Air electronic payment data exchange protocol for ITS that includes
the application service layer and profile for payment and identity authentication.
It also determines a basic level of technical interoperability between an electronic
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payment equipment (such as On Board unit (OBU)) and roadside equipment (RSE)
using Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) based application.

• SeVeCom (Secure Vehicular Communication) is an EU-funded project that focuses
on providing a full definition and implementation of baseline security requirements
for vehicular communications [182]. SeVeCom project addresses security of the
future vehicle communication networks, including both inter-vehicular and vehicle-
infrastructure communication.

VANET Security Models: We briefly describe some schemes related to VANET secu-
rity.

• In [175], Lee et al. presented a secure incentive framework for commercial VANET
called Signature-Seeking Drive (SSD) by leveraging a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) to provide secure incentives for cooperative nodes without relying on tamper-
proof hardware.

• In [176], Sun et al. proposed an ID-based cryptosystem to provide message integrity,
confidentiality and authentication for VANET. It avoids using certificates for au-
thentication. In addition, it can detect spoofing attacks and correct malicious data
for data consistency.

• In [177], Zhang et al. proposed RAISE scheme, an RSU-aided message authentica-
tion scheme that to improve authentication scheme in a large scale VANET specially
for metropolitan-area network.

• In [178], Isaac et al. proposed an on-road payment model for VANET by using an
authenticated encryption scheme where payment can be accomplished by the smart
card (e.g., credit card).

• In [179], Wagan et al. presented an efficient, secure and hardware-friendly infras-
tructure to exchange safety messages using standard asymmetric PKI as well as
symmetric cryptography. Authors emphasize on developing trusted relationship
among the neighboring nodes to form clusters of trusted vehicles.

• In [180], Biswas et al. presented an ID-based anonymous authentication scheme and
a cross-layer verification approach for a WAVE-enabled vehicular safety messages.
They propose an Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) along with
an identity-based signature that verifies the received messages based on their MAC
traffic class and intensity. In addition, they suggest a cross-layer prioritized message
verification system for the periodic road safety messages.

VANET Privacy Models: We briefly describe some privacy-enabled VANET security
schemes .

• In [13], Dotzer et al. discusses the privacy issues in VANET from a manufacturers
point of view and provide solutions to overcome the issues.
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• In [169], Lu et al. presented a conditional privacy preserving protocol for secure
vehicular communications. This scheme can efficiently handle the linear revocation
list and allows the authorities to trace vehicular identifiers with some pre-defined
condition.

• In [170], Li et al. presented an efficient key management scheme to support privacy.
They use non-interactive identity-based public key cryptography, blind signature
and one-way hash chain as building blocks in order to achieve mutual authentication,
reduced computational costs, dynamic session key among the nodes.

• In [171], Burmester et al. described a hybrid scheme that utilizes both symmetric
and public key algorithm for authentication and encryption. It established a balance
between the privacy and accountability in vehicular nodes. They considered both
pairwise and group communication among the VANET entities. They allow the
vehicles to change pseudonyms frequently in order to achieve strong privacy.

• In [172], Yan et al. considered vehicular geographical positions as a valuable infor-
mation in VANET and hence proposed a novel approach to enhance vehicle position
security. In addition, they introduced on-board radar to detect neighboring vehicles
with their announced coordinates.

• In [173], Wei et al. proposed a received signal strength indicator-based User Centric
Anonymization (UCA) model for location privacy of the vehicles without any cen-
tralized trusted party. They introduced an adversary namely called Global Passive
Adversary (GPA) that can locate and track a vehicle within its region by intercept-
ing the broadcast message. Their model improved the location privacy by consider-
ing four parameters such as pseudo position, velocity, direction and Random silent
period simultaneously.

• In [174], Prado et al. proposed a privacy preserving geo-casting protocol, a variant of
direction-based geocasting protocol. They suggest to encrypt the vehicular messages
first and then geocast the messages across VANET.

VANET security and Group Signature: Security and privacy in VANETs are dis-
cussed in the literature suggest the use of a public key infrastructure (PKI) and digital
signatures to secure VANETs [8, 9, 19, 21, 44]. Besides that, several proposals suggest
pseudonym mechanisms (e.g., [20, 24, 46, 56]) in order to guarantee vehicle privacy. The
pseudonymity approach focuses on how often a node should change a pseudonym and with
whom it should communicate. Moreover, some schemes adopt group signature based so-
lution (e.g., [1, 3, 6, 7, 22, 23]), traceable ring signature based solution (e.g., [4, 5]) for
VANET security and privacy. Group signatures can be directly used to anonymously
authenticate vehicular communications without additionally generating a pseudonym.

Unlike traditional digital signature schemes, GS allows a member to create an anony-
mous (and unlinkable) signature that conceals the identity of the vehicle and hence pre-
serves privacy [23]. Following the foundation of GS [45], a number of different security
requirements have been proposed as primitives. Consequently, BBS-model in [59], pro-
poses the shortest GS scheme with three security notions anonymity, traceability and
exculpability.
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Linkability feature is discussed in several GS schemes such as short GS based scheme in
[64], direct anonymous attestation scheme in [61], ring signature schemes in [63, 67]. All of
them do not support either traceability or revocability. In [70], authors propose a special
type of GS with short-term linkability for VANET where the signer will keep remain three
group signature elements unchanged (without randomizing) for a short term. Although
it gears up verification process, but signatures generated this way are linkable by all the
group members. Whereas, in general, linkable GS has linking key to link signatures and
members who have linking key can only link the signatures.

Traceability is a fundamental properties of BBS GS [59]. In [53], authors introduce a
new direction to traceability. In order to subside the power of the opener, they bring in a
new authority called admitter which generates tokens corresponding to messages without
which tracing manager (opener) cannot proceed. Once the token is generated, no inter-
action between the opener and the admitter is required for further operation. Although
message-dependent traceability is more application-friendly, sometimes authorities like
TSD in VANET requires to revoke a member’s anonymity directly without depending on
any other authority (e.g., emerging national security threats).

Revocability properties for a GS was first explored in [58] and later followed by [57,
68, 69]. All the revocable GS schemes that have been proposed so far are reluctant to
backward unlinkability, verification cost (VLR) etc. The GS scheme in [22] combines
hybrid revocation mechanism with [59] that works with the list of revoked members (RL)
and a threshold value. If the size of RL is less than the threshold value, the scheme follows
VLR scheme for revocation. Otherwise the scheme uses rekeying process to update the
public/private group keys of all non-revoked members. In [51], authors introduce a special
VLR supported GS scheme with time-bound keys. Although they minimize the revocation
check to a greater extent, but the verifier still needs to perform revocation check against
all the members in RL. Note that VLR scheme with RL is not practical for a large scale
VANET where a verifier needs to check whether a signer belong to the RL each time it
receives a signature.

In [25], authors propose a GS with batch verification with drawbacks like imperson-
ation attack, tractability etc. [48]. In order to reduce the the burden of signature veri-
fication in a large scale VANET environments and make group signatures as a practical
solution to the intelligent traffic system, a number of batch verification mechanisms have
been proposed in the literature, either on group signature (e.g., [1, 3, 7, 8]) or on ring
signature (e.g., [4, 5]). A short GS based on [59] and an Identity Based Group Signa-
ture (IBGS) based on [1] with fast batch verification are proposed in [8] for a large scale
VANET. Nonetheless, the verification speed of [8] can be accelerated more by simplify-
ing verification equation. Besides that, sometimes signature verification system get even
worse for using batch verification depending on the volume of communication message in
a fixed interval.

3.2 RFID Authentication Protocols

RFID tags are found with either read-write chips or read-only chips. With read-write
chips, the reader can modify the internal data to the tag except the serial number (e.g.,
identifier), while read-only microchips’ data are stored into them during the manufacturing
process. Moreover, based on the source of power supply, RFID tags are classified into three
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categories:

• Active tags that consist of a transmitter and internal power source like a battery.

• Semi-active tags use their own power source to run internal circuitry, but utilize the
reader’s power for communication.

• Passive tags have no internal power repository. Alternatively, they utilize the read-
ers as power source.

Furthermore, the operating frequency of RFID tags can be categorized into three
ranges, that are, Low-frequency (124 kHz-135 kHz), High-frequency (13.56 MHz), and
Ultra-High-frequency (2.45 GHz). In this theses, we concentrate on the passive RFID
tags with read-write microchip that can operate in any allowed frequency ranges. In
order to protect the privacy of consumers and ensure the security of resource-constrained
low-cost RFID tags, we propose an enhancement to patch an existing authentication
protocols.

In general, RFID authentication protocols experience three major type of attacks:
Passive attacks allow adversaries to acquire data from the tag only, not from the com-
munication channel between the reader and tag. Active attack allows the adversary not
only to inquire data from the tag, but also to control the reader-tag channel. Man-in-the-
middle (MIM)is the most powerful attack where the adversary can not only access the
communication channel (like Active attack), but also can modify the protocol transactions
between the reader and tag.

Limited processing and storage capability of traditional RFID tags limit the effective
use of cryptographic techniques such as RSA, ECC [79, 85]. For example, EPC Class-1
Gen-2 permits only 2500 gates for security operations. This will resist standard crypto-
graphic techniques s.t., RSA to implement [79]. Similarly, stronger security primitives like
SHA-1, MD5 require 16000-20000 gates for implementation. In addition, popular Elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) as implemented in ERAP [84] require approximately 15000
gates [85].

HB-family protocols based on LPN assumption require a few thousand gates for im-
plementation making them an attractive option for securing low cost EPC tags [113]. In
2001, Hopper and Blum (HB) proposed a lightweight authentication protocol based on
the Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem. This protocol along with its subsequent
protocols are commonly known as the HB-family protocol. HB-family consists of a series
of protocols such as HB+, HB++, HB-MP, HB-MP+, Trusted-HB, HB#, GHB#, F-HB,
Tree-HB+, Tree-LSHB+ etc. We discuss some of these protocols with their limitations.
Although mutual authentication protocol adds an additional protection for an RFID sys-
tem in the protocol construction to safeguard the query is, in fact, coming from a legiti-
mate entity, and therefore, ensures that the tag information is available to only valid reader
and server. Most authentication protocols (specially HB-family protocol) proposed so far
either presume reader and server as an identical entity, or assume the communication chan-
nel between a server and a reader is secure [89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 108, 93, 105, 111, 109, 106].

LPN assumption used in HB-like protocols, inquires to distinguish noisy linear equa-
tion from uniformly random. Since its first introduction in 2001, numerous applications
i.e., lightweight crypto system, symmetric encryption etc. have introduced LPN problem
as the assumption underlying provably secure cryptosystems [86]. Its popularity is due to
robust security against quantum algorithms. Unlike most number theoretic problems used
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in applied cryptography, LPN based constructions are inclined to be extremely efficient in
view of computation time and memory requirement which lead LPN based cryptosystem
to be a good candidate for resource-constraint devices like RFID tags, smart phone device
etc. There has been a lot of research on HB protocol that outputs a number of protocols
s.t., HB+, HB++, HB#, HB-MP, HB-MP+, HB∗, F-HB etc. [89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 108, 93].
Unfortunately, most of them later shown to be insecure, or susceptible to particular at-
tacks [94, 95]. In addition, no scheme consider each entity in the RFID system individually
against security and privacy threats.

Nowadays, RFID tags are accompanied by robust, globally accessible mobile/wireless
readers that contain current and/or historical information on that tagged object’s physical
properties, origin, ownership, and sensory context. Embedding RFID reader modules
into a wireless device such as a smart phone is a new research direction in the RFID
environment [126]. Some emerging applications e.g., detecting fraudulent production
[83], green taxi service where an RFID tag enables the passengers to retrieve the detail
travel information using mobile device, transferring ownership transfer in an inventory
management system [125], using mobile agents in RFID management [128] etc. Readers
are basically used to circulate around the tagged objects freely and read any tag nearby to
build an inventory [127]. Yang et al. (in [81]) proposed the first authentication protocol
presuming the communication channel between the reader and back-end server to be
insecure like wireless channel. Later some other protocols (e.g., [82, 125]) adopted similar
assumption. As a result, the whole communication of RFID system is considered to be
insecure and an adversary is allowed to impersonate as a legitimate reader.

In this section, we will discuss some of these protocols including their contribution
and drawbacks. Let

• a, b: random k-bit binary vectors,

• x, x′, y, y′: k-bit secret key vectors,

• ν: noise bit(=1 with probability η ∈ [0, 1/2]),

• rot(p, u): bitwise left rotate operator such that operand p is rotated u position,

• f : a permutation function,

• ρ: index of the current round,

• x↑m: m Left Significant Bits (LSB) of x.

• f(·): a non-linear function.

Table 3.1: One-round HB protocol
Tag Reader

(secret x) (secret x)

←− Generate challenge a ∈r {0, 1}k

Compute z = a · x⊕ ν −→
Check a · x ≈ z
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Hopper and Blum (HB) protocol [86]: An overview of a round of HB protocol is
given in Table 3.2. Unlike classical symmetric key cryptography solutions such as [91],
the HB protocol relies on the computational hardness of the LPN problem. This protocol
is secure only against passive attacks, not against active attacks. A simple active attack
on HB protocol is: allowing an adversary to transmit a fixed challenge string a to the tag
several times in order to retrieve the secret x.

Table 3.2: One-round HB+ protocol

Tag Reader
(secret x, y) (secret x, y)

Generate blinding vector b ∈r {0, 1}k −→

←− Generate challenger a ∈r {0, 1}k

Compute z = a · x⊕ b · y ⊕ ν −→

Check a · x⊕ b · y ≈ z

HB+ protocol [90]: Juels and Weis (2005) presented a modified version of the HB
protocol and proved the modified protocol (HB+) to be secure against active attacks. A
round of HB+ is given in Table 3.2. They introduced an additional shared secret key y,
recommended the tag to initiate the protocol. However, this protocol is vulunarable to
the well-known MIM attacks [93].

Table 3.3: One round HB++ Protocol

Tag Reader
(Secret x, y, x′, y′) (Secret x, y, x′, y′)

Generate blinding vector b ∈r {0, 1}k −→

←− Generate challenger a ∈r {0, 1}k

Compute


z = a · x⊕ b · y ⊕ ν
z′ = rot(f(a), ρ) · x′

⊕ rot(f(b), ρ) · y′ ⊕ ν ′

−−−−→
(z, z′)

Check


a · x⊕ b · y ≈ z

rot(f(a), ρ) · x′

⊕ rot(f(b), ρ) · y′ ≈ z′
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HB++ Protocol [91]: To resist the MIM attack on HB+, Bringer et al. (2006) proposed
the updated version HB++ (in Table 3.2) that was assumed to be secure against MIM
attacks. The protocol transaction message costs remain same as that of HB+, but the tag
computation and storage costs have been increased with bit-wise rotations, small-block
permutation f , an additional universal hash function that is required to derive new secrets
at the beginning of each authentication.

Table 3.4: One round HB-MP Protocol

Reader Tag
(Secret x, y) (Secret x, y)

Generate challenge vector a ∈r {0, 1}k −→
x = rot(x, yi)
z = a · x↑m⊕ ν

←− Choose b such that z = b · x↑m
x = rot(x, yi)
Check if a · x↑m = b · x↑m

HB-MP protocol [92]: Munilla and Peinado (2007) has introduced a new variant of HB
protocol, namely HB-MP protocol (Table 3.2). Although HB-MP protocol reduces the
communication cost (in compare to HB+), this protocol was not MIM attack free [108].

Table 3.5: One round HB-MP+ Protocol
Reader Tag

(Secret x, f(·)) (Secret x, f(·))

Generate challenge a ∈r {0, 1}k −→
xs = f(a, x)
z = a · xs ⊕ ν

←− Choose b such that z = b · xs
xs = f(a, x)
Check if a · xs = b · xs

HB-MP+ protocol [108]: Leng et al. (2008) proposed HB-MP+ protocol (Table 3.2) to
alleviate MIM attack on HB-MP. This protocol introduces one way hash function (f(·))
to avoid repeat update of the round key. Nonetheless, HB-MP+ protocol experience syn-
chronization problem and the hash function is defined in an abstract way [17]. Moreover,
the hash function demands at least 5000 logic gates that is not practical for passive RFID
tags.
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Table 3.6: HB# Protocol
Reader Tag

(Secret X, Y ) (Secret X, Y )

Choose b ∈ FkY2 −→
←− Choose a ∈ FkX2

z = (a.X)⊕ (b.Y )⊕ ν −→
If w(z ⊕ (a.X)⊕ (b.Y )) ≤ τ
Accept

HB# protocol [93]: Gilberet al. (2008) proposed the HB# protocol (Table 3.2) that is a
nature matrix extension of the HB# protocol where Tag/Reader share two binary matrices
Xkx×m, Y kx×m instead of two vectors (x, y). HB# is an improvement to HB+ in terms
of security and practicality. Likewise HB+ protocol, the HB# has low computational
complexity,low transmission costs. Additionally, it provides more practical error rates.
However, since the tag needs to store two secret matrices instead of vectors, it requires
more memory bits for the secret keys.

Table 3.7: The GHB# protocol
Reader Tag

(Secret X, Y ) (Secret X, Y )

Choose b ∈ FkY2 −→
←− Choose a ∈ FkX2

z = φ(a ·X)⊕ φ(b · Y )⊕ ν −→
If w(z ⊕ φ(a ·X)⊕ φ(b · Y )) ≤ τ
Accept

GHB# protocol [124]: Rizomiliotis et al. (2012) presents a non-linear variant of the
HB# protocol. Likewise HB#, both the tag and reader share two secret binary matrices
X and Y . The single round of the protocol appears in Table 3.2 experience the advantage
of the properties of the Gold power functions φ(·). This protocol is supposed to be secure
against all the major attacks including the MIM attack where the attacker can modify all
messages exchanged between an honest tag and the reader.
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Table 3.8: The F-HB protocol

Reader Tag
[Ii, sold, scur, ID] [Ii, si]

c ∈R {0, 1}m1 c−→
a ∈R {0, 1}m2 , b← g(si, a)

v1 ← Berl1η , v2 ← Berl2η
(z1, z2, z3)← (Tsi · (c, b))⊕ (v1, v1, v2)
t← b⊕ (Tsi · (c, z1, Ii))
(I, Ii+1)← (Ii, z2)

I, a, z1, t←−−−−−−
If using I as hash-table index: I = Ii

If t = g(scur, a)⊕ (Tscur · (c, z1, Ii))
(z′1, z

′
2, z
′
3)← Tscur · (c, g(scur, a))

v′1 ← z′1 ⊕ z1

If w (v′1) ≤ Th
Ii+1 ← v′1 ⊕ z′2
(sold, scur)← (sold, scur ⊕ v′1)
accept the tag

Else reject the tag
Else reject the tag

Else if brute-force search an [I ′, sold, scur, ID] : ∃s ∈ (sold, scur),
t = g(s, a)⊕ (Ts · (c, z1, I))

(z′1, z
′
2, z
′
3)← Ts · (c, g(s, a))

v′1 ← z′1 ⊕ z1

If w (v′1) ≤ Th
I ′ ← v′1 ⊕ z′2
(sold, scur)← (s, s⊕ v′1)
accept the tag

Else reject the tag
Else reject the tag

z′3−→
If z′3 ⊕ z3 = v3

si+1 ← si ⊕ v1

Else reject the reader

F-HB protocol [104]: Cao et al. (2011) proposes a forward private mutual authenti-
cation scheme based on the unpredictable privacy notion (See Table 3.2). Their building
block is composed of two LPN problem and a pseudo random number generator (PRNG).
They provide security proof of the proposed authentication scheme under the standard
model. However, we carefully observe that the Toeplitz matrix multiplication (EX-OR
operation) for the multiple bit LPN problem and MAC generation in the main protocol of
are not consistent to matrix size, although the authors did not clarify the specific matrix
size in operation; and the threshold value for LPN problem is not specified concretely.
Moreover, in the last protocol transcripts, where a tag’s secret key is updated, if-checking,
is not consistent and is not based on the LPN problem; but an EX-OR vector computa-
tion. Unlike [104], our protocol follows the SLPN based problem for tag authentication,
where the secret key is not a vector but a binary matrix. In addition, we introduce
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pseudo-inverse matrix for updating the secret key of the tag and apply to the SLPN
problem for both the tag and the reader authentication. As a consequence, our proposed
protocol is more robust against quantum adversaries while been efficient like the previous
HB-protocol family.

Table 3.9: The SLPN protocol
Tag Pτ,n(s ∈ Z2`

2 ) Reader Vτ ′,n(s ∈ Z2`
2 )

v←−
v← {x ∈ Z2`

2 : w(x) = `}
If w(v) 6= ` abort
R← Z`×n2 ; e← Bernτ

R, z−−→
z := RT · s↓v ⊕ e ∈ Zn2 If rank(R) 6= n reject

If w(z⊕ RT · s↓v) > n · τ ′reject, else accept

SLPN problem protocol[80]: Kiltz et al. (2011) builds a new efficient two-round
authentication protocol that is secure against active adversaries (See Table 3.2). Its
security can be reduced to the subset learning parity with noise (SLPN) problem. In
addition, they construct two efficient MACs, and thus two-round authentication protocols
that is secure against MIM attacks from the LPN assumption.

Table 3.10: Insecure Reader-Server channel protocol

Server Reader Tag
k1, k2, C r, S = hk(r) k1, k2, C

S−−−−−−→
ID = h(k1 ⊕ S ⊕ C)

ID, S, r←−−−−−−−−−−− ID←−−−−−−−
VerifyS

?
= hk(r)

(abort if not)
then

Retrieve 〈k1, k2, C〉
from 〈T1, T2, CN〉 ∈ D

Verify ID
?
= h(k1 ⊕ hk(r)⊕ C)

(abort if not)
then ID′ = h(k2)

ID′, Ehk(S)(DATA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

ID′−−−−−−−→
Verify ID′

?
= h(k2)

k1 ← k1 ⊕ ID′ (abort if not)
k2 ← k2 ⊕ ID then

Dhk(S)(DATA) k1 ← k1 ⊕ ID′
k2 ← k2 ⊕ ID
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Insecure Reader-Server communication protocol[81]: Yang et al. (in Table 3.2)
first introduced a robust mutual authentication protocol between a tag and a back-end
server. They assume the reader and the back-end server communication over an insecure
channel like wireless and their communications are subject to eavesdropping or modifica-
tion. Moreover, they assume the readers are not to be a trusted third party. They provide
the formal proof of correctness of the proposed protocol on GNY logic.

3.3 RFID ownership transfer

In [154], authors present two models for RFID ownership transfer protocols to protect
the security and privacy of the current and new owner. One is ordinary two-party model
where a key is shared between the current reader and the tag. The other one is three-
party model where an additional key is shared between the trusted third party (TTP)
and the tag. Online TTP helps the new owner to update key securely. A number of
ownership transfer protocols ([120, 115, 145, 135, 136, 137]) have been proposed based on
TTP. However, protocols with trusted party create a bottleneck in the inventory system
and overloads the trusted server. For instance, each owner needs to contact directly to
a manufacturer (resp. the trusted server). The situation would become worse in case of
simultaneous ownership transfer of multiple tags.

In [120], authors propose an ownership transfer protocol to resolve privacy issues of
ownership transfer by using pseudonyms and a tree based time-limited key structure. In
this scheme, current owner delegates the ownership of a tag temporarily (for a period
of time) to a new owner. Nonetheless, each tag requires a counter in the non-volatile
memory to count the number of authentications occurred. A trusted center (TC) that
stores tag secret keys helps the readers to authenticate the tag. Therefore, this scheme
suffers from the similar issues as in TTP-based scheme.

Protocols without trusted party, usually termed as ownership sharing protocol in
[134, 115, 143, 145] allow sharing a secret key among current and previous owners. This
threatens owner’s privacy, since former owners as well as current owners can track the
same tag legitimately.

In [116], authors introduced some mandatory security properties for ownership transfer
protocol by using ordinary hash function: owner initiation, tag assurance, ownership
proof, and undeniable transfer. Issuer verification during the ownership transfer has been
addressed in [121]. Ownership transfer protocol in [148] has formally defined the security
and privacy issues that prevents the attacker from injecting fake tags in the supply chains
by verifying the tag prior to the ownership transfer.

A scalable RFID authentication protocol with ownership transfer support has been
proposed in [122] that allows the current owners to delegate ownership without using
non-volatile memory into the tag to store a counter. However, desynchronization and
denial-of-service attack may occur in this scheme without using the TTP [148]. Moreover,
storage cost on the server is questionable in this protocol when the maximum size of the
hash chains increased. In [139], authors defines two roles regrading ownership: the tag
owner and the tag holder. While, both of them can pass the ownership verification, only
the tag owner can transfer the ownership. Note that the tag holder may not be the owner
in decentralized systems. Security of ownership transfer protocols are based mainly on
the authentication of the tag. Almost all the symmetric-key based ownership transfer
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protocols such as [154, 120]assume that the tag is temper-resistant.

3.4 RFID-enabled path authentication

A number of tag authentication schemes, that have been in the Section 3.2, cannot be used
directly for path authentication, either because they incur high computational overhead
or they lack simultaneous online access to all the parties in the supply chain. Alterna-
tively, security requirements of the RFID ownership transfer protocols based on RFID
authentication in Section 3.3, where ownership of a tag can be transferred securely and
privately, are very close to that of path authentication protocols [156, 149]. However, path
authentication protocols demand additional privacy requirements: forward and backward
privacy. More clearly, the former executions should not be traced by the new owner (for-
ward privacy) and the succeeding transaction should not be traced by the former owner
(backward privacy).

There are two kinds of path authentication systems in the literature: static path, where
a valid path is predetermined and is shared with the destination checkpoint (e.g., [151]);
and, dynamic path, where the path is generated dynamically and every node in the path
can track the validation of the path (e.g., [152]).

After the first proposal by Blass et al. [150], the construction was improved by Cai
et al. [151]. Both of them are based on EIGamal encryption to encrypt the identity of
the RFID tag and symmetric key primitives to check the path. The path of the RFID
tag is predetermined (static) and the issuer of the tag distributes secret keys to the RFID
reader. Wang et al. proposed a dynamic path authentication protocol (in [153]) based on
Hierarchical Identity-Based Encryption (HIBE) and Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) digital
signature scheme [155] where tag’s identity is encrypted by the HIBE and the path is
generated by hashing the past identities of the reader with digital signature. Some other
solutions for the dynamic path authentication includes the schemes in [152, 156]. These
schemes are based on Ordered Multi-signature and Pseudo Random Function respectively.
Nonetheless, no prior static path based authentication schemes consider mutual authen-
tication between the tag and intermediate readers, either because they assume that the
communication channel between the reader and tag during path authentication is secure,
or because they presume tag authentication implicitly. For instance, in [151], authors
assume that the reader will update the tag’s state only after successful authentication.
However, this scheme does not include any tag authentication explicitly. Some dynamic
path authentication schemes (e.g., [156]) incorporate mutual authentication into their
proposal.
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Chapter 4

Vehicle Network Security

4.1 Secure VANET Applications with a refined Group

Signature.

4.1.1 Introduction

Although complete untraceability (strong privacy) among the members is an important
properties for applications like WSN where nodes are bounded to places or human body
in order to measure data and position, or, VANET where vehicles with On Board Unit
(OBU) are considered as preliminary nodes, sometimes stringent privacy policy prevents
some reasonable case of application. For example, pseudonym mechanisms (e.g., [46, 20])
and GS scheme (e.g., [50, 66]) are two popular approaches to guarantee privacy in VANET,
but sometimes application demands diverse privacy requirement. Members might benefit
from established trust relations among them in order to communicate private data in an
unobservable manner [55, 56].

For better understanding, from now on we would consider our proposed solution to
VANETs only. However, this solution can be applied to any ad hoc network systems
where different labels of privacy, jurisdiction access, and revocability are necessary on
dense communication. VANET offers two types of wireless communication, namely, V2V−
communication among the vehicles, V2I− communication between vehicles and a VANET
infrastructure like Road Side Unit (RSU). In this work, we address some real life appli-
cation scenarios as follows:

Scenario 1. Let a car C be registered to some Value Added Service Provider (VSP)
for some special events or services (fuel filling station, garage service, auto mechanic
center etc.). Generally service stations need to ensure the right client and services it had
agreement to. For instance, C has subscribed to ’gasoline from filling station F ’ through
VSP. VSP issues a token regarding C ’s subscription. When C appears physically to the
service station F, it would request for the service providing the token it received from the
VSP. Note that, a service center can expose C ’s identity if and only if the token admits
the service as C is claiming for and is generated from the VSP.

Scenario 2. In Scenario 1, we have seen that service provider can revoke signer’s
anonymity depending on token. But in case of culprit members, such as a vehicle involved
in an accident, sometimes it becomes essential for the Traffic Security Division (TSD) to
forcefully revoke the signer’s identity.

Scenario 3. Let an accident occur and vehicles in the vicinity of the accident start
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broadcasting warning messages through V2V communication. Car C that moves towards
the accident area, would receive more warning messages even from the same sender in-
cluding periodical broadcast messages from other vehicles. C must conceive the validity
of these messages in order to decide the next route. Note that, VANET allows maximum
message processing time to be 300 ms [50]. Using batch verification is one of the solutions
to verify a batch of signatures quickly. However, batch verification is not always efficient
if the number of messages to batch is not decided intelligently [50], or if the number of
bogus messages in a single batch is more than 15% [54].

Scenario 4. In addition to Scenario 3, a signature verifier may need additional pro-
cessing time when it considers local revocation check. Group signature approach with
VLR (e.g., [62]) incurs expensive verification phase specially for a long-sized revocation
list. Moreover, revocation list grows linearly with time when new revoked members are
added into the list unless member keys with public parameters are reinitialized (called re-
keying). Nonetheless, re-keying process is not feasible, and hence, is often pre-scheduled
to get rid of the burden of communication overhead.

Scenario 5. Let a licit (may be hijacked) vehicle keep sending doubtful messages for
a number of times. In general case, the messages together with signatures would be
forwarded to the TSD (tracer in GS) to revoke. But it is not always wise to request TSD
for every single suspicious message. It would convey serious burden to the TSD.

Main challenges in the security proposals of VANET are to connect security, privacy,
efficiency and management capability. Scenario 1-5 are some real life problems that can
be solved using GS approach. Prior works in this field try to solve some of these problems
scattaredly in different schemes. In this work, we tried to solve all the aforementioned
problems in a single scheme efficiently. To the best of our knowledge, this is a complete
GS scheme from short BBS GS where almost all the GS properties (available in the
literatures) are accumulated.

4.1.2 Our Contribution

We introduce a short GS scheme based on [59] with additional properties for a large scale
VANET: (1) selective linkability, (2) direct traceability, (3) message-dependent traceabil-
ity, (4) hybrid revocability with constant computation. Our proposed solution is more
application-friendly than the related works. Clearly, we focus on solving some real-life
problems described in Scenario 1-5 efficiently.

• We propose two new authorities, namely Admitter and Linker before revoking a
signer’s anonymity. Linker can partially break anonymity by linking the signatures
from the same signer (without exploring member identification) while Admitter
assists Opener to break full anonymity (by exposing member identification). It
introduces a fine-grained control on the anonymity of the members.

• We suggest two different algorithms for traceability, namely Direct tracing and At-
tested tracing. Direct tracing algorithm can trace any signer directly with its own
key. On the other hand, Attested tracing algorithm rely on the token issued by
Admitter to trace a signer [53].

• We introduce a hybrid revocation algorithm with limited VLR and rekeying process.
To avoid the inefficient checking of RL during signature verification, our proposal
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uses 0/1 encoding-enabled signing and verfication and the expired-date bound sign-
ing key [51]. This encoding system enables set intersection predicate in [49]. With
this property, if there is a common element between two sets of encoded expired
dates (signer’s key and signature), verifier will pass the signature.

• To solve Scenario 1, in V2I communication, our proposal uses the modified scheme
of [53]. For value added service, let a vehicle C request VSP (Message attestation
authority) to generate a token Tc regarding the service (e.g., fueling) to subscribe.
When C will go into the subscribed service station e.g., fuel filling station (Attested
tracing authority), first it verify the signature on service, later, it will check whether
the token Tc was generated by VSP on the same service. Note that it can only expose
C’s identity if and only if Tc admits the service C is claiming for.

• To solve Scenario 2, in I2I communication, RSU will request TSD (Direct Tracing
authority) with culprit member’s generated message and signature who can forcibly
revoke signer’s identity.

• To solve Scenario 3, in V2V communication, verifier should first check whether batch
verification is feasible for the current situation following algorithm in [50]. If yes,
it uses efficient batch verification process to verify a bunch of signatures together.
In addition, it can adapt categorized verification (in [70]) by providing linking key
(Managing linkability algorithm) to the vehicle where the signatures from the known
vehicles are batched together in order to resist bogus messages in the batch. Note
that the verifier recognizes a vehicle to be known if the incoming signature is linkable
to the former signature it received.

• To solve Scenario 4, we propose the revocation system to comply with both VLR and
rekeying process. To optimize the cost of VLR checking we propose a revocability-
enabled credentials with natural expiration date that is generally used for authen-
tication in mobile roaming [52]. It helps the verifier to ascertain that the message
is not generated by an expired signer key at a fixed cost. We use the modified VLR
scheme from [51]. Note that our limited version of VLR is more efficient, but do
not consider the members that are forcedly revoked prematurely. Nonetheless, our
rekeying system from [47] will take care of that. This hybrid approach will lead to
a substantial reduction (constant) on revocation check (for each message) specially
in a situation where prematurely revoked credentials are very few in number.

• To solve Scenario 5, we propose a novel solution with short-term linkability where
vehicle will forward messages with signatures to some designated entity like RSU.
Let an RSU have the linking key and a counter q. It increases the counter value
by 1 after it receives any suspicious message from the identical vehicle (by linking
signatures). According to some preset value of the counter, RSU would finally
request the TSD to revoke the member from the group.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no GS scheme proposed in the literature that
satisfy all the aforementioned properties together. We accumulate the cited properties
in a single scheme and this challenging effort helps to induce relaxation from a strong
privacy to a scheme with a lesser but adaptive privacy hierarchy, and hence make the
GS scheme applicable to certain application environment by being simplistic, yet efficient
way.
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Figure 4.1: VANET Security Model.

4.1.3 Network model and Scheme Description

We refer to a symbolic hierarchical network model for VANET described in Fig.4.1. It
consists of a Trusted System (TS), a Group Manager (GM), Traffic Security Division
(TSD), Value-added Service Provider (VSP), Service Station (SS), and Members (Ve-
hicle, RSU). Vehicular groups could be formed by region, social spots/services, vehicle
category etc. Each vehicle in the network is equipped with an On Board Unit (OBU)
consisting of an Event Data Recorder (EDR) that records all the received messages and a
Tamper Proof Device (TPD) that implements cryptographic tools. Three types of com-
munication exist in the network: Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
and Infrastructure to Infrastructure (I2I).

• TS creates and manages the groups in the network. It generates the public param-
eters for cryptographic operation.

• GM manages the registration of the members such as vehicles, RSUs by providing
group secret keys with expiration date. It is securely connected to other pertaining
authorities like VSP, TSD, SS. It periodically announces the new group public key
for revocation (rekeying). We assume the GM to be honest and secure. However, it
cannot reveal any member’s identification.

• Admitter works for the Attested Trace authority. It generates token for the vehicles
according to their subscription.

• Attested trace authorities are service stations (SS) approved by GM. It provides
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services to the subscribed vehicles upon receiving the token generated by Admitter
(VSP).

• Direct Trace authority is securely connected with RSUs. It can trace and open the
member’s identity upon request (by the designated RSUs).

• Members includes RSUs and vehicles with embedded OBUs. They collect certifi-
cates from GM during registration. Vehicles can communicate with other vehicles
through V2V communication. Moreover, they can communicates with RSU through
V2I communication to report any malicious message (vehicles are not allowed to
communicate directly to TSD).

4.1.4 Security Requirement

For security model, we extend the definition of [59, 53, 64, 70]. We define correctness,
anonymity, admitter-anonymity, direct traceability, attested-traceability by the following
games.

AddU(i): Add User oracle adds an honest user to the set HU with gsk[i] by using regis-
tration protocol.

CorU(i): Corrupt User oracle adds a corrupt user to the set CU with gsk[i] of user i.

StoU(i,M): Send-to-User oracle sets public/secret key pair to a user i and add i to HU
set. It allows the adversary to engage in registration protocol with message M . The
response of the protocol is returned to adversary.

StoI(i,M): Send to Issuer oracle, a corrupted user i sends M to the honest Issuer.
RR(i): Read Registration oracle retrieves the corresponding registration table entry reg[i]
in input i.

WR(i, ρ): Write Registration oracle writes or modifies reg[i] with ρ.

RS(i): Reveal-secret oracle discloses the secret key gsk[i] and an honest user is turned
into a corrupted user.

GSig(i, d,M): Signing oracle returns a signature σ on the message M and a date d where
i is under the set HU.

Chb(M, i0, i1): Challenge oracle returns ib’s signature σib for a random bit b and records
(σib ,M) in the message-signature pair set GSet.

Dtrace(M,σ): The Direct open oracle returns the identity i of σ on M .

Open(M,σ, tM): The Attested open oracle returns identity i of σ based on tM .
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Link(M0, σ0,M1, σ1): This oracle returns 1 if two signatures are generated by the same
user in the set GSet.

TG(M): The token generation oracle returns a token tM to the message M .

Correctness: If a signature σ is generated by an honest member with a non-expired key
will be verified correctly. On input a message M , a signature σ, a current date d, a token
tM on M : GVerify should verify the signature correctly, Open and DTrace should correctly
identify the signer, Link should link the signatures from a signer. We say that the group
signature scheme is correct Pr[Expcorrect

A (λ) = 1] = 0.
Expcorrect

A (λ):
(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU← Ø; HU← Ø;
(i,M)← A(gpk : AddU,RR);
If (i /∈ HU) and (gski = ε) then return 0;
σ ← GSig(gpk, gski, d,M);
If GVerify(gpk,M, d′, σ) = 0 then return 1;
j ← Open(gpk, aok, reg1[i],M, tM , σ);

If i 6= j then return 1;
j ← DTrace(gpk, dok, reg2[i],M, σ);

If i 6= j then return 1;
(i,M0, j,M1)← A(gpk : AddU,RR);
If i = j, then
σ0 ← GSig(gpk, gski, d,M0);
σ1 ← GSig(gpk, gski, d,M1);
b← Link(gpk, lk,M0, σ0,M1, σ1);
If b = 0 then return 1 Else return 0;

Signature Anonymity: Our group signature scheme has anonymity if for all probabilis-
tic polynomial time adversaries A, a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, the advantage of A in the following
game Expanon−b

A with a challenger AdvanonA (λ) = |Pr[Expanon−1
A (λ) = 1]− Pr[Expanon−0

A (λ) =
1]| is negligible. We say that our GS is CCA-anonymous if AdvanonA is negligible in the
security parameter λ.

Expanon−bA (λ):
(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU ← Ø; HU ← Ø; GSet ← Ø;
(i0, i1, tk,M)← A(gpk, (gski)i∈[1,n] : SToU,WR,RS,CorU);

where {tk = di0k = di1k}k∈[1,l], {tj}j∈[1,l] ←0-ENC(t), {dij}j∈[1,l] ←1-ENC(di);
σib ← Chb(M, i0, i1);
θ ← A(gpk, (gski)i∈[1,n], tk, σib : SToU,WR,RS,CorU),
where A is not allowed to query Link(σib,M, ·, ·) oracle (for either b = 0 or b = 1);
Return θ.

Attested Opener Anonymity: Attested Opener has anonymity if it is unable to iden-
tify the signer without cooperation with Admitter, even if some group members are cor-
rupted. Formally, for all PPT adversaries A, the advantage of A in the following game
with a challenger, Advanon open

A (λ) = |Pr[Expanon open−1
A (λ) = 1]− Pr[Expanon open−0

A (λ) = 1]|
is negligible.
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Expanon open−b
A (λ):

(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU ← Ø; HU ← Ø; GSet ← Ø;
(i0, i1, tM ,M)← A(gpk, aok : SToU,TG,WR,RS,CorU);
σib ← Chb(M, i0, i1);
θ ← A(gpk, aok, σib : SToU,TG,WR,RS,CorU),
where A is not allowed to query Link(σib,M, ·, ·) oracle (for either b = 0 or b = 1);
Return θ.

Admitter Anonymity: Admitter has anonymity if it is unable to identify the signer
without cooperation with Attested Opener, even if some group members are corrupted.
Formally, for all PPT adversaries A, the advantage of A in the following game with a
challenger, Advanon admit

A (λ) = |Pr[Expanon admit−1
A (λ) = 1] − Pr[Expanon admit−0

A (λ) = 1]| is
negligible.

Expanon admit−b
A (λ):

(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU ← Ø; HU ← Ø; GSet ← Ø;
(i0, i1, tM ,M)← A(gpk, ak : SToU,Open,WR,RS,CorU);
σib ← Chb(M, i0, i1);
θ ← A(gpk, ak, σib : SToU,Open,WR,RS,CorU),
where A is not allowed to query Link(σib,M, ·, ·) oracle (for either b = 0 or b = 1);
Return θ.

Attested Traceability: Our group signature scheme has attested traceability. That is,
even if the admitter and opener collude, they cannot produce any forged or untraceable
signature. Formally, if for all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries A, the success
probability of A in the following game Pr[AdvOpen

A (λ) = 1] with a challenger is negligible
in the security parameter λ.

ExpOpen
A (λ):

(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU ← Ø; HU ← Ø;
(M, tM , σ)← A(gpk, aok, ak : AddU, SToI,RR,CorU,RS,TG);
If GVerify(gpk,M, d′, σ) = 0 then return 0;
i← Open(gpk, aok, reg1[i],M,TAtd(gpk, ak,M), σ);
If i = 0 then return 1 Else return 0.

Direct Traceability: Our group signature scheme has direct traceability if for all proba-
bilistic polynomial time adversaries A, the success probability of A in the following game
Pr[AdvDTrace

A (λ) = 1] with a challenger is negligible in the security parameter λ.
ExpDtrace

A (λ):
(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
CU ← Ø; HU ← Ø;
(M,σ)← A(gpk, dok : AddU, SToI,RR,CorU,RS);
If GVerify(gpk,M, d′, σ) = 0 then return 0;
i← DTrace(gpk, dok, reg2[i],M, σ);
If i = 0 then return 1 Else return 0.

Linkability: Our GS scheme has linkability. Any colluding members should not be able
to generate two message-signature pairs even with the help of the Linker or Direct opener.
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Formally, the success probability of A in the following game Pr[ExpLink
A (λ) = 1] with a

challenger is negligible in the security parameter λ.
ExpSignLink

A (λ):
(gpk, aok, dok, ak, lk, (gski)i∈[1,n])← SetUp(1λ);
(M0, σ0,M1, σ1)← A(gpk, dok, lk : SToU,RR,CorU,GSig,RS);
If GVerify(gpk,Mb, d

′, σb) = 0 (either b = 0 or b = 1 ) then return 0;
i0 ← DTrace(gpk, dok, reg2[i],M0, σ0);
i1 ← DTrace(gpk, dok, reg2[i],M1, σ1);

If i0 6= i1 and 1 = Link(gpk, lk,M0, σ0,M1, σ1) then return 1;
Elseif i0 = i1 and 0 = Link(gpk, lk,M0, σ0,M1, σ1) then return 1;
Else return 0.

4.1.5 Our Proposal

Our scheme employs the GS scheme in [53] which expands the BBS GS scheme in [59] by
replacing the linear encryption with multiple encryption of ordinary PKE and Identity
based encryption (IBE). Additionally, we extend the GS with several potential function-
ality for VANET, such as, revocation following works in ([51, 47]), batch verification with
([54, 70, 50]) and direct traceability from [70], linkability with [64].

Let g is a generator of G. The possession of SDH tuple is (A, x) where A ∈ G, x ∈
Zp, w = gγ such that Aγ+x. This can be verified by e(A,wgx) = e(g, g). The short GS in
([59, 70]) is based on the Signature Proof of Knowledge (SPK):{(A, x) : Aγ+x = g}(M)
on message M . Since our secret keys are associated with an additional expiration date d,
we modify the underlying signature. The possession of a tuple (A, x) such that Aγd+x = g
can be verified by e(A,wdgx) = e(g, g). Hence, SPK:{(A, x) : Aγd+x = g}(M).

System Setup: Consider a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm G(1λ) with a secu-
rity parameter 1λ that generates a parameter of bilinear group (p,G,GT , e, g). The
proposed scheme uses two hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp that
are modeled as random oracles in the security analysis.

Issuing Credentials GKgen(1λ, 1l, 1n): On input security parameter 1λ, the maximum
length of the date format l and the maximum number of vehicles n, this algorithm
selects random integers ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ζ, γ, ` ← Zp and random elements u, v, h ← G\{1}.
Then it sets g1 ← uξ1hξ3 , g2 ← vξ2hξ3 , y ← gζ , w ← gγ, and f ← u`. The algorithm
computes {dij}j∈[1,l] ← 1-ENC(di), where di is the expiration date of a signer i. The
algorithm then selects xij ← Zp and sets Aij ← g1/(γdij+xij) such that γdij +xij 6= 0 for
each vehicle i (i ∈ [1, n]). Finally, the algorithm outputs:

• Group public key
gpk ← (p,G,GT, f, e, g, u, v, h, g1, g2, y, w,H1, H2)

• Signing key gski ← (Aij, xij, di)i∈[1,n], j∈[1,l]

• Linking key lk ← h`

• Registration table
reg1[i]1≤i≤n ← {Aij, e(Aij, g)}i∈[1,n], j∈[1,l]

reg2[i]1≤i≤n ← {xij, e(g, g)xij}i∈[1,n], j∈[1,l]
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• Admitter key ak ← ζ

• Direct tracing key dok ← (`, reg2[i]1≤i≤n)

• Attested tracing key aok ← (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, reg1[i]1≤i≤n)

Signature Generation GSign(gpk, t, i, gski,M): On input the group public key gpk,
user i, the signing key gski ← (Aij, xij, di)i∈[1,n], j∈[1,l], the signature expiration date t,
and a message M , this algorithm generates a group signature σ as follows.

• If t ≥ di, output ⊥.

• Compute {dij}j∈[1,l] ← 1-ENC(di) and {tj}j∈[1,l] ← 0-ENC(t). Find an index k ∈ [1, l]
such that dik = tk.

• Choose random α, β, ρ, η ← Zp and compute

(T1, T2, T3, T4)← (uα, vβ, hα+β, gα1 g
β
2Aikg

η)
(T5, T6, T7)← (gρ, e(y,H1(M))ρe(g, g)−η, g1/xikfα)

• Choose blinding values randomly
rα, rβ, rρ, rη, rx, rαx, rβx, rρx, rηx ← Zp and compute

R1 ← urα ,
R2 ← vrβ ,
R3 ← hrα+rβ ,
R4 ← e(T4, g)rxe(g1, w)−rαdike(g1, g)−rαxe(g2, w)−rβdik

.e(g2, g)−rβxe(g, w)−rηdike(g, g)−rηx ,
R5 ← grρ ,
R6 ← e(y,H1(M))rρe(g, g)−rη ,
R7 ← T rx1 u−rαx ,
R8 ← T rx2 v−rβx ,
R9 ← T rx5 g−rρx ,
R10 ← T rx6 e(y,H1(M))−rρxe(g, g)rηx ,
R11 ← e(T7, g)rxe(f, g)−rαx

• Compute c← H2(t,M, T1, . . . , T7, R1, . . . , R11), and then compute

sα ← rα + cα,
sβ ← rβ + cβ,
sρ ← rρ + cρ,
sη ← rη + cη,
sx ← rx + cxik,
sαx ← rαx + cαxik,
sβx ← rβx + cβxik,
sρx ← rρx + cρxik,
sηx ← rηx + cηxik,
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• Output group signature on message M :
σ ← (t, k, T1, . . . , T7, c, sα, sβ, sρ, sη, sx, sαx, sβx, sρx, sηx).

Intuition: The above R1, . . . , R11, c, sα, sβ, sρ, sη, sx, sαx, sβx, sρx, and sηx prove knowl-
edge α, β, ρ, η, and xij satisfying the equations

T1 = uα,
T2 = vβ,
T3 = hα+β

T5 = gρ,
T6 = e(y,H1(M))ρe(g, g)−η.
e(g, g) = e(T4g

−α
1 g−β2 g−η, wdgx),

e(g, g) = e(T7f
−α, gx)

Clearly, by using four intermediate variables δ1, δ2, δ3, and δ4 ( such that δ1 = αx, δ2 =
βx, δ3 = ρx, and δ4 = ηx), the underlying protocol proves knowledge of α, β, ρ, η, x, δ1, δ2, δ3,
and δ4 satisfying the equations

T1 = uα,
T2 = vβ,
T3 = hα+β

T5 = gρ,
T6 = e(y,H1(M))ρe(g, g)−η,
1 = T x1 u

−δ1 ,
1 = T x2 v

−δ2 ,
1 = T x5 g

−δ3 ,
1 = T x6 e(y,H1(M))−δ3e(g, g)δ4 ,
e(g, g)/e(T4, w

d) = e(T4, g)xe(g1, w
d)−αe(g1, g)−δ1

.e(g2, w
d)−βe(g2, g)−δ2e(g, wd)−ηe(g, g)−δ4 ,

e(g, g) = e(T7, g)xe(f, g)−δ1 .

Signature verification GVerify(gpk, t̄,M, σ): On input group public key gpk, current
date t̄, and the signature σ on message M , this algorithm verifies the validity of the
signature and ensures that σ is not generated by a revoked user. It verifies the signature
in the following steps.

• If t̄ > t, output ⊥.

• {tj}j∈[1,l] ← 0-ENC(t).

• Recompute R′1, R
′
2, R

′
3, R

′
4, R

′
5, R

′
6, R

′
7, R

′
8, R

′
9, R

′
10 and R′11 as follows

R′1 ← usαT−c1 ,
R′2 ← vsβT−c2 ,
R′3 ← hsα+sβT−c3 ,
R′4 ← e(T4, g)sxe(g1, w)−sαtke(g1, g)−sαxe(g2, w)−sβtk

.e(g2, g)−sβxe(g, w)−sηtke(g, g)−sηx ,

.(e(g, g)/e(T4, w
tk))−c,
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R′5 ← gsρT−c5 ,
R′6 ← e(y,H1(M))sρe(g, g)−sηT−c7 ,
R′7 ← T sx1 u−sαx ,
R′8 ← T sx2 v−sβx ,
R′9 ← T sx5 g−sρx ,
R′10 ← T sx6 e(y,H1(M))−sρxe(g, g)sηx .
R′11 ← e(T7, g)sxe(f, g)−sαxe(g, g)−c

• Verify whether the equation

c
?
= H2(t,M, T1, . . . , T7, R

′
1, . . . , R

′
11)

holds. If the equation holds, the algorithm outputs 1, otherwise outputs ⊥.

Batch verification BVerify(gpk, t̄, (M1, . . . ,Mη), (σ1, . . . , ση)): Computing R′4, R
′
11 are

the most expensive part of the verification algorithm. However, we need to increase the
signature size by six elements (R4, R7, . . . , R11) to accelerate the verification procedure.
Let σj ← (tj, kj, Tj,1, . . . , Tj,7, Rj,4, Rj,7, . . . , Rj,11, cj, sj,α, sj,β, sj,ρ, sj,η, sj,x, sj,αx, sj,βx,
sj,ρx, sj,ηx) be the new jth signature on the message Mj for j ∈ [1, η]. Now we define a
batch verifier where the main goal is to minimize the number of pairing calculation. For
each j ∈ [1, η], compute only (R′j,1, R

′
j,2, R

′
j,3, R

′
j,5, R

′
j,6) following the above mentioned

way. For each j ∈ [1, η], check that cj
?
= H2(tj, kj, Tj,1, . . . , Tj,7, Rj,1, . . . , Rj,11). Then

check the following pairing based equation:∏η
j=1R

δj
j,4

?
= e(

∏η
j=1(T

sj,x
j,4 · g

−sj,αx
1 · g−sj,βx2 · g−sj,ηx−cj)δj , g)

·e(
∏η

j=1(g
−sj,αtk
1 · g−sj,βtk2 · g−sj,ηtk · T−cjtk4 )δj , w)∏η

j=1R
δj
j,11

?
= e(

∏η
j=1(T

sj,x
j,7 · f−sj,αx · g−cj)δj , g)

and

1G
?
= (Rj,7Rj,8Rj,9Rj,10)−δj(Tj,1Tj,2Tj,5Tj,6)−δjsj,x u−sj,αxv−sj,βxg−sj,ρxe(yj, H1(Mj))

−sj,ρx

e(g, g)sj,ηx

where (δ1, . . . , δη) ∈ Zp is a random vector of lb bit. Accept if and only if all checks
pass successfully.

Message attestation TAtd(gpk, ak,M): Given attestation ak = ζ, and M , the algo-
rithm generates a token tM on M such that tM ← H1(M)ζ and outputs tM . This token
can be used together with Open(gpk, ok,M, σ, tM) algorithm to extract signer’s identity.

Attested tracingOpen(gpk, aok,M, σ, tM): Given gpk, aok, M, σ, and a token tM on
message M , this algorithm first verifies the signature using the algorithm GVerify. If
the signature is invalid, the algorithm outputs ⊥. Otherwise, it searches i in the
registration table reg1[i] to find e(Aij, g) ←reg [i] that satisfies the following equation

e( T4

T
ζ1
1 T

ζ2
2 T

ζ3
3

, g). T6
e(T5,tM )

?
= e(Aij, g). The algorithm outputs i if it exists, otherwise out-
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puts ⊥.

Direct tracing DTrace(gpk, dok,M, σ): By accessing the registration table reg2[i], this
algorithm can revoke the signer’s identity i of a valid signature σ on message M . Note
that unlike Attested tracing (Open(gpk, ok,M, σ, tM)), this algorithm use no token
in order to trace the identity of the signer. It extracts the part of the member group

secret key e(T7/T
`
1 , g)

?
= e(g, g)xij and match the record in the reg2[i].

Managing Linkability SignLink((σ,M), (σ′,M ′), lk): Given two message (M,M ′) and
their corresponding signatures (σ, σ′), and linking key lk ← h`, this algorithm tries
to find links among signatures whether they are generated from the same signer i. It
first verifies the signatures’ validity by using the algorithm GVerify. Then it checks

e(T7/T
′
7, h)

?
= e(T1/T

′
1, lk). It returns 1 if successful, otherwise outputs ⊥. We assume

that xi is picked uniformly at random so that xi 6= xj for any i, j.

Revocation Revoke(gpk, gski, A
′′, w′′): Revocation would be accomplished in two ways:

• Verifier-Local Revocation (VLR): Adopting 0/1 encoding system enables the group
manager (Issuer) to embed the key expiration date in each signing key. It ensures
that the signature will pass the verification algorithm GVerify(gpk, t̄,M, σ) only if
the key expiration date is larger than the signature expiration date. Although pro-
posed scheme is not completely satisfying the requirement of traditional VLR scheme
where verifier holds a list of special information called Revocation List (RL) for each
revoked signer. But it partially helps the verifier to revoke the expired signers (ve-
hicles) locally.

• Re-keying the signature scheme: In Re-key based revocation solution, the issuer
updates its public key gpk, and hence, the execution of signing and verification
algorithms are affected subsequently. At each update of the key, a former signer
would become no longer a legitimate signer unless it updates its credentials it holds.

The Re-key revocation process is done in a fixed time interval. The advantage of
this mechanism is that each signer knows when the rekey process will take place.
The drawback is that no legitimate signer will be revoked within this interval. Note
that, this interval could be flexible, that is, rekeying will happen when the group
shrinks with some members leaving. But the later choice is opposite to the former
one and also inefficient. The length of the interval is then dependent on applications.

During GKgen(1λ, 1l, 1n) algorithm execution, Issuer generates the credential gski ←
(A, x, d) for each signer. To update group public key gpk and credential gski for
each currently legitimate signer i, the issuer first choose its private key by deriving
a new value γ′′ ∈ Zp. For each currently legitimate signer, the issuer updates the
credential element A with

A′′ ← g1/(γ′′dj+xj)j∈[1,l]
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The issuer makes A′′ available to corresponding signer (new credential gski ←
(A′′, x, d)) and publishes w′′ ← gγ

′′
to replace w in its public key gpk. The signer

may optionally check whether the new gski is associated to the gpk by

e(A′′, wdgx)
?
= e(g, g)

Theorem 1 Our group signature scheme is correct.

Theorem 2 If the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption holds in G , our construction
with time-bound keys has anonymity in the random oracle model.

Theorem 3 If the discrete logarithm assumption holds, our construction has linkability
in the random oracle model.

Theorem 4 If the decision bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption holds, our construction
has attested opener anonymity in the random oracle model.

Theorem 5 If the decision linear assumption holds, our construction has admitter anonymity
in the random oracle model.

Theorem 6 If the q-strong Diffie-Hellman assumption holds, our construction has trace-
ability in the random oracle model.

4.1.6 Security and Performance comparison

We compare our GS scheme based on BBS GS [59] with the other related VANET GS
proposals such as Hwang et al.[64], Qin et al. [1], Mamun et al.[50], Zhang et al.[65], Ma-
lina et al.[70], Zhang et al.[8]. Table I. shows a comparative study on the aforementioned
schemes.

Table 4.1: Comparison with related VANET schemes
Ours Hwang et al.[64] Qin et al. [1] Mamun et al.[50] Zhang et al.[65] Malina et al.[70] Zhang et al.[8]

Signature length 381 B 161 B 845 B 542 B 241 B 281 B 302 B
Anonymity CCA CPA CCA CCA CPA CPA CPA
Linkability Yes Yes No No No Yes No
Attested Traceability Yes No No No No No No
Revocability Hybrid Rekeying No No VLR VLR Rekeying
Batch verification Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes
Signature Verification 4+14n 1n+4n 11n + 19n 3+16n 2n+17n 2+11n 2+ 14n
(pairing + exponent) (+RList) (+RList)

We provide construction for more stringent security notions (CCA anonymity). In
compare to the GS scheme [53], we introduce only one additional element (in G1) in the
basic signature to satisfy two additional properties (linkability, direct opening). Moreover,
unlike other proposals, we refer hybrid revocation (limited VLR + Rekeying) system.
Our VLR solution works only with signer’s expiration date (constant verification cost).
It rules out expensive revocation check (checking revoked member list) for each signature
verification. It is worth mentioning that the verification cost in [70, 65] (as authors
claimed) does not reflect the literal cost. It actually depends on the size of revoked
member list (RList).
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For signature length, we consider the MNT curve with G1 = 161 bits, GT = 483 bits
and Zp = 160 bits. In general, bilinear pairing Tp is the most expensive operation (10 ×
exponentiation operation Te) while one point multiplication Tm is the least. Our proposal
achieves the maximum functionality of the GS with optimum cost (signature length and
verification). Our efficient batch verification cost includes (4Tp + 14nTe) for n signatures.
Note that, we need to increase the signature size by 6 elements (3G1, 3GT ) for batch
verification.

We implement our scheme on an Intel Core i3 model CPU @2.43 GHz using the PBC
library [42] running on top of Gnu GMP [41] on Ubuntu 12.10. They use a supersin-
gular curve (order is a Solinas prime). The processing time for one bi-linear operation
Tp, a single exponentiation Te are respectively 3.1 ms and .3 ms. The verification of
a single signature takes approximately 21 ms (considering some pre-computation like
e(g, g), e(g, w), e(f, g) etc.) that is very close to Mamun et al. scheme (19 ms) in [50].
However, for batch verification, it will be much more efficient on average.

4.1.7 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a CCA-secure short group signature solution considering
hybrid revocability, linkability and message-depend opening for an application-friendly
VANET environment. We focus on relaxed privacy that can be efficiently used for a
hierarchical VANET architecture.
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4.2 An efficient batch verification system for VANET

4.2.1 Introduction

Intelligent Vehicle Technologies comprise electromechanical and electromagnetic compo-
nents operating in conjunction with computer controlled devices and radio transceivers.
These intelligent vehicles with other units self-organize a variant of MANET called
VANET. It commonly applies to car safety systems and commercial application for com-
munication. Security objectives and solutions in VANET are different from common
PC-based environment. For example, embedded low-cost computing platform in vehicles
are unlikely to form complex cryptographic primitives and protocols like traditional PC
with respect to processors and memory; bandwidth for external communication is limited;
attackers might include the owner or third parties that have physical access to the vehicles
e.g., motor mechanics, valets etc. Therefore, VANET becomes an emerging research area,
both in industry and in academia.

To differentiate between trusted and untrusted vehicles, messages should be usually
bound to certificates belonging to vehicles. A certificate consists of vehicle’s public key,
identifier and additional data such as supported algorithm, lifespan etc., which are signed
by the Certificate Authority (CA). It invalidates a certificate, called revocation, to resist
an untrusted vehicle from the VANET.

In a large scale VANET, e.g., densely populated downtown area, pseudonym-based
schemes deal with the challenges of generating, distributing, verifying, storing and revok-
ing a large number of certificates while group signature-based schemes addresses problems
such as managing huge number of vehicles including compromised vehicles. Interestingly,
both schemes have a common concern as to how to verify the large volume of messages
received in real time. In order to gear up the process of verification, a batch verifica-
tion must be an alternative solution since it cuts down the verification delay, particularly
when verifying large amount of signatures received in a time window rather than verify
the signatures sequentially one after another.

To provide identity authentication and message integrity, one of the promising solu-
tions is providing a digital signature before the message is sent. Usually two Public Key
Infrastructures (PKI) architecture are commonly used for VANET. One is RSA-based
PKI and other is Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) based PKI. It is generally agreed
that ECC-based anonymity is better than that of RSA as ECC has a smaller key size
and lower computation time[14]. In order to ensure message integrity, authenticity with
anonymity, one of the attractive solutions is to use identity based group signature (IBGS)
for message passing between vehicles. But most of the IDGSs have ID-based key pairs for
group members only, while other entities such as group manager, opening authority are
not ID-based. Nonetheless, ID-based group managers and Opening authorities are very
useful for a real life VANET environment where a vehicle is usually a member of many
groups at a time. Therefore, we select a fully identity based dynamic group signature
scheme described in [2].

Meanwhile, conventional signature verification mechanisms are not sufficient enough
to satisfy the stringent time requirement in VANET. For example, in a VANET environ-
ment where hundreds of vehicles send messages within a period of 100-300 mili-second
(ms) travel time, a receiver vehicle needs to verify hundreds of message signatures per
ms which is obviously a tough requirement for any current digital signaturing system
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[15]. Usually vehicles in VANET communicate by means of Dedicated Short Range Com-
munication (DSRC) standard that employs the IEEE 802.11p standard [15] for wireless
communication. Although only one signature is received by DSRC transmission at a time,
a large number of signatures are buffered at the receiving station. According to [16], con-
sumption period of a DSRC transmission is shorter than that of verifying a signature. For
this reason, verifying a huge number of message signatures one by one is impractical and
may cause bottlenecks at Temper Proof Device (TPD) in the vehicle. As a consequence,
many messages coming from other vehicles may be discarded due to time constraints or
improper scheduling. Nevertheless, some signatures might arrive from emergency vehicles
e.g., SOS messages from ambulance, messages from vehicles sensing life-threatening after
airbags are deployed etc. that incur urgent responses (short due time) from the receivers.

Besides that, it is generally believed that certificates are twice as large as signatures.
Therefore, a big challenge arising from the PKI-based schemes in VANET is the heavy
burden of certificate generation, storage, delivery, verification, and revocation.

In this work, we consider the fully ID-based group signature scheme described in [2] and
the selfish verification system described in [1] that was designed for a large scale VANET,
where the authors choose the group signature scheme described in [2] and propose batch
verification mechanism to speed up signature processing. We carefully observe that the
batch verification system proposed in [1] is not consistent according to the standard form
of batch verification and the extended part of the signature they proposed for batch
verification include some redundant parts. Therefore, we first propose to reduce the
extended part of the signature1 and then improve the batch verification system described
in [1], and hence the total amount of computations for each individual signature and batch
verification. In addition, we devise an algorithm to determine the maximum number of
signatures to batch at a time depending on the signature scheme used for a certain VANET
environment. This algorithm could be used off-line with the available traffic data of any
specific area. Moreover, we analyze the impact of the number of signatures in batch
verification from the view point of DSRC standard. Furthermore, we devise a signature
scheduling algorithm to prioritize certain type of messages where batch verification is not
pragmatic.

4.2.2 Preliminaries

VANET architecture

Recently, some security hardwares have been introduced to VANET which make it feasible
to implement robust cryptographic tools, for instance, Tamper Proof Devices (TPD) that
provide the ability of processing, signing and verifying messages, protect hardware from
tampering by a set of sensors, Event Data Recorder (EDR) that records all received data
s.t., position data, speed data, acceleration data, time etc. [11].

A VANET involves two types of communication devices: On-Board Unit (OBU) and
Road-side Unit (RSU) while OBUs are installed in the vehicle and RSUs (stationary de-
vices) are mounted on roadside. Manufacturers along with telecommunication industries
encourage each car to equip with an OBU. OBUs together with RSUs help to broadcast
messages to other vehicles or transport system terminals in their range. Likewise RSU, the

1Note that we do not modify the original signature described in [2], but the extended part for batch
verification accounted in [1].
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Figure 4.2: VANET Network Model

computing device in OBU is used to verify signatures or other computations in response to
the messages received from other communicating vehicles [1, 6]. Nonetheless, traditional
VANET possesses two kinds of communication policy, namely, Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)
and Vehicle to RSU (V2R) [26].

Figure 4.2. briefly describes a typical VANET architecture that consists of an On-
Road Unit (OBU, RSU) and an Off-Road Unit (TEA,TSD). There is a trusted authority,
called Trusted Escrow Authority (TEA), registers the operating entities like vehicles,
RSUs etc. Vehicles are attached, accessed and managed by Access Network (RSU) and
subsequently RSUs are attached to TEA and Traffic Security Division (TSD). Note that
TSD can disclose a vehicle’s identification and hence can break anonymity if necessary.

Groups in VANET can be formed in many ways. For example, by region: New York
city, Tokyo city etc., by social spot: shopping mall, official zone, military zone, educa-
tional institutions etc., by category: personal cars, ambulance, police cars, fire trucks
etc. Forming the groups can help in applying policy to manage the vehicles intelligently.

Why fully ID-based group signature?

It is a general curiosity: why identity based group signature would be the best choice to
VANET environments? Firstly, we explain about the essence of group signature. The
major problem associated with traditional digital signature schemes is to ensure privacy,
the vehicles would have to store a very large number of public/private key pairs, and keys
must be changed often. Secure distribution of keys, key management, and storage are
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very difficult in this type of scheme. In contrast, a group signature scheme provides user
anonymity of the members by signing the messages on behalf of the group. In addition,
Group Signatures can be verified with respect to a single group public key, but they do
not reveal the identity of the signer. Furthermore, it is not possible to decide whether
two signatures have been issued by the same group member, which effectively prevents
a user from being tracked. Compared to the traditional certificate based scheme, ID
based group signatures achieves authenticity, data integrity, anonymity, traceability and
accountability at the same time.

Secondly, we focus on requirement of ID based group signature. In a public Key In-
frastructure (PKI), sender must have recipient’s certificate that includes complexity of
certificate management and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs). Alternatively, Identity
based schemes use identities such as Electronic license plate of a car as public key. In a
VANET infrastructure, it is very helpful. The sending vehicle only needs to know the re-
cipient car’s identity attribute which can be traced seamlessly via wireless interface of the
vehicular network. Therefore, public key of the entity can be traced immediately in com-
pare to the burden of downloading certificate databases from the certification authority
(CA) in a traditional Group signature scheme.

Finally, we concentrate on the necessity of fully ID based group signature. The group
signature scheme used in the work is fully ID based where not only group members are
identity-based, but also group manager and opening authority follow the same manner.
As signer’s identity is intractable to the verifier, there is no impact to the verifier whether
the member is identity based or not [2]. In a VANET environment, where vehicles need
to be connected to several group managers or open authorities at the same time, it is con-
structive to exploit a fully identity-based group signature scheme. However, the identities
of the entities can be uniquely revealed by the trusted open authority called TSD under
certain circumstances or policy.

Vehicle (xV ) GM (C, xR)
Run Proof of Knowledge for xV [34]

Compute D = A5/HV (IDV )1/(t+xR) t ∈ Z∗p
Compute W = e(HV (IDV ), B)
Record (IDV , D, t,W ) for future use.

(D, t, C)
←−−−−−

Check validity of C [33] and accept if
e(A5, B) = e(D,B)te(D,S)e(HV (IDV ), B)

holds for S = CKT
HR(C||IDR)

Figure 4.3: Group Joining Protocol

4.2.3 Identity based Group Signature

A fully ID based dynamic group signature scheme [2], where there are group managers
(GMs), group members, and the Open Authorities (OAs), provides full traceability, full
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anonymity and non-frameability as needed for VANET application. We summarize [2] as
follows:

Setup(1l): Let a security parameter (1l) , p is a prime and finite cyclic groups G1 = 〈A〉
and G2 = 〈B〉, where there exist a computable isomorphism Ψ = G1 → G2 and a non-
degenerate bilinear pairing e : G1 ×G2 → G3.

For initial setup TEA will do the followings:

1. Set < = (p,G1,G2,G3, A,B, e)

2. Choose A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 ∈ G1

3. Define cryptographic function

• HV : {0, 1}∗ → G1 for Vehicles

• HO : {0, 1}∗ → G1 for TSD

• HR : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p for GM

• H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p for vehicles to compute or, to verify challenges.

4. Generate Private Key (xT ) ∈ Z∗p and Public key (KT ) = BxT ∈ G2

5. Finally, produce the system’s Public Parameter:
param = (<, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, HV , HO, HR, H,KT )

Key Generation: Since the signature is fully ID based, it needs to generate private keys
not only for the member vehicles but also for the GMs and OAs (TSDs). Therefore, TEA
generates private keys for all the entities in the system including vehicles, GMs, and TSDs
with their identities. Let the identity of the vehicles, GMs and OAs (TSD) are IDV , IDR,
and IDO respectively.

• With the identity IDR, TEA generates private key for the GM xR = r+HR(C||IDR)xT mod p
where r ∈ Z∗p and C = Br. Then TEA issues (C, xR) to each GM, where C is used
by the GM to register vehicles.

• With the identity IDO, TEA generates private key xO for OA xO = HO(IDO)xT

and issues xO to TSD for exposing the identity of any vehicles on demand.

• TEA issues private key xV for the vehicles: xV = HV (IDV )xT where IDV is the
identity of a vehicle.

Group Join Protocol: Vehicles need to complete registration with their corresponding
GM. First GM runs a proof of knowledge on a vehicular private key xV for its Identification
without any information leakage. Additionally GM sends C as it got from TEA and
manages a registration table or database for all the member vehicles.
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Before joining the group, a vehicle must have its ID IDV and secret key xV generated
from TEA. To get a membership certificate a vehicle needs to perform a protocol with the
certificate issuer called GM as shown in Fig. 4.2.2 At the end of the protocol, a vehicle
becomes a member of the group and obtains a membership certificate (D, t, C) as a Group
Signing Key. GM computes W which is stored in the database for future use.

Signing and Authentication: A registered vehicle under a group having a secret key
xV and Group Signing Key(D, t, C) can anonymously generate a signature Υ on a message
M . At the same time, it allows TSD, or Open authority to open the signature if needed.
The signature is based on a proof of knowledge(SPK)

{SPK(IDV , xV , (D, t), d) : xV = HV (IDV )xT

∧ Dt+xRHV (IDV ) = A5 ∧ V2 = Bd

∧ v1 = (e(HV (IDV ), B)e(HO(IDO), KT )d} (M)

which means a group signature of message M by a signer vehicle V who knows the
secret values (IDV , xV , (D, t), d) satisfying several relations R(r1,∧ · · · ∧ r4). Detailed
descriptions are as follows:

• Choose s1 ∈ Z∗p and set (Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5, s2) = (As1 , xVA
s1
1 , HV (IDV )As12 , DA

s1
3 ,Γ

t
3A

s1
4 ,

ts1 mod p)

• Choose d ∈ Z∗p and set (v1, V2) =(
e(HV (IDV ), B)e(HO(IDO), KT )d, Bd

)
• Select randomly (r1, r2, r3, r4) ∈ Z∗p and (R1, R2, R3) ∈ G1 and compute:

– (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7) =(
Ar1 , R1A

r1
1 , R2A

r1
2 , R3A

r1
3 ,Γ

r3

3 A
r1
4 , B

r4

)
– (β4, β6, β8) =

(
[e(A1, B)−1e(A2, KT )]r1 , e(A3, B)r2

[e(A3, S)e(A2A4, B)]r1 , e(HO(IDO), KT )r4

e(A2, B)−r1
)

• Compute the challenge:

f = H
(

(Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5)||C||v1||V2||M ||

(β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8)
)

• Compute:

– (z0, z1, z2, z3) = (r1 − fs1 mod p,
r3 − ft mod p, r2 − fs2 mod p, r4 − fd mod p)

– (Z1, Z2, Z3) = (R1x
−f
V , R2HV (IDV )−f , R3D

−f )

• Signature for batch verification:

Υ =
(

Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5)||(z0, z1, z2, z3, Z1, Z2, Z3)

||f ||C||v1||V2

)
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In [1], authors propose the following signature for batch verification. They extend the orig-
inal signature in [2] with some other parameters to verify in batch at the receiving vehicle.

Υ′ = Υ || (Γ4,Γ6,Γ8) || (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7) ||
(β4, β6, β8) || S

Individual Signature Verification: After getting a signature Υ, a vehicle verifies the
signature as follows:

• Compute (Γ4,Γ6,Γ8) =
(e(Γ1, B)−1e(Γ2, KT ), e(A5, B)−1

e(Γ3, S)e(Γ2Γ5, B), V1e(Γ2, B)−1)

• Compute S = CKT
HR(C||IDR)

• Compute (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7) =(
Az0Γf0 ,Z1A

z0
1 Γf1 ,Z2A

z0
2 Γf2 ,Z3A

z0
3 Γf3 ,

Γz43 A
z0
4 Γf5 ,Bz6V f

2

)
• Compute(β4, β6, β8) =(

[e(A1, B)−1e(A2, KT )]z0Γf4 , e(A3, B)z5

[e(A3, S)e(A2A4, B)]z0Γf6 ,e(HO(IDO), KT )z6

e(A2, B)−z0Γf8

)
• Compute f ′ = H

(
(Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5)||C||v1||V2

||M ||(β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8)
)

After computing f ′, it compares to the challenge f received in the signature. If they are
equal, signature is valid and the message will be accepted, otherwise rejected.

4.2.4 The Proposal

We start with the IBGS scheme in [2] as described in section 3. Any extended parts
of the modified signature Υ′ will not affect any security properties of the group sig-
nature, because it is clearly seen that the extended parts (Γ4,Γ6,Γ8) || (β0, β1, β2, β3,
β5, β7) || (β4, β6, β8) || S can be easily reconstructed from Υ [1]. However, we carefully
observe that the extended signature Υ′ described in [1] includes some redundant parts.2

For instance (Γ4,Γ6,Γ8) || (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7) || S of Υ′. Since the target of batch veri-
fication is to verify the elementary parameters of several signatures together to accelerate
the total verification time and (β4, β6, β8) is the most complex part of the signature
Υ, verifying it covers verification of almost all the elementary parameters of Υ. In addi-
tion, we need to consider the communication overhead of the protocol. Although batch
verification enhances the performance of verifying signatures in the receiver vehicle, the
extended size of signatures (for batch verification) increases the communication overhead

2Size of the signature in [1] is larger than [2].
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dramatically. However, in a VANET environment where thousands of secure messages
be transferred among vehicles at any time instance, large signature size may degrade the
overall network performance. As a consequence, we propose to trim the redundant part
of Υ′. It reduces the communication overhead without any compromise to the security of
the basic signature scheme3. Then we minimize the pairing calculation in (β4, β6, β8) for
more efficiency.

Modified individual Signature Verification: A signer who possesses the group sign-
ing key can anonymously generate a signature on a message M . Our modified trimmed
signature will be:

Υ′ = Υ||(β4, β6, β8), Or
Υ′ = (Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5)||(z0, z1, z2, z3, Z1, Z2, Z3)||
(β4, β6, β8)||f ||C||v1||V2

As mentioned before, (β4, β6, β8) is the most expensive part of the verification. In
section 3, we gave the verification mechanism of [1] which is modified here according to
the above trimmed signature Υ′ to reduce the cost of individual verification. To verify
signature Υ′ of a message M , perform the following:

• Compute S = CKT
HR(C||IDR)

• Compute (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7) =
(Az0Γf0 , Z1A

z0
1 Γf1 , Z2A

z0
2 Γf2 , Z3A

z0
3 Γf3 ,Γ

z4
3 A

z0
4 Γf5 , B

z6V f
2 )

• Check f = H
(

(Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ5)||C||v1||V2||M ||

(β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8)
)

• Verify (β4, β6, β8) =(
[e(A1, B)−1e(A2, KT )]z0 [e(Γ1, B)−1e(Γ2, KT )]f ,

e(A3, B)z2 [e(A3, S)e(A2A4, B)]z0 [e(A5, B)−1

e(Γ3, S)e(Γ2Γ5, B)]f , e(HO(IDO), KT )z6

e(A2, B)−z0 [v1e(Γ2, B)−1]f
)

Notice that, in contrast to the verification mechanism in [1], (Γ4,Γ6,Γ8), S, and (β0, β1, β2, β3, β5, β7)
are not included to the signature, and the definition of (β4, β6, β8) is redefined.

Modified Batch Verification: The scheme in [1] exploits the techniques of [30] keeping
in mind that a multi-base exponentiation (pairing) takes a similar time as a single-base
exponentiation. Though authors mention the use of Small Exponent Test in the work, the
equation for batch verification do not include any parameter for small exponent test. We
followed the standard procedures for batch verification by suing the techniques described

3As we have trimmed the extended part of the signature, it has no affect on the security requirement
of the signature.
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in Section 2.3. Let a VANET device receive n message-signature pair (Mi,Υ
′
i) where

Υi
′ = (Γ0,i,Γ1,i,Γ2,i,Γ3,i,Γ5,i)||(β4,i, β6,i, β8,i)||fi||Ci||v1,i||V2,i||

(z0,i, z1,i, z2,i, z3,i, Z1,i, Z2,i, Z3,i).

• Compute S = CKT
HR(C||IDR) once, because all vehicles share the parameters C, IDR, KT

[Technique 1, in section 2.]

• For all i = 1, ...., n compute the non-pairing equations:(β0,i, β1,i, β2,i, β3,i, β5,i, β7,i) =

(Az0Γfi0,i, Z1,iA
z0,i
1 Γfi1,i, Z2,iA

z0,i
2 Γfi2,i, Z3,iA

z0,i
3

Γfi3,i,Γ
z4,i
3,i A

z0,i
4 Γfi5,i, B

z6,iV fi
2 )

• For each i = 1, ........, n check the following:

fi = H
(

(Γ0,i,Γ1,i,Γ2,i,Γ3,i,Γ5,i)||Ci||v1,i||V2,i

||Mi||(β0,i, β1,i, β2,i, β3,i, β5,i, β7,i)
)

• Before starting a batch verification, we can simplify the equation as follows:

β4 = [e(A1, B)−1e(A2, KT )]z0 [e(Γ1, B)−1e(Γ2, KT )]f

= e(A1
−z0 , B)e(A2

z0 , KT )e(Γ1
−f , B)e(Γ2

f , KT )
= e(A1

−z0Γ−f1 , B) e(A2
z0Γ2

f , KT )

β6 = e(A3, B)z5 [e(A3, S)e(A2A4, B)]z0 [e(A5, B)−1

e(Γ3, S)e(Γ2Γ5, B)]f

= e(A3
z5 , B)e(A3

z0 , S)e(A2
z0A4

z0 , B)
e(A5

−f , B)e(Γ3
f , S)e(Γ2

fΓ5
f , B)

= e(A3
z5A2

z0A4
z0 A5

−fΓ2
fΓ5

f , B)
e(A3

z0Γ3
f , S)

β8 = e(HO(IDO), KT )z6 e(A2, B)−z0

[v1 e(Γ2, B)−1]f

= e([HO(IDO)]z6 , KT ) e(A2
−z0 , B)(v1

f )
e(Γ2

−f , B)
= (v1

f ) e(A2
−z0Γ2

−f , B) e([HO(IDO)]z6 , KT )

• Let ξb = A1
−z0Γ−f1 ,

ξk = A2
z0Γ2

f ,
ζb = A3

z5A2
z0A4

z0A5
−fΓ2

fΓ5
f ,

ζs = A3
z0Γ3

f ,
χb = A2

−z0Γ2
−f ,

χk = [HO(IDO)]z6

• Hence (β4β6β8)
= (e(ξb, B)e(ξk, KT )e(ζb, B)e(ζs, S)e(χb, B)

e(χk, KT )(v1
f ))

= (e(ξbζbχb, B) e(ξkχk, KT ) e(ζs, S)(v1
f ))

• Applying Technique 1,3 in section 2., choose the random vector (δ1, ...., δl) where
δi ∈ Zp; and check the following pairing equations ∀i = 1, ........, n:
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∏n
i=1(β4,iβ6,iβ8,i)

δi =
e(
∏n

i=1 δiξb,iζb,iχb,i, B) e(
∏n

i=1 δiξk,iχk,i, KT )
e(
∏n

i=1 δiζs,i, S) (
∏n

i=1 δiv1,i
fi)

Again for simplicity let:
Mi = (β4,iβ6,iβ8,i)

δi , Bi = δiξb,iζb,iχb,i,
Qi = δiζs,i, Ki = δiξk,iχk,i and νi = δiv1,i

fi

Hence,
∏n

i=1 Mi =
e(
∏n

i=1 Bi, B) e(
∏n

i=1 Ki, KT )
e(
∏n

i=1 Qi, S)
∏n

i=1 νi

If the above equation is satisfied then verification is successful; otherwise not.

Algorithm 1 Batch size

INPUT: Due time di, Priority queues M,B,K,Q,V
OUTPUT: (Batch size n , Total Completion time tn (ms), Max. Lateness Ln

• FOR (n = 2 to ∞)

1. Initial TS := t1

2. Pop ith value from M,B,K,Q,V and

3. Calculate η = e(
∏n

i=1 Bi, B) e(
∏n

i=1 Ki, KT )
e(
∏n

i=1 Qi, S)
∏n

i=t νi

4. Calculate µ =
∏n

i=1 Mi

5. Check µ = η. IF (successful) then:

– Current TS:= t2

– Max. Completion time Cmaxn = t2

– IF (Cmaxn > db) return;

– Calculate Ln := Cmaxn − d1

– Completion time tn = t2 − t1
– Record (n, tn, Ln).

6. Else if µ 6= η, report batch error and exit.

7. Continue until Queues: M, B, K, Q, V become empty.

Batch size: Is batch verification of any group signature always provide efficient solution
to the application? Unfortunately, not always! The first point to note is: batch verifi-
cation starts on the availability of certain number of signatures called batch size(n). For
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instance, at an uptown area or rural area where there is no rush of vehicles, or at a fast
express highway with sporadic traffic; using batch verification might yield the efficiency
even worsened. Because, the receiving vehicles need to wait for the minimum number of
signatures n to commence verification.

Secondly, in a VANET environment, signatures arrive sequentially with respect to time
like a stream. OBU usually processes the signature on a First Come First Serve (FCFS)
basis. But we cannot allow FCFS always, because sometimes prioritized emergency mes-
sages e.g., SOS services like fire service, ambulance vehicle message signatures etc. might
arrive with a tight deadline to finish. So it is more practical to process the signatures
according to their priority. That is why, VANET application usually consider due time4

(di) of each signature by which it can be scheduled to get a faster response. Alternatively,
we can set fixed due time to different groups of vehicles like public service buses, personal
cars, ambulance etc. For implementation purpose, we propose using priority queue5 to
store incoming signatures. Therefore, the lower the due time of a signature the higher the
priority.

However, it is obvious that if we increase the batch size (n), it will give us more
optimized computation time for n signatures, but similarly increases completion time (Ci)
of individual signatures. So, there is a trade-off between the batch size n and completion
time Ci of signatures. That is why choosing the appropriate value for n is not easier for
a VANET environment. For example, the value of n during rush hour should be greater
than off-peak traffic period at downtown to achieve better performance.

On the other hand, we can utilize idle time (waiting time) with partial computations
of incoming signatures as it arrives while batch verification continues, where the value of
n is large enough. We observe that the right side (B,KT , S) of each pairing is constant
for n signatures. It contributes to partial computation of left part of pairing (Bi, Ki, Qi)
for consecutive n signatures. That is why, we split the ith signature’s pairing verification
into 2 parts:

• Part 1: Compute Mi, Bi, Ki, Qi, and Vi.

• Part 2: Verify
∏n

i=1 Mi =
e(
∏n

i=1 Bi, B)e(
∏n

i=1 Ki, KT )e(
∏n

i=1 Qi, S)
∏n

i=1 νi

Algorithm 1. determines the optimum value for batch size n by parallelizing partial
computations and by maintaining due time (di) of each individual signature. Usually a
Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) of a country has the statistics of the vehicle movement
in a specific zone/highway categorized by periods of time (called peak/ off-peak hours).
These traffic statistical data can be utilized off-line to fix the best optimum value of n
before setting up the batch size into a vehicle.

Consider five priority queues M,B,K,Q,V. As signatures arrive sequentially, Mi,Bi,Ki,Qi,
and Vi will be calculated and stored in the respective queues. We assume that Part 2,
where mainly pairings are calculated, take time enough to calculate several future Part 1
computations in parallel. Total completion time of a batch is calculated from the real-time
Time Stamp (TS) differences.

Algorithm 1. works offline with real time traffic data on any specific area where it
tries to find out total completion time tn, and maximum lateness Ln for any batch size

4Time Stamp to guarantee the finishing time of a signature verification
5This is a regular queue or stack, but additionally, elements are associated with their priority
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n. It depends on the due time di of the arriving signatures into the priority queue. The
algorithm aborts/returns if maximum completion time of the batch of size n exceeds any
signature’s due time di. However, the output data of Algorithm 1. helps a Motor Traffic
Division fixing the potential values of n to fit to the specific region/time. It is obvious
that the value of n will reflect a distinct VANET environment and will keep the batch
verification system to remain consistent, flexible and efficient.

Signature (i) 1 2 3 4
Processing time pi 2 2 2 2
Release time ri 1 2 3 8
Due time di 5 7 6 11
Completion time Ci 3 7 5 10
Lateness Li := (Ci − di) -2 0 −1 −1
Unit penalty Ui 0 0 1 0

Max. Completion time Cmax 10
Max Lateness Lmax 1

Figure 4.4: A scheduling problem 1|ri; pi = p with release time ri, due time di, where
pi = p = 2, wi = w = 1

Signature without Batch: As mentioned earlier batch verification is not always an
efficient solution to the VANET environment. For instance, unlike downtown area, in an
uptown area batch verification may cause worse performance. However, in case of tackling
sporadic traffic congestion in downtown area, we propose a real-time online signature
scheduling approach where batch verification is not practical; but still require better
performance for prioritized message signatures.

Let each signature include due time di by which it should be scheduled; weight wi
for each signature to provide higher priority to certain vehicles e.g., SOS message from
emergency vehicles etc. Alternatively, we can make different groups of vehicles with
different wi values such that public service buses, personal cars etc. By default, wi has a
fixed value. A practical example of scheduling signatures is given in Figure 3.

We consider Single Machine Scheduling Problem with release time ri and identical
processing time pi = p for scheduling [35]; where ri, di and sequence-dependent setup
time si of signatures are taken into consideration. The objective is to find a feasible set
of signatures which are to be completed before or at their deadlines. Let there are n
signatures (i = 1, ..., n) to be scheduled, and each signature has its own ri, di, pi and
completion time Ci. A total schedule is expressed as a set X of signatures such that the
total weight

∑
i∈X wi is maximal. Let ri+pi ≤ di where ri is not multiples of p. Signatures

are indexed in a non-decreasing order of di. Such kind of scheduling problem (described
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Algorithm 2 Signature scheduling (1|ri; pj = p|
∑
wiUi)

INPUT: ri, di, pi
OUTPUT: Feasible schedule of signatures with maximal total weight Wk(s, e).

1. Enumerate the signatures s.t., d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dn;

2. ∀s, e ∈ T with s ≤ e : W0(s, e) := 0;

3. FOR (k = 1 TO n)
∀s, e ∈ T with s ≤ e

Wk(s, e) :=


Wk−1(s, e) if rk /∈ [s, e)

max{Wk−1(s, e),W ′
k(s, e)}

otherwise

where

W ′
k(s, e) :=


max{wk +Wk−1(s, s′) +Wk−1(s′, e)}
such that s′ ∈ Ti and

max{rk, s+ p} ≤ s′ ≤ min{dk, e} − p;

4. Calculate Wn(s, e) := ( min t− p, max t) for t ∈ T

in Algorithm 2.) is called: 1|ri; pj = p|
∑
wiUi where U stands for Unit penalty per late

job in the standard scheduling terminology.

Ui =

{
0 if Ci ≤ di

1 otherwise

A schedule for subset X is feasible if and only if:

1. All signature in the set X start after or at ri and are completed before or at their
di

2. They do not overlap in time.

An optimal schedule will exist if each computation of the signature starts at a time
belonging to the set. {T := ri + lp|i = 1, ...., n; l = 0, ..., n− 1}. Let S be an optimal
schedule with i1, i2, ..., in order. It can be transferred to a feasible schedule; for example
iv can be shifted to the left until (rv, dv) coincide. For any integer k ≤ n and s, e ∈ T
with s ≤ e. Let Uk(s, e) be the set of signatures where i ≤ k with s ≤ ri < e, and
W ∗
k (s, e) is the maximal total weight of a subset of Uk(s, e) with S is idle before s + p

and after e and the start time of all i ∈ T . When (ri, di) of signatures are ordered such
that (ri < ri+1, di ≤ di+1), the problem is solvable in O(n2) with a dynamic programming
algorithm [37].
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Jurisdictional access: In addition to the privacy requirement, sometimes designated
public authority e.g. TSD6 wants to have access to identity of the vehicles. Consider the
verifying entity receives a message which has a valid signature but the message is doubtable
to be forged. It might happen if the signer’s secret key is compromised. However, if the
message is found to be fraudulent then the certificate of the compromised signer is revoked
upon request and the revocation list is updated. In order to trace the actual signer of a
given signature Υ, TSD does the followings:

• The verifying vehicle submits the message M with its corresponding signature Υ to
TSD which computes: v1/e(xO, V2) = e(HV (IDV ), B) = υ

• TSD checks (υ = W ) with the entry W previously stored in registration table. If
no entry is found, output ⊥; else issues proof of knowledge ω s.t. e(xO, V2) = v1/υ
for justification by the group members.

– Select (s0
′, r0

′, r1
′) ∈ Z∗p and compute:

(Γ′0,Γ
′
1,Γ

′
2) = (xOA

s0′ , e(A, V2)s0
′
,

e(A,B)s0
′
)

– Compute (β′0, β
′
1, β

′
2) =

(HO(IDO)r1
′
Ar0

′
, e(A, V2)r0

′
, e(A,B)r0

′
)

– Compute f ′ =
H((Γ′0,Γ

′
1,Γ

′
2)||(β′0, β′1, β′2)||v1||V2, υ)

– Compute (z0
′, z1

′) =
(r0
′ − f ′s0

′), HO(IDO)r1
′
xO

f ′)

– Outputs the proof: ω = (Γ′0||f ′||(z0
′, z1

′))

Justification: Any group member specially the member vehicle can check the validity
of the proof ω whether vehicle ID exposed by TSD is the real signer of corresponding
signature Υ for message M by the following:

• Compute:
(υ, υ′) = (e(HV (IDV ), B), v1/υ)
(Γ′1,Γ

′
2) = (e(Γ′0, V2)/M ′, e(Γ′0, B)e(HO(IDO), KT )

(β′0, β
′
1, β

′
2) = (z1

′)Γ′0
f ′Az0

′
, e(A, V2)z0

′
Γ′1

f ′ ,

e(A,B)z0
′
Γ′2

f ′)

• Compare:

f ′
?
= H((Γ′0,Γ

′
1,Γ

′
2)||(β′0, β′1, β′2)||v1||V2, υ)

If the above equation holds, the verifier will be assured about the message signer’s ID,
hence justified.

6It works with Opening algorithm of the Group Signature.
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4.2.5 Security Analysis

Three basic requirements for VANET security are reliability, privacy and auditability. We
adopt the identity-based group signature scheme described in [2]. Before commencing se-
curity analysis, we first give two important theorems on which the security of the system
is established. For formal definitions and detailed security proof we refer the interested
readers to [2].

Theorem 7 The IBGS scheme in [2] is secure from the random oracle model if and only if
the DDH-assumption in G1, the coDBDH-assumption in (G1,G2), the k-SDH-assumption
and the coCDH-assumption hold.

Theorem 8 The IBGS scheme described in [2] is traceable in the random oracle model
if and only if the k-CCA2-assumption holds.

Our IBGS scheme described in Section 3 is anonymous under DDH and coDBDH
assumption. It implies that any PPT-attacker that can corrupt and control a polynomial
number of messages and signatures held by the corresponding vehicles, can not reveal the
identity of a vehicle without the help of GM. Since the Group Join Protocol in Section 3.3.
is secure, only a registered vehicle can get a membership certificate (D, t, C) w.r.t. its ID.
Since Signing algorithm is secure, without holding a valid secret credential no adversary
can produce a valid signature for any message. An attacker cannot cheat other vehicles
even by forging a new valid message or modifying a valid message. This ensures the
scheme’s liability. In this way the scheme provides data integrity and authentication.

Let a vehicle sign the same message content several times. Due to unlinkability prop-
erties, no attacker can link among the signatures whether they are generated from the
same vehicle or not.

Non-frameability properties under coCDH-assumption ensures that even if all the ve-
hicles are compromised, none could produce a valid signature such that the TSD would
attribute it to a different member vehicle. This strong security notion guarantees that if
a message is accepted as valid, it must have been generated by a registered vehicle and
not have been tempered with since it has been sent.

The tracing manager TSD of the scheme helps to fulfill the requirement of auditabil-
ity while preserving honest vehicles’ privacy. It can trace a forged vehicle identity by
breaking any vehicle’s anonymity and issues a proof of knowledge for justification. Later
any member entity can justify the ownership of a valid signature by justification algo-
rithm. Revocation can also be supported by announcing the counterfeit-list that contains
the certificates of all rogue vehicles and later by updating the GM’s key and legitimate
vehicles’ credentials.

4.2.6 Performance Analysis

We compare our scheme with the group signature and batch verification mechanism in [1]
as both of them have the same goals and followed the same group signature scheme. Our
scheme provides the same security and privacy features with a faster verification mech-
anism. This is due to the reasons: (1) New signature length (overhead of the signature
for verification) for the batch verification is less than the previous one; (2) We reduce
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the complexity of an individual signature verification and batch verification as well; (3)
We follow standard methods for batch verification; (4) We devise an off-line algorithm
to select the number of signatures (n) to be batched together; (5) We propose an on-line
signature scheduling algorithm for scheduling signatures where batch verification cannot
be used.

Signature length: The length of the vehicular generated message can be expressed as
the summation of DSRC message and the signature:

DSRC message:
LM = Ltype + Lpayload + LTS + LTTL + LGID

= 2 + 100 + 4 + 1 + 2 = 109 Bytes
where type:= Message (M) type, TS:= Time Stamp, TTL:= Time to Live, GID:= Group
ID.

Length of the signature (Lsig) is determined by considering a physical security level
280; setting p to be a 160 bit long prime and the element in G1 is 161 bit long. Therefore,
all the elements in G1 and G2 are 161 bits, elements in G3 is 483 bits, elements in Zp are
160 bits. We determine the signature length of the original signature without batch be 361
Bytes and considering batch verification 845 Bytes in [1]. However, our trimmed signature
size is 542 Bytes that helps reducing communication overhead without compromising any
security requirements.

Communication efficiency: Consider a high traffic metropolitan area with an 8 lane
two-way road where the width of each lane is 3 m. According to DSRC a vehicle sends
messages within a time interval from 100 to 300 ms and the data rate in DSRC is Ω = 6
Mbps [38]. Let inter-vehicular space be 3 m wide; and vehicles are in movement and
transmit DSRC message every 300 ms (3.33 message/second) over 300 m communication
range. Therefore, in our signature scheme, a vehicle can hear from a maximum of Vlis
vehicles [Upper bound ]:

Vlis = Ω/(3.33×(LM + Lsig)×8)
= (6× 1024× 1024)/(3.33× 651× 8) = 362

where (LM + Lsig) = 651 Bytes.

If the time interval is 100 ms (10 message/second); a maximum number of vehicles
will be Vlis = Ω/(10 × 651 × 8) = 120. Note that, for Ω = 6, a vehicle can send/receive
messages from maximum 120 and 364 vehicles in every 100 ms and 300 ms respectively.
However, it will be 82 and 247 respectively in [1] .

Computational efficiency: We consider the signature size and the verification delay of
the proposed scheme and the scheme in [1]. The overhead of n signature verification can be
expressed as O(N) multi-base pairing computations and multi-base exponentiation. How-
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Table 4.2: Batch verification and Signature size

Method Batch n Sig. verification Sig. size
equation (Bytes)

V. Wei et.al. [2] 13 11n Pairing + 361
19n Exp. + 19n Mult.

B. Qin et. al. [1] 13 11 Pairing + 845
19n Exp. + 19n Mult.

ours 1 3 Pairing + 542
16n Exp. + 12n Mult.

ever, a vehicle with batch verification needs O(1) multi-base pairing and exponentiation
computation. Bi-linear map operation or pairing is the most time-consuming operation
in the batch verification algorithm. A typical pairing takes approximately 10 times longer
than one exponentiation in G1. Therefore, we consider the cryptographic computation
delay due to pairing, exponentiation, and multiplication operations on elliptic curve since
these are the most time consuming operations. It must be noted that there is a probability
of invalid signatures as 2lb for using small exponent test where lb is the security level [29].

For a Miyaji, Nakabayashi, and Takano (MNT) curve of embedding degree k = 6 and
with order of 160 bit prime the measured processing time7 for one bi-linear operation
τp and one point exponentiation are 4.5 ms and .5 ms respectively [40]. Batching the
signatures causes huge cost reduction where vehicular density is too high. Table I shows
the summery of the number of computational elements and the signature size for the
scheme under consideration.

We test for the verification time on an Intel Core i3 model CPU clocked at 2.43 GHz
from the PBC library [42] running on top of Gnu GMP [41] on Ubuntu 12.10. This test
makes use of the a supersingular curve where the group order is a Solinas prime and the
processing time for one bi-linear operation and one point exponentiation are 3.1 ms and
.3 ms respectively.

Table II presents the verification delay in ms vs. the number of the received messages.
It can be seen that our scheme provides the lowest verification delay among the group
signature schemes under comparison. The maximum number of signatures that can be
verified simultaneously are 9 and 30 in 100 ms and 300 ms respectively.

Note that maximum allowed end-to-end message processing delay are 100 ms to 300
ms in DSRC standard [43]. It can be seen from the Table II that although a vehicle
may receive 120 (100 ms delay) or 364 (300 ms delay) signatures at a time to process
simultaneously, in practice, it can not process more than 9 (100 ms delay) or 30 (300 ms
delay) because of the maximum allowed latency.

Choosing the number of signatures to batch is a challenging problem for any real life
VANET environment. It depends on the group signature mechanism used, location of the
VANET, standard of wireless communication used, computational efficiency of OBU etc.
VANET implementation needs to consider these entities.

7Implementation run on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0-GHz machine [39]
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Table 4.3: Batch Verification Performance

Sig. Ver. time (ms) Max. Allowed
V. Wei et.al. 1 47.4 2 out of 217 (100 ms)

[2] 10 474 6 out of 660 (300 ms)
100 4740

B. Qin et. al. 1 47.4 4 out of 82 (100 ms)
[1] 10 167.1 20 out of 247 (300 ms)

100 1364.1
ours 1 18.9 9 out of 120 (100 ms)

10 105.3 30 out of 364 (300 ms)
100 969.3

4.2.7 Conclusion

In a VANET environment, usually large numbers of signatures need to be verified simul-
taneously. Designing a batch verification mechanism partially addresses this problem,
but batch verifications need to be optimized as much as possible. In this work, we have
presented an efficient batch verification system from a IBGS group signature scheme for
VANET environments. We have further presented a way to determine the upper bound of
the number of signatures for batch verification to reduce message loss ratio in a VANET
environment. Our scheme not only provides the desired level of security requirements,
but also is efficient in storage and computation. We believe it can be implemented in any
ad hoc network with limited resource constraints, especially in MANET environments.
Signature scheduling can be applied to any MANET system where batch verification can-
not be used efficiently. In future, we would like to evaluate the result on a large scale
VANET testbed with varying different group signature batch verifications.
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4.3 A multi-purpose Group Signature for VANET

under standard model

4.3.1 Introduction

Unlike traditional digital signature schemes, GS allows a vehicle to create an anonymous
(and unlinkable) signature that conceals the identity of the vehicle and hence preserves
privacy [23][50]. Following the foundation of GS [45], a number of different security re-
quirements have been proposed as primitives. Consequently, BSZ-model in [71], proposes
the dynamic GS scheme where members may join or leave the group dynamically. BSZ-
model includes three security notions anonymity, traceability and non-frameability that
implies all the previously proposed notions of security. Moreover, it separates the role
of Group Manager (GM) into: issuer and opener that meet the requirement of a typical
VANET environment where Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) is responsible for issuing li-
cense to vehicles (may act as issuer) while Traffic Security Division (TSD) is accountable
for fraud prevention (may act as opener). Furthermore, non-frameability property (by
Judge(·) algorithm) protects the member against being falsely accused of making a signa-
ture, even if both the issuer and the opener are corrupt. We utilize this property to sketch
a new application framework with value-added service providers (VSPs) in VANET. Note
that, a VSP is a third party service provider that could operate as an ordinary group
member with additional access to the Judge(·) algorithm in order to verify the signature
as well as the owner of the resp. signature.

We exploit the GS proposed by Groth [74] for several reasons: (1) this scheme is secure
in BSZ-model, (2) it offers a constant number of group elements for group public key and
generated signatures (this property is a prerequisite to support scalability), (3) it satisfies
strong security requirements, that is, security proof does not rely on weak random oracle
model (security proofs in the random oracle model are not sound with respect to that in
the standard model). All these features may best fit to a vehicular network model.

Furthermore, security must be considered as an aspect of reliability; and the reliability
of the network may lessen due to poor security policy and/or vulnerable cryptographic
constructions. Authors in [75] address a security threat (opening soundness in [74]) to the
reliability of ownership of a signature and provide a solution regarding this. Let a vehicle
be registered to a VSP for a certain service. It is mandatory for a VSP to ascertain that it
is providing service to the right vehicle to which it has agreement to. But lack of opening
soundness may allow a malicious vehicle to claim for service as if it is an honest vehicle.
This potential threat can be resolved by accumulating opening soundness to the signature
so that by using Judge(·) VSP can verify the identitiy of the vehicle correctly.

We propose the opener to issue a token (a proof of ownership of the signature) θ on
a ticket (message m containing service name and its signature Σ) to the vehicle for a
certain service. In order to obtain services from VSPs, a vehicle must submit a valid
ticket (m,Σi) together with token (θ) generated on it and its identity i. VSPs in response
verify the signature Σi on m and the identity i of the owner of the signature by examining
the proof sealed in the token θ.

Although a vehicular network demands group signature schemes that exhibit strong
privacy properties, but sometimes stringent privacy policy prevents some reasonable case
of application. In order to guarantee vehicle privacy, group signatures can be directly
used to anonymously authenticate vehicular communication. We observe that standard
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GSs like Groth’s GS, is unsuitable for diverse privacy requirement needed for VANET.
Therefore, we refer to relax strong privacy properties of Groth GS by introducing Link
manager (LM) where a designated entity (e.g., RSU) could link the signers anonymously
without revealing their identifiers. For instance, let an RSU intend to keep the record of
the average number of emergency vehicles pass through a certain junction during business
hours without revealing the identity of the vehicles. That is, RSUs need to track the
vehicle while preserving the privacy intact. Therefore, we propose a LM to be installed
in each RSU that offers linkability while preserving anonymity. When a message together
with its signature has been received by the LM, it can link the message with any of the
previously received messages from the same vehicle. This feature significantly introduces
a privacy hierarchy in VANET from the low level vehicles to the upper level opener. More
clearly, vehicles are fully anonymous in the network, RSUs can only link among vehicles
but cannot circumvent anonymity, a VSP is offered to break privacy of the subscribed
vehicles only, and an opener can crack full anonymity.

However, revocation is another feature of a GS where members’ (vehicles) signing
capability are revoked, e.g., if they are declared by the opener as illegal, or if their secret
keys get expired/compromised over time. Therefore, a revocation system is added to the
GS that improves key-update efficiency on the Key Issuer side (s.t., constant computation)
while restraining efficiency for the individual vehicles (s.t., constant signature size, no
secure channel needed to update keys). This also satisfies backward unlinkability, that is,
signatures produced by a revoked vehicle cannot be linked to its prior signatures.

Note that all the aforementioned GS properties are not completely novel. Firstly,
linkability feature is discussed in several traceable GS schemes such as [61, 63, 67] and
very recently [64]. But all of them either do not support opening algorithm and hence do
not allow anonymity revocation, or the security proof belongs to ROM. Secondly, revoca-
bility properties for a GS was first explored in [58] and later followed by [57, 68, 69]. All
the revocable GS schemes have been proposed so far were either reluctant to backward
unlinkability, constant signature size/ verification cost/ public key size, or rely on ROM.
Recently, two scalable revocation approaches: [76, 77] have been proposed from standard
security model. Since the revocation techniques are inspired by broadcast encryption
tree, the cardinality of the group becomes fixed and more harshly their signature size is
6 times larger than that of our scheme which could cause performance bottleneck in a
large scale VANET application. Thirdly, we followed the opening soundness property de-
scribed in [75] which protect the signature from getting hijacked by other member vehicles.

Main contributions: We introduce a GS scheme, based on pairing-based construction
of Groth with additional properties: (1) linkability (Link Manager in RSUs), (2) open-
ing soundness (token provided by the opener) (3) revocability (run by Issuer and group
members periodically) We accumulate the aforementioned properties in a single scheme.
In addition, for accelerating efficiency we use a simplified version of Groth GS that is
CPA-secure, and later suggest applying batch verification technique for standard GS [60]
for signature verification.

Network model: We refer to the hierarchical network model described in [23]. In this
model, vehicles are remained at the bottom of the hierarchy (see Fig. 4.5). Vehicular
groups could be formed: by region (ex. east region), social spots/services (ex. shopping
mall, hospital area), category (ex. public service, emergency, personal vehicles) etc. Each
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vehicle in the network must be equipped with an On Board Unit (OBU) consisting of
Event Data Recorder (EDR) that records all the received messages, Tamper Proof Device
(TPD) that implements cryptographic tools and ensures authenticated access control.
Each GM consists of an issuer for the purpose of registration and an opener (TSD) to
explore the identification of vehicles. Subsequently, all the RSUs would act as LMs.

4.3.2 Extended GS Properties with prior works

Link Manager: Let an RSU intend to collect traffic data (e.g., frequency of emergency
vehicles passing through a specific road, which type of vehicles tend to violate traffic rules
such as driving over the speed limit etc.) from the road for future traffic analysis without
revealing identities of the vehicles. We propose to set Link manager (LM) up into the
designated RSU and create vehicular groups according to category (such as emergency
vehicles).

Besides that, we render traceability with the help of on-demand delegated linkability
as follows:

• Firstly, if any suspicious vehicle discovers a doubtful message arriving from a group
member, it would forward the message with corresponding signature to the LM
(preset in the RSUs) instead of opener (TSD) for revocation.

• Secondly, RSU is delegated the linking capability by the opener that introduces a
fine-grained control on the anonymity of vehicles. By using the linking key, RSU
can check if two or more doubtful messages have been arrived from the same vehicle.

• Finally, if RSU determines a specific vehicle as malicious member, the message
together with its signature would be forwarded to the opener to reveal the vehicle
identity. Usually an opener responds only to the privileged verifiers (e.g. RSUs in
VANET).

Note that, Traffic Security Division (TSD) should have policies on how RSUs would
confirm fraudulent vehicles. An example of this would be, if a certain vehicle produces
several deceitful messages within a short period of time, or if a vehicle keeps sending
multiple messages indicating same events on the road e.g., Sybil attack.

It is worth pointing out that full anonymity can not be achieved here since RSUs
can link certain vehicles or a group of vehicles, and hence, absolute privacy can not be
guaranteed. We termed this as relaxed privacy. Providing linking capability to a group
signature is not novel. For example, direct anonymous attestation scheme (in [61]), ring
signature scheme (in [63]) hold linkability algorithm. Unfortunately, these group signature
schemes do not include any traceability algorithm. However, a recently proposed GS
scheme (in [64]) has both linkabilty and traceability, but the security of the scheme is
considered in the random oracle model. Moreover it cannot be guaranteed whether the
scheme has opening soundness or not.

Note that LM can provide long-term linkability (until the group public key and linking
key are refreshed). Sometimes we require short-term linkability for efficient verification
with privacy. Short-lived pseudonym is one of the solutions to provide short-term linkabil-
ity while protecting privacy in VANET. Here we discuss a solution to achieve short-term
linkability with pseudonym mechanism. Consider several Group Managers (GMs) under
a fully Trusted Party (TP) where Setup phase of each GS would be performed by TP.
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Each group member under a GM should use pseudonym signed by the TP instead of
original identifier of a vehicle (IDVi) during Registration with Issuer (User i Registration
at Section III). Each time TP signs a new pseudonym generated by IDVi , it ensures that
the member is not already revoked.

More clearly, during Setup phase, TP chooses a signature scheme with key pair
(SignT ,VerT ) and public Key scheme (PK) with key pair (skT , pkT ). Similarly, GM chooses
PK key pair (skG, pkG). In Registration phase, first each member Vi chooses PK key pair
(skVi , pkVi) for secure communication with TP and seeks a certified pseudonym for its real
identifier IDVi . In response, TP provides the pseudonym Πi padded with expiration date
(Timestamp) and its signature (encrypted by pkVi) to the member vehicle. After first
successful registration to the TP, a member vehicle may update its pseudonym Πi any
time online. However, Issuer in Registration phase of GS uses Πi (instead of xi in the
current scheme). Vehicles entering a new GMi area should provide a valid pseudonym
(not expired) to receive the group secret key (gski) for future communication within a
GMi’s area.

In this scenario, Revocation would be accomplished by the cooperation of global TP
and GMs. For instance, during revocation Traffic Security Division (with Open algorithm)
of GMi can extract the member pseudonym that would be forwarded to the TP in order
to extract the original ID of a vehicle (IDVi). TP then updates its global revocation list
accordingly and ensures that any malicious member in the revocation list cannot update
its pseudonym in the next registration phase. Later TP broadcasts updated revoked
member list to all the active GMs so that they can check the temporary revoked members
until the lifetime of the pseudonym expire. Hence, using pseudonym facilitates flexible
linkability with expiration date (while LM provides long-term linkablity inside a group)
independently of the GMs.

Furthermore, sometimes short-term linkability can be achieved by fixing some param-
eter during Authentication phase (with Gsign algorithm). For instance, if ρ is unchanged
in our scheme in the consecutive n signatures, it will generate same (a,κ) (part of Σ) for
n signatures. Hence, short-term linkability is accomplished.

Opening soundness: Groth’s group signatures are susceptible to be hijacked by a mali-
cious member by forging the proof of ownership generated by the opener [75]. We present
a secure application framework by utilizing this property. For instance, let a vehicle have
an agreement with a third party service provider. It would generate a message (citing
the VSP’s name and requested service information) with its signature (we termed it as a
ticket) and submit them to the Traffic Security Division (conveying opener algorithm) for
attestation. Opener would issue a proof of ownership (we termed it as a token) of the sig-
nature in order to bind a credential to its legitimate owner (see Fig. 4.5). Subsequently,
later when the vehicle requests for a service to the VSP, it would attach a ticket and
its corresponding token issued by the opener. VSPs (conveying judge algorithm) could
justify the message with the credential of the vehicle.

Revocation: Like standard PKIs, GS does not have any efficient revocation system
in practice. Many existing solutions do not scale well due to either high overhead or
tight operational requirements, such that, computational complexity belongs to O(n)
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Figure 4.5: An example demonstrating: vehicles’ group formation (right) and communi-
cation among the GS members (left) in a traditional VANET Network.

or O(r), where n and r are group size and number of revoked members respectively.
Revocation solution was first introduced in [58], where the signature size was linear to
the number of revoked members. Authors in [72] proposed a forward secure revocation
system with constant signature size. But, one of the features of this scheme was to use
fixed time periods to revoke a member, which is in fact, impossible to implement in
VANET environment. Schemes in [68] [69] have O(1)- cost for signing and verification
time but O(n)-size (linear) group public keys.

Recently, two revocations approaches have been proposed, mainly based on the Naor-
Naor-Lotspiech (NNL) Broadcast Encryption framework that yields a scalable revocable
group signatures to obtain private keys of constant size in the standard model [76] [77].
Unfortunately, signature size of both the schemes are too large for practical deployment.
They are approximately 3 and 6 times larger, respectively, than that of our scheme8.
Moreover, since NNL is a tree-based technique, unlike ordinary dynamic GS schemes
the maximal cardinality of the group would be fixed. Therefore, even though the re-
vocation schemes are truly scalable, they cannot be used for VANET application where
larger signature size causes increased communication overhead and hence degrades overall
performance and the number of group member vehicles should be flexible, not fixed.

We exploit the idea of [57] in our GS, where they offer a CRL-like revocation with
constant length signature as well as constant computation for revocation, that means, the
complexity is O(1) with respect to n and r.

If a group member vehicle leaves the group or is declared as an illegal, Issuer updates
the RList accordingly. We propose not to update group public key (gpk) in every case
when a new member leaves or is forcibly revoked from the group for the sake of efficiency.
Instead, information regarding new/revoked group members can be accumulated between
two successive revocation events.

8Group signature size of [76] and [77] are comprised of 144 and 92 group elements respectively while
our signature size consists of 28 group elements.
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4.3.3 The Proposal

Groth GS applies certified signature method based on the DLIN and the q−U assumption
(see [74] for details) using Non-interactive Witness-indistinguishable (NIWI) proofs[73].
Note that we present a relaxed (CPA-secure) notion of Groth GS e.g., allow no adver-
sarial access to the open algorithm and add/modify some generic algorithm e.g., adding:
SignLink(), Revoke() modifying: Keygen(), Registration(), Open() algorithms.

System Setup: Consider a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm G that generates
gk := (p,G,GT, e, g) ← G(1k) such that: p is a k-bit prime, (G,GT) are cyclic group of
order p. Let g generate G and e be a non-degenerate and efficiently computable bilinear
map s.t., e : G × G → GT so that e(g, g) generates GT, and e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab for any
a, b← Zp.

Key Generation GKg(1k): Group Manager (Traffic Escrow Authority) generates secret
keys: ik for Issuer (Registration managers), ok for Opener (Traffic Security Division), lk
for Linker (Designated RSUs) and public system parameters gpk. Let (u, h, z,K, L) ←
G, (l, r, s) ← Zp, f = ul, T := e(f, z), xk := (φ, η) ← gk, F := gφ, H := gη, , R :=
gr, S = gs, Hash ← H(1k); Parse(crs) := (F,H, therest). pk := (F,H,K,L), lk :=
l, ik := z, ok := xk, and gpk := (gk,Hash, u, f, h, T, crs)

Registration (User i : gpk, Issuer: gpk, ik): Group members with their identity i (e.g., ve-
hicles, RSUs) need to complete registration with Issuer. Let total number of non-revoked
vehicles be n in an instance. A vehicle i and Issuer run a 5-move key generation protocol
(described in [28]) in order to generate a key pair {(vi, xi), vi }, where vi ← gxi Issuer
then signs vi to produce certificate
certSigni := (ai, bi)← (f−ri , (vih)riz), where ri ← Zp.
Vehicle i accepts the certificate certSigni if e(ai, hvi) e(f, bi) = T . Finally, the Issuer
maintains a database to store reg[i] ← vi for the open() and the judge() algorithm, and
rev[i] ← ri for the revocation() algorithm and the vehicle i stores group signing key
gsk[i]← (xi, certSigni)

Authentication GSign(gpk, gsk[i],m): In order to sign a message m a registered vehicle
i first generates a certified signature σ using her private key xi. Then it produces a NIWI
proof9 π that consist of a commitment to σ. The detailed instantiation is as follows.
Let a vehicle i select ρ ← Zn and compute a := aif

−ρ, b := bi(hvi)
ρ, κ = u−ρ and

σ := g1/xi+H(m). π ← PNIWI (crs, (gpk, a,H(m)), (b, vi, σ)) The resulting signature on a
message m is: Σ := (a,κ, π, σ).

Message verification GVerify(gpk,m,Σ): To verify a signature Σ on message m, receiv-
ing vehicle or RSU checks NIWI proof π:

IF VNIWI ← (crs, (gpk, a,H(m)), π) = true;
return 1

ELSE return 0

9To demonstrate that ciphertext contains a valid certified signature
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Traffic Security Division Open(gpk, ok,m,Σ): By accessing the registration table
reg []10 generated by the Issuer, by using opening key ok it can revoke the signer’s identity
i of a valid signature Σ on message m. This algorithm can be used for two purposes:
Firstly, it helps to exhibit the signer of a doubtable message/signature sender and later
revoke the member vehicle from the group. Secondly, it promotes accountability of certain
applications by providing proof of ownership of a certain signature. Consider a member
vehicle i that requires a credential regarding a service which is mentioned in the message
m. The vehicle could first generate a signature Σ on m and then request the Opener() to
provide a proof of ownership or token on m. After that, it could submit m to the VSP
along with Σ and the token to justify. The detailed are as follows:
First, it verifies the signature by using GVerify (gpk,m,Σ). If successful, then it extracts v

of the corresponding vehicle i and searches the registration table to find v
?
= v[i]← reg[i].

(b, v, σ)← Extract ok(crs, (gpk, a,H(m)), π).
In order to generate proof of ownership, it randomly selects (c, d) ← Zp and com-
putes: (y1, y2, y3) := (F c, Hd, vig

c+d) and a Non Interactive Zero Knowledge (NIZK) proof

θ ← (θ1, θ2) of corresponding vehicle i where θ1 := y
1/φ
1 , θ2 := y

1/η
2 and (φ, η) ← ok.

Finally, it issues (i, y, σ, θ) which is termed as a proof of ownership of a signer i on a
certain message m, or a token.

Validating Ownership Judge(gpk, i, vi,m,Σ, θ): This algorithm verifies whether the
opening is correct or not. It returns 1 if the opening is correct. VSPs in VANET could
use this algorithm to verify the beneficiary of a certain service.

IF
(
GVerify(gpk,m,Σ) = 1

∧
(i 6= 0)

∧
e(σ, vig

H(m)) = e(g, g)
∧
e(F, θ1)=e(y1, g)

∧
e(H, θ2)=e(y2, g)

∧
σθ1θ2=y3

)
return 1
ELSE return 0

Managing Linkability SignLink((Σ1,m1), (Σ2,m2), lk): By using lk, the LM (e.g., des-
ignated RSUs in VANET) tries to find a link among existing list of signatures with a new
signature, or between two signatures whether they are generated from the same signer i.
It returns 1 if sucessful Let a1,κ1 ← Σ1 and a2,κ2 ← Σ2.

IF GVerify (gpk,m1,Σ1)
∧

GVerify (gpk,m2,Σ2)
IF e(a1, h) e(κ1, h

lk)−1 = e(a2, h) e(κ2, h
lk)−1 Or,

e(a1/a2, h) = e(κ1/κ2, h
lk)

return 1
ELSE return 0

Intuition: ρi 6= ρj and gsk[i] 6= gsk[j] for any (i, j)
e(a1/a2, h) = e(κ1/κ2, h

lk)
⇒ e(aif

−ρ1/aif
−ρ2 , h) = e(u−ρ1/u−ρ2 , hl)

⇒ e(u, h)l(ρ2−ρ1) = e(u, h)l(ρ2−ρ1)

Since ai ← certSign(ai, bi) is randomized by ρ to generate a in GSign(), there would be no
security compromise.

10The opener has read access to the registration table reg []
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Revocation Revoke(gpk,RList): Revocation would be accomplished in two steps: Firstly,
GM issues a new group public key gpk including all new parameters, termed as R, and
publish it for all the non-revoked members. Usually, the Issuer publishes a signed and
time-stamped R in a publicly accessible bulletin board or server. Unlike ordinary GS
schemes, in our scheme vehicles do not need to contact the issuer privately (following
interactive join/issue protocol) to update their certificates. Secondly, after getting the
public parameters R for revocation, all the non-revoked member vehicles can update their
certificates (ai, bi) with the newer one consequently. However, it is quite likely that no re-
voked members can update their certificates from the revocation information available in
public. Moreover, all other non-revoked member vehicles need O(1) operation to update,
irrespective of the size of the revocation list or the group members.

This algorithm allows Issuer and all non-revoked member vehicles to update their keys
according to the revoked users list RList provided by the GM. Let t := {

∏n
i=1 ri, s.t. ri ←

rev[i]} be known to all the last known non-revoked n group member vehicles. Note that,
t considers of all the current non-revoked members including the new member vehicles
that join between two consecutive revocation events.

Let m member vehicles be adjudged as illegal vehicles between two successive revoca-
tion events, and rki ← rev[i] be selected for the revoked members (m). Then, RList :=
k1, k2 · · · km where m < n; and rk =

∏m
i=1 rki.

Issuer: update rev[i] according to the new list of non-revoked member vehicles (n)
τ ← Zn; δ := τ l; u′ := u · τ ; f ′ := f · δ; h′ = h · δ
T ′ := e(f ′, z); and γ := δ

t
rk mod n

new gpk := (gk,Hash, u′, f ′, h′, T ′, crs)
publish R ← (t, gpk, γ, rk) for the non-revoked members.

Member vehicle (i 6= ki) : update non-revoked member’s certificate certSigni(ai, bi):
gsk[i] := (xi, ai

′, bi
′)← (xi, ai, bi)

set si = ri·rk
t

set a′i = ai · γ−si and b′i = bi · γsi

4.3.4 Security Requirement

Some of the notations and security definitions we use from [74] [75] and also omit the
description of security proof due to space constraint. Interested readers are referred to
[74] [75] for further discussion.

Definition 5 Let (p,G,GT, e, g) be a bilinear group. The Decision linear (DLIN) as-
sumption states that it is hard to distinguish in (f, g, h, f r, gs, ht) and (f, g, h, f r, gs, hr+s)
for random group elements a, b← Zp [59].

Lemma 1 Modified Groth GS satisfies the revocability under the DL-assumption and
provides backward unlinkability.
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Proof: Issuer publishes R ← (t, gpk, γ, rk) that includes group public key gpk and other
necessary parameters in public. Note that, all the updated gpk parameters (u, f, h, T ) are
randomized by δ, and γ := δ(t/rk) is published as part of R. γ is calculated only from the
non-revoked members ri (from rev[i] pre-stored to Issuer). In order to sign a message, a
non-revoked member need to create a valid certSign by following

(a′i, b
′
i)← (ai ∗ δ−ri , bi ∗ δri ) s.t., γsi = δ(t/rk)∗(ri∗rk)/t

However, it is impossible for a revoked member to produce new certSign. Because it is
hard to explore δ from γ under DL-assumption. Therefore, it is hard for a PPT adversary
A to produce a colluding non-revoked member.

Let the adversary A be able to link signatures generated before and after a revoca-
tion phase. Thus, in order to break backward unlinkability, A needs to distinguish two
signatures Σa (generated after revocation), Σb (generated before revocation). It appears
that Groth GS scheme provides anonymity under DLIN assumption11. Moreover, during
each signature generation, the parameters (a, b,κ) are randomized by ρ, and σ is indepen-
dent of the updated parameters during revocation, since it is generated from the secret
xi. Furthermore, linkability from π is also infeasible, since it is a proof from NIWI that
assures indistinguishability from the secrets/witnesses it possess, based on a variant of
DDH assumption. �

Lemma 2 Modified Groth GS is linkable under DL assumption.

Proof : We use CPA-anonymous version of the Groth GS. That is, signature is untrace-
able under DLIN assumption. Similarly, we assume that any PPT adversary A does
not have access to open(·) oracle and thus does not have access to open key ok. Unlike
anonymity-game, in the linkability-game A has access to the linking key lk in order to
find a link among signatures from the same signer, or a group of signers while not being
aware of the real signers of the signatures. However, the adversary A can compute a
linking index: e(aif

−ρi , h) associated with each signer i where (ai, ρi) pair is associated
with a signer i. Let LM create a database that is indexed by e(aif

−ρi , h). We assume
this index is singular and uniformly distributed from adversarial point of view. Clearly,
this index is unique and independent of the signer’s signing key gsk[i]← xi. Therefore, it
is hard for a PPT adversaryA to guess the identity i of the signer from a given signature Σ.

4.3.5 Efficiency

We minimize and exploit a simpler variant of Groth GS [74]. Therefore, we provide
construction for relaxed security notions (CPA anonymity) that removes the non-essential
features of the main GS. Meanwhile, we extend the existing Groth GS to satisfy some
essential security notions with minor performance overhead. However, ordinary CCA-
anonymous Groth GS consist of 50 group elements in G while the lighter version, where
CPA-anonymity is sufficient and the adversary is not allowed to access opening oracle12,
the size of signature can be reduced to 28 group elements. Still it supports dynamic

11A natural extension of DDH assumption
12In VANET, Traffic Security Division (Opener) is commonly assumed to be tamper-proof
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Table 4.4: VANET Security properties
Ours J. Hwang[64] MSI Mamun[50] L. Zhang[65] W. Lingbo[66]

Security Proof Standard ROM ROM ROM ROM
Anonymity CPA CPA CCA CPA CPA
Linkability Yes Yes No No No
Revocability Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Non-frameability Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Opening Soundness Yes No No No No
Batch verification Yes No Yes No Yes

member enrollment, constant number of group elements in keys and group signatures,
opening soundness, feasible revocation, linkability to achieve relaxed privacy through LM.
In [50], the authors show how efficiency degrades in relation to pairing computation in
VANET environment and propose some solutions to speed up the signature verification
process. In [60], the authors address this challenge for Groth signature and propose a
batch verification system to reduce almost 90% of the pairing calculation.

However, introducing batch verification for single signature has reduced expensive
pairing equation per signature from 68 to 11. While the batched version requires only
4n + 7 pairings for n signatures. In addition, introducing off-line signature scheduling
algorithm to find an optimum value of the batch size n, and paralleling partial pairing
calculation using thread, as described in [50], can further optimize the final operation time
for signature verification.

However, if we allow LM to be used in each vehicle for short-term linkability, it sig-
nificantly improves signature verification. As the message with signature arrives to the
vehicle, it will first search the local database whether the sending vehicle is already known
to it (by using LM key it can easily link the incoming signature with any previous record
from the same vehicle). If the sending vehicle is enlisted already in the receiving vehicle’s
local database (e.g., second (or higher) message from the same sending vehicle), expensive
verification part (e.g., 11 pairing calculation) can be omitted. For instance, if a receiving
vehicle requires 11 pairing calculation for the first signature it has received from a vehicle
i, it presumably need no pairing calculation from the second or any subsequent signatures
coming from the vehicle i until no suspicious/deceitful message is claimed by the receiving
vehicle. Nevertheless, over time the local database of the receiving vehicle can become
enlarged that would cause performance bottleneck in database searching.

Finally, in Table 1. we compare our scheme with some other recent GS schemes
proposed for VANET in terms of security properties, security proof method, Linkability,
Non-frameability, Revocability, Opening Soundness and Performance etc.

4.3.6 Conclusion

In this work, we focus on hierarchical privacy-preserving among all entities of VANET by
using Groth GS. We have presented a reliable and standard CPA-secure GS solution to
a vehicular network application considering revocability, linkability and opening sound-
ness. We consider the lighter version of Groth GS to enhance efficiency while preserving
optimal security with several essential properties. Further, we suggest LM that provides
restricted privacy appropriate for a real time VANET environment. Moreover, this can
protect against DoS and Sybil attacks as well. In addition, using batch verification can
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significantly improve the performance of signature verification that makes the solution
applicable for real life vehicular communication.
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Chapter 5

RFID system Security

5.1 A privacy-preserving RFID authentication pro-

tocol

5.1.1 Introduction

Tag authentication is an indispensable approach to prevent an RFID tag from imperson-
ation. In particular, tag authentication is more significant since tags are much vulnerable
to counterfeit than readers. However, mutual authentication protocols add an additional
protection for the RFID system in the protocol construction to safeguard the query is, in
fact, coming from a legitimate reader.

Unlikability or Untraceability, sometimes referred to interchangeable with same mean-
ing, conveys the property that an adversary cannot distinguish whether two events oc-
curring in an RFID system are related to the same tag or not. In addition, anonymity is
another indispensable security property that assure the inability to identify a tag within
an RFID system. This definition can be framed in terms of unlinkability by saying that a
tag is anonymous in any transactions between the reader provided that adversary cannot
link the tag to a transaction. In order to provide aforementioned security properties,
ample research has been done in this area targeting enhanced privacy, security and per-
formance issues. Since asymmetric key ciphers are too expensive for a compact hardware
such as low-cost RFID tag, majority of the authentication protocols use symmetric key
as secret. For example, RSA require more than 30,000 gates, which is too expensive for
low-cost tag where maximum 2,000 gates out of 10,000 gates are available for the purpose
of security [79].

The LPN problem is a light-weight provably-secure cryptographic scheme which was
first introduced in 2001 by Hopper & Blum [86]. LPN based authentication is not only
theoretically secure in terms of provable security, but also provides better efficiency than
classical symmetric ciphers that are not related to hard problems. There has been a large
body of research on HB protocol that outputs protocols such as HB+, HB++, HB#, HB-
MP, HB-MP+, HB∗ etc.[89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 108]. Unfortunately all of them later shown
to be insecure or susceptible to particular attacks [94, 95]. In [80], authors propose an
authentication protocol based on the Subspace LPN (SLPN) problem with tight security
reduction which is as efficient as the previous HB-family, but has twice the key length;
in addition, their proof works in quantum setting, which leads the protocol to be secure
against quantum adversaries.
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5.1.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss some inevitable assumptions followed by useful definitions for
primitives and security notions.

Assumption: We assume the RFID system described in this work consist of a single
legitimate reader and a set of tags (EPC global Class 1 generation 2). The reader is con-
nected to the back-end server that stores all the relevant data including the tag database.
Initially, the reader generates and set Tid and public parameters depending on security
parameter λ. Each tag has its unique identification Tid and session key Si. Tid is used as
the shared secret key between the tag and the reader. The authentication protocol is an
interactive protocol executed between tags/prover and a reader/verifier where both are
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms. All communications between the server
and the reader are assumed to be secure and over an authentic channel. For simplicity, we
consider the reader and server as identical. Throughout the work, we use the term reader
and server interchangeably. A tag is not a tamper-resistant device; so its session key Si
is refreshed after each session is completed successfully. For updating the key, the tag
authenticates the reader first. An adversary cannot compromise the reader/server and
cannot corrupt the tag until it compromises both Tid and Si at the same time. However, if
both of the secret keys are exposed at a time, the adversary can trace the tag for a certain
period i until the next authentication cycle starts. We assume tag binary identification
Tid is unique within an RFID system. To avoid an exhaustive database search at the
reader, hash-index (I) is used. Database at the server associates the tag index with other
tag-related data e.g., Tid, Si, Pi etc.

Definitions for security notions:

Definition 6 A protocol is secure against passive attacks, if there exists no PPT ad-
versary A that can forge the verifying entity with non-negligible probability by observing
any number of interactions between the tag and reader.

Definition 7 A (t, Q, ε)-hard protocol is called secure against active attacks where
the adversary A runs in two stages: First, it observes and interrupts all the interactions
between the target tag T and legitimate reader with concurrent executions according to the
defined security. Then, it is allowed only one time to convince the reader. Note that, this
time A is not allowed to continue his attacks in time instance t; but can utilize several
discrete or successive time period.

Definition 8 In the Man-In-the-Middle (MIM) attack, adversary A is allowed to
maintain connections with both the tag and the reader, making the tag believe that they
are talking directly to the reader over a secure connection, when in fact, the entire com-
munication is controlled by A. Then, A interacts with the reader to authenticate. The
goal of the attacker A is to authenticate successfully in Q rounds. A is successful if and
only if it gets accept response from all Q rounds.
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Definition 9 The Forward security property means that even if the adversary obtains
the current secret key, it cannot derive the keys used for past time periods.

Definition 10 The Backward security is opposite to the forward security. If the ad-
versary can explore the secret of the tag at time i, it cannot be traced in future using
the same secret. In other words, exposure of a tag’s secret should not reveal any secret
information regarding the future of the tag. But if an adversary is allowed to obtain full
access to the tag’s secret, and thus can trace the target tag at least during the current
session of authentication immediately following the attack, it does not make any sense to
perfect security in practice. Therefore, it is impossible to provide backward security for an
RFID-like device practically.

Definition 11 Tracking a tag refers the attacker could guess the tag identity or link
multiple authentication sessions of the same tag. In our protocol, the adversary cannot
recover Si or any other information identifying that particular tag.

Definition 12 In De-synchronization attack, the adversary aims to disrupt the key
update, leaving the tag and the reader in a desynchronized state and renders future au-
thentication impossible.

Definition 13 Denial of Service (DoS) is an attempt to make a tag unavailable to its
intended users. DoS resistance capability of the protocol is infinite as tag updates the key
after reader authentication is successful.

Definition 14 Tag cloning entails that the data on a valid tag is scanned and copied
by a malicious RFID reader, and later the copied data will be embedded onto a fake tag.

Definition 15 In the replay attack, an adversary reuses the communication scripts
from the former sessions to perform a successful authentication between each tag and
their reader.

Definition 16 An RFID system, is said to unconditionally provide privacy notion X,
if and only if for all adversaries A of type X, it holds that AdvXA(λ) = 0. In case of
computational privacy, it is AdvXA(λ) ≤ ε for all PPT adversaries A[102].

Definition 17 An RFID system is said to be (Q, t, ε) strong private, if there exist no
(Q, t) adversary A who can break its strong privacy with advantage AdvbA(k) ≥ ε.

5.1.3 Construction

We adopt the idea of key-insulation to slightly twist our 3-round mutual authentication
protocol described in Fig. 1. The protocol allows significantly less computations to a
tag. On the other hand, the most expensive computations of the protocol are handled
by the reader. We use only random generation, bitwise XOR and matrix multiplication
as tag operation. The protocol uses (λ, τ, τ ′, n, l) as public parameters, where (τ, τ ′) are
constant while (l, n) depends on the security parameter λ. For initialization, the server
generates the initial index I0, the session key S0 and its corresponding P0 and other
public parameters; and set the necessary data into a tag non-volatile memory. Note
that, we use matrix as a secret, not a vector. Therefore, for each tag, there is a tuple
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Reader (Ii, Tid ∈ Z2l
2 ,Si ∈ Zl×n2 ,Pi ∈ Zl×l2 ) Tag(Ii, Tid ∈ Z2l

2 ,Si ∈ Zl×n2 )
s ∈R Z2l

2 ; where w(s) = l
s−→

if w(s) 6= l return;
e ∈R Bernτ ;
r := [Si]

T. (Tid↓s)⊕ e
s′ ∈R Z2l

2 ; where w(s′) = l
Ii+1 = r
(Ii, s

′, r)
←−−−−−

Lookup Tid by using hash-table index:
Direct match: I = Ii; if (not found) then
Brute-force search: find an entry [Ii, Tid,Si−1,Si,Pi−1,Pi]

s.t., ∃ (Si or, Si−1), for which the following satisfies:
If w([Si]

T.(Tid↓s)⊕ r) > n.τ ′ return;
Else
Ii+1 = r
if w(s′) 6= l return;

Generate non-singular [Q] ∈R Zl×l2

[Si+1] = [Q].[Si] ∈ Zl×n2

where rank(Si+1) = n

Compute Pi+1 = [Si+1][Si+1]+ ∈ Zl×l2

where [Si+1]+ = ([Si+1]T[Si+1])
−1

[Si+1]T ∈ Zn×l2

Pi
′ = [Pi][Q] ∈ Zl×l2 ;

e′ ∈R Bernτ ;
r′ := [Si]

T. (Tid↓s
′)⊕ e′

(Pi
′, r′)

−−−−→
if w([Si]

T. (Tid↓s
′)⊕ r′) > n.τ ′

return; else accept
Si+1 = (Pi

′.Si) ∈ Zl×n2

if rank([Si+1]) 6= n return;

Figure 5.1: RFID Authentication Protocol

[Ii, Tid, Si−1, Si, Pi−1, Pi] to be stored in the back-end database of the server at any time
instance i.

For tag authentication, let a tag have Si and Ii, which have been derived from the
previous (i− 1) successful authentication sessions.

• Reader: Generate a random binary challenge string s, and sends it to a tag.

• Tag: Check the hamming weight of the string s and generate an n-bit noise vector
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e, a random 2l-bit challenge string s′ for a reader with hamming weight l. Next an
n-bit LPN problem is computed as r := [Si]

T · (Tid↓s)⊕ e. To eliminate brute-force
searching at the server end, maintain an index Ii and send it to the reader. Finally,
update index Ii+1 to r and send (Ii, s

′, r) to the server.

• Reader: First search database to find a tuple [Ii, Tid, Si−1, Si, Pi−1, Pi] with index I
sent by the server. But searching might fail sometimes e.g., due to synchronization
attack etc. If it fails, then apply brute-force method targeting to explore Si or Si−1
such that it satisfies LPN problem: w([Si]

T · (Tid↓s) ⊕ r) ≤ n · τ ′], or [w([Si−1]T ·
(Tid↓s) ⊕ r) ≤ n · τ ′]. If the brute-force method passes, it accepts the tag, update
the index to Ii+1 and enter reader authentication phase.

For reader authentication, it has secret Si, Pi and other public parameters which has been
derived from previous (i− 1) successful authentication sessions.

• Reader: First test whether hamming weight of s′ is exactly l. Then generate a non
singular binary matrix Q to update session key Si+1 as [Q ·Si] and compute pseudo
inverse-matrix S+

i+1, and Pi+1 as [Si+1 · S+
i+1]. To send the new session key Si+1 to

the tag and blinding the matrix Q, P ′i is computed by [Pi · Q] which is actually
equivalent to a binary matrix [SiS

+
i Q]. Assume the adversary cannot reveal Si from

P ′i in polynomial time. Next, for reader authentication, generate an n-bit noise
vector e′ and compute multiple bit LPN problem as r′ := [Si]

T · (Tid↓s′)⊕e′. Finally
answer the tag with string (Pi

′, r′).

• Tag: Check the hamming weight of ([Si]
T·(Tid↓s′)⊕r′) ≤ n·τ ′ where (n·τ ′) is the pre-

defined accepted threshold value for the LPN problem. If this check passes, accept
the reader and update session key Si+1 by [(Pi

′ · Si) = (SiS
+
i Q · Si) = (SiQ)] where

[SiS
+
i Si = Si]

1. However, if the check fails, tag’s session key remains unchanged.

Note that, in the protocol, session key generated by the reader is used by the tag. To
be precise, session key Si+1 is generated from the former key Si and random matrix [Q].
Sending Si+1 as plain text is not secure since [Si+1] will act as the next session key between
the tag and the reader. Therefore, random matrices [Si+1] is sent with encryption to the
tag. We first use [Q] for randomizing Si and then pseudo-random matrix computation
for blinding the matrix [Si]. However, a tag’s session key is updated each time period i
by computing Si+1 from simple decryption using pseudo-inverse matrix properties. More
precisely, tag’s session key is not updated until a successful reader authentication.

Hash-table lookup: An appropriate lookup hash-function can offer efficient database
searching. In our protocol, index is updated in both the tag and the reader, as the
transaction becomes successful. This demands an efficient hash-table that provide O(1)
query, insertion and deletion operations at high loads2. We suggest segmented hash table
architecture described in [131], that provides high collision resistance and comparatively
low search cost in worst case performance. A traditional hash table maps the key e.g.,
index into a single hash bucket, whereas N -segmented hash table maps into N potential
buckets. Therefore, a table with capacity m has equally sized logical segments containing
m/N buckets. Here the hash function is defined as H : I → {0, 1, . . . ,m/N − 1} where

1From the properties of pseudo-inverse matrix.
2To provide scalability.
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I is the index space of size n. Let Linear chaining be used as searching technique, then
average and worse search time will be Θ(1 + α) and Θ(logn/loglogn) respectively, where
α = n/m. To ensure O(1) searches, they utilize N -independent bloom filter3 to achieve
low false positive rates.

5.1.4 Security Analysis

5.1.5 SLPN problem

We use a proof method similar to that described in [80] as Theorem 1. follows. Even
though the protocol in our model and that in [80] are different, a similar proof can be used
as both are based on the SLPN∗ problem. The hardness of SLPN∗ can be defined using
an indistinguishability game. More formally, the security of the proof is based on the
computational indistinguishability of the two oracles SLPN∗ and uniform distribution
U2l. From the protocol description, it can be found that noise is a vector rather than a
single bit; and the secret is not a vector but a pseudo-random matrix.

Theorem 9 For any constant γ > 0, let d = l/(2 + γ). If the SLPN∗(s, ·) problem is
(t, nQ, ε)-hard, then the authentication protocol from Figure 1, is (t′, Q, ε′)-secure against
active adversaries, where the constants (cγ, cτ > 0) depend only on γ and τ respectively.

t′ = t− poly(Q, l) ε′ = ε+Q.2−cγ .l + 2−cτ .n = ε+ 2−θ(n)

The protocol has completeness error 2−cτ .n where cτ > 0.

Theorem 10 Let an oracle be O which is either an SLPN∗(s, ·) oracle or U2l(·). Let B
be a simulator that uses (t, Q, ε)-adversary A such that:

Pr|BSLPN∗(s,·) = 1| ≥ ε−Q.α′l,d and Pr|BU2l(·) = 1| ≤ α′′τ ′,n

where α′l,n ← Pr|(w(l) < w(d))| ≤ 2−cγ ·l and
α′′τ ′,n ← Pr|(w(r) ≤ n · τ ′ : r ∈R Zn2 )| ≤ 2−cγ ·n

Therefore, B can distinguish between two oracles SLPN∗(s, ·) and U2l(·) with advantage
ε−Q ·α′l,d−α′′τ ′,n. Now we can upper bound the gap between two probability that B outputs:

|Pr[BSLPN∗(s,·) = 1]− Pr[BU2l(·) = 1]| ≤ Q.α′l,d

This implies the probability of success of the simulator B, and hence the adversary A, in
the indistinguishability game.

Interested readers are referred to [80], for further clarification and proof of the theorem.

3An on-chip predictive filter that supports space-efficient membership queries.
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5.1.6 Man-in-the Middle Attack

The most sophisticated and realistic attack in an RFID system is the Man-in-the Middle
(MIM) attack. Our protocol is MIM-secure against an active attack from the SLPN
assumption. Note that, first the reader authenticates the tag, and then vice versa. In case
of tag authentication, it runs a two-round MIM-secure authentication protocol where the
reader chooses a random variable as challenge, and tag returns the response according to
the challenge. The authentication tag γ = (S, r : STfk(s)⊕e), where fk(s) is the secret key
derivation function which uniquely encodes challenge s according to k by selecting l bits
from the key4 k. The main technical difficulty to build a secure MIM-free authentication
from LPN is to make sure the secret key k does not leak from verification queries. In
[80], they use randomize- mapping function fk(s) = (k ↓ s : Z2l

2 → Zl2) for some random
s and prove that if LPN is hard, then the construction is MIM-secure. We have twisted a
little the original idea. In our construction, we remain both S and k secret, that enhances
security. We use an EX-OR operation for hiding s′ using Tid as key. Note that, the XOR
cipher is vulnerable to frequency analysis; therefore, even if the adversary compromises
Tid, it cannot generate Si for any subsequent sessions using only Tid. In the third phase of
the protocol, we introduce a pseudo-random matrix as blinding factor to transfer the new
session key Si+1, which is secure from the pseudo-random matrix property assumption.

5.1.7 Pseudo-random matrix

We followed the security analysis in [97], where it is claimed that, having known the
messages XX+Q ∈ Zl×l2 , it is impossible to recover the secrets X ∈ Zl×n2 , or Q ∈ Zl×l2 .
Given XX+Q ∈ Zl×l2 , suppose that rank(X) = r, and

X+X =

(
Ir×r 0

0 0

)
⇒ X+XQ =

(
Qr×r 0

0 0

)
where Ir×r is an Identity matrix and Qr×r is the left upper sub-matrix of Q. Then the
probability that an adversary determines the correct Q is 2−(l−r)n. To ensure security,
we need to ensure that l � r, which can be obtained with l > n. In our authentication
protocol, we let n ≤ l/2 to ensure a large value of l. Forward Security: For each

operation, the tag uses session key Si and the reader also uses its corresponding Pi for
verification of authentication tags. At the end of each valid session, (Si, Pi) is updated
with the random matrix and the previous key is deleted permanently in the tag. We say
that, even if Si is exposed by the attacker during the authentication session i, the tag’s
privacy is fully guaranteed for (i− 1) periods.

Backward Security: Typical RFID tags and their reader communicate only for a short
period of time because of the power constraint of a tag. Thus, either we restrict the

4We use Tid as the secret key k
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adversary in such a way that it can obtain neither Tid nor Si at any time instance i,
or there should exist some non-empty gap between the time of a reveal query and the
attack, while the tag is not accessible by the adversary. This entails the adversary miss the
protocol transcripts needed to update the compromised secret key and hence our protocol
claims reduced backward security.

Tracking a tag: Protocol can resist tracking the tag due to the following reason: it
refreshes the random vector (s, s′, e, e′), updates the keys (Pi, Si) while assumptions like
the SLPN problem, the pseudo-random matrix makes the protocol indistinguishable from
the adversarial perspective.

De-synchronization attack: We introduce indexing of the tag to get rid of the attack.
When the reader and the tag maintain synchronization, searching hash table becomes
very fast with direct match technique. However, synchronization attack may take place
in the third protocol transcript from the reader to the tag; while the tag may not receive
(p′, r′) to update its shared key. In the later case, brute-force search will be used for
successful authentication. Although it yields worse performance, but after successful
authentication synchronization would be recovered. Tag cloning: We use two different

keys Tid and Si for the tag. Therefore, even if the tag is cloned by a malicious reader,
we assume either of the keys is not compromised. For instance, an EPC generation 2
allows a password-enabled secure state configuration that prevents anyone from reading
or writing onto a tag memory bank. Let Tid be stored in a password-protected memory
bank. Moreover, the tag is not allowed to update the key Si until it authenticates the
reader. This verification thwarts the cloning attack as well. Replay Attack: Assuming

that the random challenges sent by the reader and the tag are the same in two different
sessions, an adversary can launch a replay attack by snooping the random numbers; but
in our protocol, the reader queries the tag each time with a new random challenge s, and
then the tag queries the reader with random s′, Ii. So, it is very unlikely to find a match
between a pair of (Ii, t, r) from two different sessions of the same tag.

5.1.8 Privacy

We define oracles according to the following:
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• CTag(ID)→ Tid: On input of a tag identifier, this oracle registers the new tag to
the reader/server and return a reference Tid to resist duplicate IDs.

• Launch()→ π, s: This oracle launches a new protocol by returning a session iden-
tifier π and first transcript s by the reader to ensure reader-initiated protocol.

• DTag (Ti, Tj)b → vtag: On input of a tag reference (Ti, Tj), this oracle generates a
virtual tag reference vtag and stores the triple (vtag, Ti, Tj) in a table D, provided
that none of the (Ti, Tj) are already referenced in the table. Depending on the value
of the random bit b by the challenger, vtag either refers to Ti or Tj.

• Free(vtag)b: On input of vtag, b, it erases the volatile memory of the tag Ti (b =
0) or Tj(b = 1) and removes the entry (vtag, Ti, Tj) from D.

• SendTag (vtag, s)b → t′: On input of vtag, this oracle sends s to either Ti(b =
0) or Tj(b = 1). It returns the reply t′ of the tag or ⊥.

• UKey(Si)→ Si+1 : A tag key update oracle performed on the tag side which takes
Si as input and outputs an updated key Si+1.

• SReader(π, s′)→ s′′: On input of (π, s′), this oracle sends s′ to the reader in session
π and returns the reply s′′ of the reader or ⊥.

• Result (π): This oracle returns either 1 or 0 on successful authentication of a tag.
But If the session π is not finished, or there exists no session π it returns ⊥.

• Corrupt (Ti): On input of Ti, this oracle returns the non-volatile internal state of
Ti. Note that, corruption is done w.r.t. tag, not the vtag. Therefore, the adversary
is forced to corrupt tags Ti that are currently not drawn.

First, we analyze our protocol using the privacy model in [102]. where challenger runs
the ExpbA(S) experiments with the above oracles.

• b ∈R {0, 1}

• SetupReader (1λ)

• b′ ← ACTag,Launch,DTag,Free,STag,SReader,Result()

• return (b′ == b)

We assume that A queries the challenger with ExpbA(S) experiments a number of times
and hence guess bit b′ and wins the privacy game if and only if (b′ == b) The advantage
of the adversary to win is defined as

AdvbA(k) = |Pr[Exp0
A(k)] + Pr[Exp1

A(k)]− 1|

The reader sends out a random vector s and the tag computes the protocol transcript
from the challenge s, combined with shared key ki and (e, [R]). The reader decrypt the
tag’s reply and verify whether it gets right e under the shred key k in the database. In the
second phase, it encrypts the random matrix [Q] with the session key Pi and computes
the protocol transcript from the challenge vector s′ sent from the tag under the shared
secret key ki. Tag can decrypt the matrix [Q] with session key Si and verify e′ under the
shared secret key Ki and MAC value s′′.
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Theorem 11 If the encoding in the proposed protocol is indistinguishable then the protocol
is strong private for narrow adversaries.

Proof: We analyze our protocol using the privacy model in [102]. Given an adversary
A that wins the privacy game with non-negligible advantage, we consider another adver-
sary B that can break the indistinguishability game with non-negligible advantage. The
adversary B runs the adversary A to answer queries with the following exceptions:

• S, Tid are two different keys of the indistinguishability game.

• SendTag (vtag, s)b: By retrieving the tag Ti and Tj references from the table D
using virtual tag vtag; it generates two references m0 = w([Si]

T.(Ti↓s) ⊕ r) >
n.τ ′ and m1 = w([Sj]

T.(Tj↓s) ⊕ r) > n.τ ′. The references m0,m1 are sent to the
indistinguishability oracle of SLPN problem, which returns whether the hamming
weight satisfies w ≤ n.τ ′ under one of the references .

• B cannot query for Result() oracle.

At the end of the game, B outputs according to A’s guess. Hence, B is perfectly
simulated for A. If A breaks privacy, then B wins the indistinguishability game; but
indistinguishability with only one call to the oracle is equivalent to indistinguishibility
with multiple calls to the oracle that proves the narrow privacy of the protocol. �

In [103], the authors have categorized RFID authentication protocols into four types
according to their constructions and distinguished eight privacy levels by their natures on
accessing Corrupt() oracle in the strategies of the adversary and whether Result() oracle
is used or not.

• Nil : No privacy protection at all.

• Weak : Adversary has access to all oracles except Corrupt (Ti).

• Forward : Adversary has access to Corrupt(Ti) but other oracles are not allowed as
Corrupt(Ti) oracles are accessed.

• Destructive : No restriction on accessing other oracles after Corrupt (Ti), but Ti is
not allowed to use again.

• Strong : It is the strongest defined privacy level with no restrictions.

Each of these levels has its narrow counterpart to restrict the access of Result() oracle.
Our protocol belongs to Type 2a for construction where the shared key Si has been
updated just after the reader is authenticated. We now redefine our protocol privacy
according to the model described in [103].

Without reader authentication, any adversary can keep querying a tag with any com-
patible reader until it is desynchronized with a legitimate reader. Therefore, the tag’s
secret can only be desynchronized by one update. As the reader has both the keys Si and
Si−1, in case of tag failure to update its shared key Si, the reader can still try to authen-
ticate the victim using the previous key Si−1 in the next protocol conversation. Thus,
it provides weak privacy to the protocol construction. Let an adversary A try to send
authentication transcripts to the tag by blocking a valid reader authentication message,
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or by intercepting of the tag in an online attack. This causes the tag to be in a DoS attack
or in a deadlock condition, as it cannot update the key without reader authentication.

We can reduce the protocol to narrow-forward privacy level by two ways. Firstly, by
Reduced Backward security, where we restrict the adversary in such a way that there should
exist some non-empty gap between the time of a reveal query and the attack, while tag is
not accessible by the adversary; which means the adversary misses the protocol transcripts
needed to update the compromised secret key [132]. Secondly, note that Corrupt(·)
oracle operates w.r.t. a tag not with a virtual tag vtag, which means adversary is forced
to corrupt tags Ti that are currently not drawn. Therefore, after single Corrupt(·) oracle,
henceforth adversary is allowed to use DrawTag(·, ·) oracle. Of course, here adversary is
not allowed to access Result(·) oracle.

Theorem 12 Considering aforementioned assumptions (Reduced Backward security or
disallowing Result(·) oracle), our protocol is semi-forward narrow privacy preserved. �

Table 5.1: Tag Resources and Security Comparison with HB family and Others
Scheme Storage Computation Authentication Security achieved Hardware

(major) (gates)
[80] S 1 LPN tag 0,4 ≈ 1600

HB+ [90] 2 S 2 LPN tag 7 ≈ 1600
HB-MP[92] 2 S 1 LPN tag 0, 5,6,7 ≈ 1600

HB-MP+ [108] 2 S 1 LPN,1 HASH tag 1,5,6,7 ≈ 3500
F-HB [104] 1I , 1 S 1 PRNG,2 LPN mutual 1, 2, 4∗, 5, 6, 7 ≈ 3500

ours 1 I, 1 S 1 LPN,1 PIM mutual 1,2,3,4∗,4†,5,6,7,8 ≈ 1600
[107] 1 S 1 PRF,1 HASH tag 2,4,6,8 ≈ 6000
[105] 1I ,1 S 1 PRF mutual 2,4∗,6,8 ≈ 6000
[133] 1 S 1 PRNG,1 UH tag 2,4 ≈ 3500
[106] 1 S 1 SC mutual 2,4∗,8 ≈ 2000
[109] 1 S ,2 TS 1 HASH tag 4∗ ≈ 1500
[110] 1 S , 1 TS, 2 HASH mutual 4∗, 8 ≈ 1500

1 RN
[111] 1 RN,1 C, 3 HASH mutual 2, 4∗, 6, 8 ≈ 1500

1 TS,1 S

where SC:= Stream Cipher; S:= Secret key; C:= Counter; I:= Index;
PRNG:= Psudo Random Number Generator; UH:= Universal Hash; PIM:= Pseudo
Inverse Matrix; LPN:= Learning parity from noise TS:= Time Stamp; RN:= random
number;
Security attributes : Active attack (0), Man-in-the-Middle attack(1), Forward Security
(2), Reduced Backward Security (3), IND-Privacy (4), UNP-Privacy (4∗), Strong-private
(4†) Tag tracking (5), De-synchronization (6), Tag Cloning (7), Replay attack (8).

5.1.9 Comparison and Performance analysis

In order to support dynamic scalability, the proposed protocol requires to search and store
the lookup hash table for each transaction, based on the index value in on-line, to retrieve
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the corresponding data in the hash-table. However, the data can be pre-computed in the
hash-table either in off-line or dynamically in online.

In case of the tag, protocol operations include two random binary vector generation,
one SLPN problem, one EX-OR operation, and three binary linear matrix multiplica-
tions. For computation, we only consider the SLPN problem and assume the rest of the
operations (e.g., calculation hamming weight) to be trivial in terms of computational com-
plexity. The protocol is roughly as efficient as the HB+ protocol with just twice the key
length. Since it is a reduction of the LPN to the SLPN problem, the protocol is secure
against quantum adversaries, assuming LPN is secure against such adversaries. There
is a natural trade-off between the communication cost and key size. For any constant
c (1 ≤ c ≤ n), the communication cost can be reduced by a factor of c by increasing the
key size with the same factor.

Major computations of the proposed authentication scheme on the tag include linear
binary matrix multiplication and the LPN problem. And, in case of storage, only a secret
key and an index for the key. As bitwise XOR, matrix multiplication, the hamming weight
w(·) and (a↓b) are all binary operation, they can easily be implemented using bit-by-bit
serialization to save hardware gates. In the e-STREAM project, the PRNG operation
needs only 1,294 gates to achieve 80-bit security level using Grain-v1[87]. A PRNG
requires a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) structure to compute, so LPN problem
can share the same LFSR. s′ can be deduced from the state variable of PRNG. The cost
of a LPN problem and of storing the index and secret key may not be greater than that
of a PRNG, and should be less than that of a CRC as well. However, the LPN problem
can be implemented using an LFSR (for Transpose matrix), a 1-bit multiplier plus 1-bit
accumulator (for binary multiplication), XOR gates (for ⊕ operation), 1-bit counter(for
hamming weight ) and a 1-bit comparator (for a↓b operation). Thus, to achieve a λ-bit
security level, the overall hardware cost of the proposed protocol for the above mentioned
functions on a tag is no more than 1600 gates, including the cost of non-volatile memory to
store the secret key, the index value and protocol intermediate values; and the protocol is
suitable for Class-1 Generation-2 EPC tags, where PRNG and CRC are used as hardware.

In Table 2, we show a comparative study on some general attributes e.g., storage
consumption, major computations, authentication party, achieved security, approximate
hardware cost etc., between our protocol and several HB-like and non-HB protocols. It
appears that, although the tag’s hardware cost of the proposed protocol is optimal, it
achieves most common security requirements. Additionally, it achieves O(1) time com-
plexity during the synchronized state that resists brute-force searching in each authenti-
cation session. Alternatively, hardware cost of the reader is expensive for the purpose of
complex computing5, that results in reduced computing in tag and hence hardware cost.
Besides that, the hash-indexed searching technique at the reader, where all the data re-
lated to certain tags are stored efficiently as index, reduces an exhaustive database search
at the reader end. As a consequence, in an RFID system with remote authentication6,
reader can use this index in batch mode operation to aggregate responses from several
tags together, that reduces the communication cost between the reader and the server,
where each tag contains unique index within the reader’s field of view at a specific time
instance.

5Searching the database and generating a pseudo-random matrix are the most complex part of the
protocol

6Tag readers are portable and server access is costly
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5.1.10 Conclusion

This work presents a novel hardware-friendly RFID authentication protocol based on the
SLPN problem that can meet the hardware constraints of the EPC Class-1 generation-2
tags. In comparison to other protocols as described in Table 2, it requires less hardware
and has achieved major security attributes. The protocol is also compliant to semi for-
ward for narrow adversaries privacy settings. Moreover, scalability of the protocol can
be realized best in synchronized and desynchronized modes that ensures infinite DoS re-
sistance. Security and privacy can be protected as long as we allow an adversary not to
cope with both tag ID and the secret key simultaneously. In addition, the security and
privacy proof follows the standard model that uses indistinguishability as basic privacy
notion. Our future research will focus on how to reduce the communication cost between
the reader and server, assuming the wireless link between them is insecure, to figure a
realistic privacy-preserving RFID environment.
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5.2 An RFID authentication protocol where reader-

server channel is insecure

5.2.1 Introduction

Nowadays, RFID is not just a futuristic vision but rather a technology that is being
deployed successfully in applications ranging from aviation systems, smart homes, and
public health to supply chain management. For example, airlines are preparing a switch
to RFID solutions for improving passenger baggage processes at their main hubs, RFID
based ecosystem is evolving as an example of ubiquitous information technology, low-level
RFID data is transformed into meaningful, high-level information, and thus, is used in the
Internet of Things (IoT) [78]. Therefore, the rise of RFID-based applications in the last
decade has brought about major attention on RFID data security and privacy settings .

We followed a very simple, efficient and perfectly binding string commitment scheme
with an exact version of the LPN-problem, whose security is based on the hardness of
the LPN problem [117]. Unlike other HB-protocols, our protocol follows the exact LPN
based commitment scheme for authentication, the secret keys are binary matrix and pair
of secret keys shared between entities are different. In order to update session key and to
verify protocol transcripts, we introduce pseudo-inverse matrix properties and randomized
Hill cipher techniques. This makes the proposed protocol more robust against quantum
adversaries while being efficient like the previous HB-protocol family. In addition, our
privacy notion captures the privacy of both tag-reader and reader-server transactions.
Hence, compared to existing tag-reader based mutual authentication protocols, it is more
practical, rigorous, powerful and concise.

Our contribution. In this chapter, we propose a new variant of RFID authentication
system from an exact LPN problem, that can provably withstand all known attacks. In
addition, unlike other traditional authentication protocols for RFID systems, all commu-
nications between a server and a reader are assumed to be insecure and over inauthentic
channel. Therefore, reader and server are not identical but two individual entities. More
precisely, we use an identical scheme to authenticate all the entities (Tag, Reader, Server)
together in an RFID system. The main objective of our scheme is to improve the security
scope of a recently proposed variant of HB-protocol in [104] and [113] by adding some
non-linear components without increasing its complexity significantly. Unlike authenti-
cation scheme described in [104][113], we adopt several new ideas for construction such
as:

• Only a server is considered to be fully trusted and keys are shared among the entities
accordingly.

• Use the commitment scheme from exact LPN, in compare to the decisional-LPN
problem in [104] and subspace-LPN problem in [113] in order to remove complete-
ness/correctness error.

• More properties of pseudo-inverse matrix, such as signature-like light authentication
in the reader-tag transaction.

• A variant of Hill cipher in the reader-server communication.
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To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first HB-like authentication protocol for
RFID system that is fully secure7, private and scalable. Moreover, the protocol supports
forward privacy under zero-knowledge (ZK) indistinguishable notion and also provides
all security proof under standard model. Consequently, the protocol could be realized
through several RFID security applications in the real life environment like authorization
recovery, ownership transfer, controlled delegation etc. [115, 116].

Assumption: RFID system in this work consists of a single legitimate server, a set of
readers and a set of tags (EPC global Class 1 generation 2). Readers are connected to
the back-end server that stores all the data related to the tags and their corresponding
readers in the database. Each tag has its unique identification Tid, a permanent key S′

and a session key S′′. However, Tid is used as the shared secret among all the 3 parties
while S←S′ ‖S′′ is shared only between the tag and the server.

We refer to the computational hiding property of the commitment scheme described in
[117] that is polynomially equivalent to the security of the well known LPN problem. Note
that the hardness of exact LPN lies under the hardness of the traditional LPN problem.
This assumption distinguishes noisy linear equations from uniformly random.

Our protocol borrows some basic ideas from Hill cipher in [118] that is computationally
hard under matrix multiplication with random permutations. We use pseudo-inverse
matrix in order to transfer session key from the server to the tag and to offer The most
widely known and popular pseudo-inverse is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, which was
described by E. H. Moore [96].

Since an RFID tag is not tamper-resistant, its session key S′′i is refreshed after each
ith session completes successfully. To update the key, each tag authenticates not only its
licit reader but also the legitimate server. In addition, we assume the tag identifier Tid

be unique and secure within an RFID system. However, an adversary cannot corrupt the
reader and the tag until it compromises their secrets P and (Tid, S) respectively at a
time.

Nevertheless, if all the secret keys are exposed at a time, the adversary can trace the
tag for a period i until the next authentication cycle starts. To avoid exhaustive database
search at the server hash-index Ii is used. Database at the server associates the tag index
with other tag related data e.g., Tid, Si, Pi etc.

5.2.2 Construction

Our construction is based on the LPN-based commitment scheme [117], but customized
to work with the authentication protocol. We adopt three different cryptographic tools:
LPN based commitment scheme, pseudo inverse matrix properties and a secure variant of
Hill cipher in order to achieve 3-round mutual authentication protocol described in Fig.
1. We use the term fully-secure, because the protocol attains mutual authentication not
only in Tag-Reader pair, but also in Reader-Server. The protocol is partitioned/organized
into a hierarchy of computation units. Therefore, it sets aside significantly less compu-
tations to the tag. On the other hand, the most expensive computations of the protocol
are handled by the server. We use only random vector generation, bitwise XOR and ma-
trix multiplication as tag operation. The protocol uses (τ, k, l, v, τ ′) as public parameters,

7Where both the channels: tag/reader and reader/server are assumed to be insecure.
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where l ∈ N is the length of tag identifier, v ∈ N (v ≤ l) is the length of commitment
message, k ∈ N (k = (l + v)) is the length of secret key. Note that (τ, τ ′) are constant
while (l, k, v) depend on the security parameter. In the setup phase, Server generates the
initial index I0, the permanent key S′, the session key S′′0 and its corresponding P0 ←
S′′0S

′′+
0

8 and other public parameters; and set them into a tag non-volatile memory and
into the reader. Note that, we use different secret keys for entities. For instance, Tid is
shared among three entities of the protocol. In contrast, each tag has 2 secrets (S′,S′′)
and each reader has 1 secret (P) respectively to share with the server. However, for any
time instance i a tuple [Ii,Tid,S

′
i−1,S

′,S′′i ,Pi−1,Pi, ri] needs to be stored in the back-end
database of the server while a reader needs to memorize [Pi−1,Pi,P

−1
i ].

Table 5.2: Tag-Reader Communication (Step-1)

Reader Tag
(Pi,Tid) (Ii,Tid,Si

′,Si
′′)

s ∈R Zv2; s.t. w(s) = v/2
s−→

If w(s) 6= v/2 return;
e ∈R Berkkτ
Si = Si

′ ‖ Si
′′ ∈ Zk×(l+v)

2

r := Si · (Tid ‖ s)⊕ e
σi = Si

′′ · s
s′ ∈R Zv2 s.t., w(s′) = v/2

(Ii, r, σi, s
′)

←−−−−−−−

For tag authentication, a tag holds S′′i and Ii that have been derived from the previous
(i− 1) successful sessions.

• Reader: Generate a random binary v-bit challenge string s, and sends it to a tag.

• Tag: Check the hamming weight of the string s and generate a k-bit noise vector e
from Bernoulli distribution Berkτ , a random v-bit challenge string s′ with hamming
weight v/2. Next a k-bit commitment string r on the message s is generated as
r := Si · (Tid ‖ s) ⊕ e. Note that Si consists of 2 keys: the permanent key S′i and
the session key S′′i .

In addition, σi is generated by using the key S′′i to demonstrate the authenticity
of the message s and to give an impression to the reader that it was created by
its known tag. In order to extinguish brute-force searching at the server end, an
index Ii is maintained and updated each time (Ii+1 ← r) by the tag. Finally, the
tag forwards (Ii, r, σi, s

′) to the reader.

• Reader: The reader conveys the messages it received from the tag. But before
forwarding, it apparently verifies the tag with σi, whether it is generated from the

8S′′+0 is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix S′′0 by following the algorithm in [88]
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challenge s. Note that Piσi =S′′iS
′′+
i S′′i s =S′′i s = σi. Subsequently, it also checks the

hamming weight of s′.

• Server: First search the database with Ii in order to find out a tuple [Ii,Tid,S
′′
i , ri−1,S

′′
i−1].

Note that (ri−1,S
′′
i−1) would be stored to resist synchronization attack. However,

searching with index Ii might fail sometimes e.g., due to synchronization attack
etc. In that case, server could apply brute-force searching method9 targeting to
explore the previous transaction parameters: (S′′i−1, ri−1). Then, given a commit-
ment r on a message s sent by the reader, it accepts the commitment if and only

if: w(Si · (Tid ‖ s) ⊕ r)
?
= bkτ ′e and w(s′)

?
= v/2 where s′ is the new challenge

(commitment) message for the server. Consequently, it accepts the tag, update the
index to Ii+1 and enter server/reader authentication phase.

9Server can search [Ii
?
= ri−1] the database with previous index stored for (i− 1)th session.
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Table 5.3: Reader-Server Communication (Step-2)

Server Reader
(Ii,Tid,Si

′,Si
′′,Pi) (Pi,Tid)

If (Pi · σi 6= σi
∨

w(s′) 6= v/2)
return;

(Ii, r, s, s
′)

←−−−−−−−

Lookup Tid by using Ii:
Direct match: If (I 6= Ii) then
Brute-force search:
∃ (Tid,Si

′′ or S′′i−1) that satisfies:
Si = Si

′ ‖ Si
′′

If w
(
(Si · (Tid ‖ s)⊕ r) 6= k · τ ′∨

w(s′) 6= v/2
)

return;
Ii+1 = r
Generate non-singular Q ∈R Zk×k2

S′′i+1 = Q · Si
′′ ∈ Zk×v2

where rank(S′′i+1) = v

S′′i+1
+ := (S′′i+1

TS′′i+1)−1S′′i+1
T ∈ Zv×k2

Pi+1 := [S′′i+1] · [S′′i+1]+ ∈ Zk×k2

Pi
′ := Pi ·Q ∈ Zk×k2

e′ ∈R Berkkτ ;
r′ := Si · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕ e′

P′′i := Q−1 ·Pi+1 ∈ Zk×k2

s′′ := P′′i · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕ e′
(Pi

′,P′′i , r
′, s′′)

−−−−−−−−−−→

For server authentication, it has secret: (Tid,S
′
i,S
′′
i ) and (Tid,Pi) respectively shared with

the tag and the reader, where except (Tid,S
′
i), the rest of the parameters would have been

derived directly from the previous (i− 1)th successful authentication session.

• Server: First generate a non singular binary matrix Q to update session key S′′i+1 as
[Q·S′′i ] for the next i+ 1 session and compute pseudo inverse-matrix S′′+i+1, and Pi+1

as S′′i+1·S′′+i+1. In order to send the new session key S′′i+1 to the tag and blinding the
matrix Q, P′i is computed by Pi ·Q which is actually equivalent to SiS

+
i Q.

Subsequently, a k-bit commitment r′ on s′ will be generated with a view to au-
thenticate server to the tag: r′ := Si · (Tid ‖ s′) ⊕ e′, where e′ is a k-bit randomly
generated noise vector.
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After this, P′′i is generated in order to update Pi at the reader, where Q−1 is used to
randomize Pi+1. Finally, compute s′′ from P′′i : s′′ :=P′′i · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕ e′ for authen-
ticating server to the reader. Subsequently, the communication string (P′i,P

′′
i , r
′, s′′)

is forwarded to the reader.

• Reader: First check the hamming weight : w(P′′i · (Tid ‖ s′) ⊕ s′′)
?
= bkτ ′e. It

ensures P′′i , consequently, (Q,P′i) to be generated by the server; and hence, server
is authenticated. If any of the parameters is replicated during transmission the
above equation will not hold. Then the reader updates Pi by using Hill deciphering
technique: P′iP

−1
i P′′i = Pi Q P−1

i Q−1Pi+1 = Pi+1. Note that P−1
i can be precomputed

and stored in the reader for efficiency.

For reader authentication, it has shared secret Tid to the tag. It is quite certain that
the reader would forward the protocol message (P′i, r

′) to the tag if it could verify the

hamming weight equation w(·) ?
= bkτ ′e successfully.

Table 5.4: Reader-Tag Communication (Step-3)
Reader Tag
(Pi,Tid) (Ii,Tid,Si

′,Si
′′)

If w
(
Pi
′′ · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕ s′′

)
6= k · τ ′

return;
Pi+1 := P′i ·P−1i ·P′′i ∈ Zk×k2

(Pi
′, r′

−−−−→
)

If w(Si · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕ r′) 6= k · τ ′
return;

S′′i+1 = (Pi
′ · S′′i ) ∈ Zk×v2

if rank(S′′i+1) 6= v
return;

Ii+1 = r

• Tag: Verify the commitment r′ on the message s′ by checking the hamming weight
of (Si · (Tid ‖ s′)⊕r′) is exactly bkτ ′e. If the check passes, accept the reader as well as
the server and update the session key to S′′i+1 [i.e., S′′i+1 = Pi

′ · S′′i = S′′i S
′′+
i S′′i Q = QS′′i ]10,

the session index to Ii+1 = r. However, if the check fails, the tag’s session key re-
mains unchanged.

Note that, in the protocol, session keys are generated and updated at ith instance
by the server and later followed by the reader and the tag. To be precise, session key
is updated in each transaction of the protocol: inside the tag S′′i+1 by randomizing the
former key S′′i with Q, and inside the reader Pi+1 by secure Hill cipher.

5.2.3 Security Analysis

Commitment Scheme: A commitment scheme should satisfy three security properties:
correctness, prefect hiding and binding. Our constructing satisfies the following security
properties:

10From the properties of pseudo-inverse matrix (AA+A = A).
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• Correctness : Ver(ck,m, c, d) should result to 1 if the inputs are computed by an
honest party, such that,

Pr[Ver(ck,m, c, d) = 1; ck ← KGen(1l),m ∈M, (c, d)← Com(m, ck)] = 1

• Computation hiding : Receiving a commitment c to a message m should give no
information to the receiver about m. A commitment c computationally hides the
committed message with overwhelming probability over the choice of ck, s.t.,

Pr[ck ← KGen(1l);∀ m,m′ ∈M∧ (c, d)← Com(m, ck), (c′, d′)← Com(m′, ck) : c =
c′] = 1/2

• Perfect binding : It means that the sender cannot cheat in the second phase and
sending a different commitment key ck′ causes the commitment to open to a dif-
ferent message m′. That is, with overwhelming probability over the choice of the
commitment key ck ← KGen(1l), no commitment c can be opened in two different
ways, s.t.,

Pr[(Ver(ck,m, c, d) = 1) ∧ (Ver(ck,m′, c, d′) = 1) : m 6= m′] ≤ ε

In order to ensure the commitment scheme is hard enough, the length of the pa-
rameter l should be chosen carefully. Although the length of the challenging messages
(|s| = |s′| = v) can be chosen arbitrarily, for efficiency reasons it is better to choose the
same size as l. In our protocol, we consider k = v + l s.t., v = l, where k would be large
enough to make the commitment scheme accomplished computationally hiding and per-
fectly binding with high probability over the choice of secret matrix S. Note that binding
property is ascertained by large distance of the code generated by the random matrix S′′,
while the hiding property directly from the LPN assumption that outputs pseudo random
string r or r′.

Theorem 13 Let decisional exact LPNx be hard under τ ∈]0, 1/4[, (k, l, v) ∈ Z, and

k = O(l + v). And for any S ∈R Zk×(l+v)
2 such that, w(S·x) > 2bkτe, where x ∈R Zl+v2 .

Then the commitment scheme used in the protocol is perfectly binding and computationally
hiding.

Proof : Assume [(Ti, si) for i = 1, 2] be two different openings for a commitment r.
Then, ei = r ⊕ S · (Ti ‖ si), and norm of ei for i = 1, 2 is at most bkτe. Therefore,
e1⊕e2 = S ·(T1 ‖ s1⊕T2 ‖ s2) and w(e1⊕e2) ≤ w(e1)+w(e2) ≤ 2bkτe which contradicts
our initial assumption w(S · x) > 2bkτe, thus, satisfies perfect binding property. On the
other hand, it would appear that we have

r = S′ ·T⊕ e⊕ S′′ · s

Since S′ ·T⊕e is pseudorandom from the exact LPNx assumption, r is also pseudorandom.
Thus, distribution of r is computationally indistinguishable and hence, satisfies computa-
tional hiding property. �
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Theorem 14 The commitment scheme from LPN is computationally indistinguishable.

Proof : If a commitment c computationally hides the committed message with overwhelm-
ing probability, the distributions of the commitments are computationally indistinguish-
able. From Theorem 1. we conclude that decisional exact LPNx is perfectly computation-
ally hiding. Let a prover and verifier share a common input y and the prover has a private
secret input x. Therefore, for a binary relation R such that (x, y) ∈ R. Then For every
potentially malicious (Q, t)-adversary A, there exists a PPT simulator V ∗, that takes y
as an input, but its output is indistinguishable from an honest prover’s conversations. In
[117], authors describe an efficient simulator for indistinguishability game, where for each
challenge c outputs an accepting protocol transcript the distribution of which is com-
putationally indistinguishable from real protocol transactions with an honest prover for
challenge c. For more detail clarification, we refer to the respected literature. However,
due to the fact that bernoulli random noise might exceed the acceptable threshold, false
rejection and false acceptance probability will be:

PFA =
∑τk

i=0

(
k
i

)
2k and PFR =

∑k
i=τk+1

(
k
i

)
τ i(1− τ)(k−i)

Pseudo-inverse matrix: We followed the security analysis in [97], where it is claimed
that, having known the messages XX+Q ∈ Zk×k2 , it is impossible to recover the secrets
X ∈ Zk×v2 , or Q ∈ Zk×k2 . However, to ascertain security, we need to ensure that k � v,
that can be obtained with k = Θ(v + l). So, we let |v| = |l| to ensure a large value of k.

A pseudo-invertible matrix X has its unique inverse. If Y,Z be two pseudo-inverse ma-
trices of X, then we have XYX = X and XZX = X. It appears that (XYX)T = XTYTXT

= XT = XTZTXT = (XZX)T. Similarly, YXY = Y and ZXZ = Z. Since XY = (XY)T =
YTXT = YT(XTZTXT) = (XY)T(XZ)T =XYXZ = XZ, YX = ZX. Thus, Y = YXY = ZXY
= ZXZ = Z. Hence, pseudo-inverse matrix exists uniquely.

Secure Hill Cipher: The security of the ordinary Hill cipher relies on the rank of Key
matrix rank(K). However, Hill cipher succumbs to the most popular Chosen Plaintext
Attack (CPA) that is in effect a linear transformation on the message space.

Theorem 15 Hill cipher used in the protocol can resist CPA attack.

Proof : We use the matrix Pi as the secret symmetric key for the Hill cipher and show
that Pi is the only matrix that can decrypt the cipher P′′i correctly. We use non-singular
matrix Q ∈ Zk×k2 as the permutation matrix in the scheme while Pi+1 is the message to
transfer from the server to the reader. We could consider a special case: Q−1 = QT when
QQT = QTQ = I where I is the identity matrix. For contradiction, suppose there is a
non-singular matrix G, such that G=Pi. In that case, for every valid (P′′i ,Pi+1, Q) there
exist G−1P′′i P

′
i =Pi+1. This clearly concludes that whatever Q is, we have G=Pi. This

should also hold for Q such that QG = QPi =P′i, but that is not possible. So the only
matrix that can decrypt successfully is P−1

i that contradicts our assumption on G. Since
CPA attack enquires k-pairs of plaintext-ciphertext pairs,using a linear transformation by
a fixed matrix leads to linear dependency that results weak security. In our scheme, both
Q and Pi is refreshed in each session. It is like one time one key matrix for each block
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ciphering where the key has been derived from the preceding key matrix i.e., Pi+1 ←Pi.
More concisely, we use two different matrices: one is to randomize Pi+1 by permutation
matrix Q, another is to convey Q. However, commitment s′′ is generated on the message
s′ by the commitment key P′′i from LPN. Therefore, reader can verify the commitment
and hence the permutation matrix Q.

Let rewrite the ciphertext P′′i ∈ Zk×k2 as: P′′i =PiP
′−1
i Pi+1 such that, Y = HZX (mod

2) for simplicity. Since Q is refreshed at each transaction, the equation can be written as
follows:

Y0 = HZ0X0 (mod 2)
Y1 = X0Z1X1 (mod 2)
Y2 = X1Z2X2 (mod 2)

...
Yk = Yk−1ZkXk (mod 2)

It can be clearly seen from the above equations: although the attacker knows k-pairs of
(Y X), k equations cannot be used to solve a k × k non-singular matrix Pi at any time
instance i that resist CPA attack.

Let a valid ciphertext-plaintext pair (P′′i ,Pi+1) with a permuting matrix Q yield a
set of key matrices Gq. Then the number of solution matrices for Gq is 2k(k−rank(Pi+1)).
Although the knowledge of all valid pair (P′′i ,Pi+1) is sufficient to determine Pi+1, but
it demands exponential time/memory considering the size of the set Gq. Therefore, the
probability that a key matrix G ∈ Gq decrypts correctly a randomly and uniformly chosen
pair (P′′i ,Pi+1) is negligible (1/2k(k+1)). In the optimal case, this probability is 1/2k

2
where

a non-trivial permutation matrix is used. �

Secure Exact LPN:

Proposition 1 The exact version of search LPNx is hard if and only if standard search
LPNτ is hard [117].

Proof : Let an adversary A find out the secret x with advantage ε for LPNx where the
error vector e′, sampled in LPNτ , has weight bkτe with probability at least 1/

√
k such

that

Pr[A(A,A.x⊕ e′) = x] ≤ ε/
√
k

where e′ ∈ Berkbkτe. It is not hard to see that error distribution on the above case is exactly
same as that of exact search LPNx.

Proposition 2 The hardness of decisional LPNx is polynomially related to that of search
LPNτ [117].

Proof : The standard search and decision LPNτ are equivalent. However, reduction from
the search to decision incurs the number of samples k in the decision-LPNτ to be larger
than that in the search-LPNτ [89, 129]. However, the hardness of the LPNx problem holds
assuming the hardness of the standard LPNτ problem, where the reduction is based on
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the Goldreich-Levin theorem described in [112]. Note that if security of the scheme is
considered on the standard LPN assumption in a provable manner, there is no efficient
attacks against LPNx than against LPNτ . However, if the loss in the reduction is taken
into account, it might result in large parameters. The security of the commitment scheme
is directly based on the standard LPNτ . Actually it replaces the LPNτ assumption with
an assumption where the upper bound on the weight of the error vector is fixed, i.e.,
bkτe, thus removes the completeness error. In [117], authors show a protocol for proving
knowledge of committed values whose security relies directly on the standard decisional
LPNτ assumption. However, the protocol has a soundness or knowledge error 4/5, and
thus requires running the protocol roughly twice in order to achieve the same knowledge
error. Interested readers are referred to [117], for further clarification and proof of the
theorem.

Lightweight signature scheme:

Theorem 16 If Sum of Subset (SSP) is NP-complete then Binary Matrix Factorization
(BMF) problem is also NP-complete.

Proof : SSP is a decision problem that is proved as NP-complete [114]. We now convert
BMF problem to SSP problem by following PPT algorithm:

• Let replace ” + ” operation of SSP to ”⊕ ”.

• Consider BMF problem that given B = XA where B ∈ Zk2, X ∈ Zn2 and A ∈ Zn×k2 ,
we have to find A

• Let X = 〈x1, · · · , xn〉 s.t., xi ∈ Z2 then we have XA = x1a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xnan where ai
is the ith row of the matrix A.

For any large n, we will find a list of integer L = aj s.t., 1 ≤ j ≤ n and aj ∈
{0, 1, · · · , 2k − 1}. Given the list L and B finding out X is surely an SSP.

Theorem 17 If BMF is a hard problem, then construction of the lightweight stateful
signature is existentially unforgeable under a one-time chosen message attack.

Proof : Let A be a PPT adversary such that (pk, sk)← KGen(1k); (m,σ)← ASignsk(·)(pk)
where A is allowed only a single query to its signing oracle. Given the public key pk =
X+X, A needs to find an X+ such that f(X+) = X+X where X+ is the unique pseudo-
inverse of a matrix X.

Let m′ be the message that A queries to its signing oracle then the signature scheme is
assumed to be forged on the event: Vrfy(m,σ) = 1 and m 6= m′. In a certain experiment
ExpA,Π(1k) of the signature scheme Π, success probability can be defined:

SuccA,Π(k) := Pr[(m,σ)← ExpA,Π(1k) : Vrfy(m,σ) = 1 and m 6= m′]
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Since BMF is hard, A runs the experiment ExpA,Π(1k) by choosing a random X+ ∈
Zm×n2 where m is the rank of matrix X+. Then setting pb := X+X, A will try to
output forgery. Since pb is updated at every state by using a random matrix M . Given
XX+M ∈ Zn×n2 , suppose that rank(X+) = r, and Ir×r is an Identity matrix s.t.,

X+X =

(
Ir×r 0

0 0

)
⇒ X+XM =

(
Qr×r 0

0 0

)
Then the probability of A to determine the correct M is 2−(n−r)m [113] where n� r such
that n� m. Hence the probability thatA outputs forgery is at least SuccA,Π(k)/2−(n−r)m.
Since sk is updated at each protocol transaction SuccA,Π(k)/2−(n−r)m ≤ neg(k). We
conclude that SuccA,Π(k) is negligible. It is worth mentioning that the signature scheme
is might be insecure if the sk is used to sign more than one message. Adversary A who
obtains several signature w.r.t the same pk might learn the entire sk by using Gaussian
elimination method.

Man-in-the Middle Attack: The most sophisticated and realistic attack in an RFID
system is the Man-in-the Middle (MIM) attack. Our protocol is MIM-secure against
an active attack from several assumptions i.e, the exact LPN, secure Hill cipher and
pseudo-inverse matrix properties. In case of tag-reader, the authentication tags (γ1, γ2)←
[(Ii, r, σi, s

′), (P′, r′)] is MIM-free: γ1 = (s, σ : fk1(s)), γ2 = (s′, r′ : S · f̄k2(s′) ⊕ e′) where
(fk1 , f̄k2) are secret key derivation functions which uniquely encode challenges resp. s
and s′ according to the keys (k1, k2) where we use resp. S′′ and (S,Tid) as the se-
cret keys (k1, k2). The main technical difficulty to build a secure MIM-free authen-
tication from LPN is to make sure the secret key ki does not leak from verification
queries. Since we randomize S′′, and hence S at every protocol session i and protocol
transcripts are computationally indistinguishable from the exact LPNx assumption, the
tag-reader communication is MIM-secure. On the other hand, reader-server authentica-
tion tag (γ3, γ4)← [(Ii, r, s

′), (P′,P′′, r′, s′′)] is MIM-free from exact LPNx (γ3 likewise γ2)
and secure Hill cipher assumption. Let γ4 = (P′,P′′ : f̂k3(P

′,P′′) be an authentication
tag for Hill cipher, where f̂k3(·) is the secret key derivation function with the secret key
k3 ← P−1. Since the variation of Hill Cipher used in this protocol can resist Chosen
plaintext attack and we update P at each protocol session i, the reader-server commu-
nication is MIM-secure. In addition, we use a pseudo-random matrix as blinding factor
that is secure under pseudo-inverse matrix properties. Therefore, even if the adversary
compromises Tid, it cannot generate S′′ and hence S for any subsequent sessions using
only Tid.

Tag tracking: Let a tag’s responses to a certain reader be linkable to each other, or
distinguisahble from other tags. As a result, location of the tag can be tracked by a
malicious adversary, called unauthorized tag tracking. This yields a serious threat to the
privacy that can be avoided if the protocol responses appear to an attacker is random
and uniformly distributed. Our authentication scheme is tracking resistant under the
security of exact-LPN, the pseudo-randomness of LPN. We consider tag tracking in the
context of the server-tag communication. Note that under the decisional LPN assumption
(s,S.(T ‖ s) ⊕ e) samples are pseudorandom. Even if an adversary has access to the
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protocol message (s, r) or (s′, r′), session key Si cannot be deduced efficiently. Because
the success probability of guessing the correct secret key is negligible (≈ 2k×(l+v)) even
without considering the permanent secret T. In order to resist side channel and replay
attack, we use random nonce (s, s′) in tag-server communication. In addition, since S′′

is refreshed at each protocol session, even if an attacker replays the previous session
message in an attempt to eavesdrop necessary number of outputs of the tag to break
security, authentication will fail as each S′′ is used only once. Note that the tag-reader
communication is not important to consider for tag tracking, since the shared secret for the
LPN problem (tag-server communication) is not identical to that of tag-reader. However,
in case of tag-reader communication, we use a stateful signature scheme where signing
key is refreshed at each protocol session. This will also help the protocol transaction to
be unlinkable.

Desynchronization: Desynchronization is a kind of Denial of Service (DoS) attack
where the tag and reader/back-end server cannot recognize each other (due to adversarial
interruption or impediment), and so finally the tag gets disabled. If tag authentication
involve random initialization from the tag, it can cause replay attack and hence yields
desynchronisation in the tag-server communication. Therefore, our protocol has been
initialized by the reader. An adversary can produce a valid protocol message only if it
successfully discovers the shared secrets among the entities. Since the tag is assumed to
be uncorrupted and the LPN and BMF problems are NP-hard, a PPT adversary cannot
learn the secrets. The only way to desynchronize the tag is to block the last message of
the protocol and to update the shared session secret key (S′′i ) (contrary to the server).
More precisely, let the tag T and server S share a secret key S. T requires to prove its
status to S. Either T or S knows the authentication is successful. Assume that S knows
the authentication result, while T is unaware and desynchronization occurs. In order to
address this problem, we propose to preserve the session key (S′′i−1) used in the previous
successful authentication session in the server. If the server fails to match the current
index Ii, and consequently the current session key (S′′i ), it will try with (S′′i−1).

However, the adversary cannot execute the same attack twice consecutively. First,
the tag could not be totally desynchronized, since it has another permanent key (S′).
Secondly, the server immediately re-synchronizes the key in the next consecutive session
by brute-force searching (seek and match the previous session key S′′i−1).

5.2.4 Privacy analysis

Security of a protocol ensures that if a valid tag is impersonated or interfered by an adver-
sary, the reader rejects the transaction session. However, there are several privacy models
proposed for RFID authentication protocols. They are roughly divided into: indistin-
guishability based (IND-privacy), unpredictability based (UNP-privacy), Zero-Knowledge
based (ZK-privacy) simulation based (SIM-privacy), universal composability based etc.
Relationship among the privacy definitions have been discovered recently [130]. Accord-
ing to [130], ZK-privacy is equivalent to IND-privacy. And the gap between IND-privacy
and SIM-privacy comes from whether the protocol message is public verifiable. Otherwise
they are also equivalent.

Since LPN-based authentication use shared secret key (not public verifiable) and pro-
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tocol adapts mutual authentication, we analyzed our protocol according to the privacy
framework based on ZK-privacy described in [123] that rely on a zero-knowledge formula-
tion. They assume that the protocol is always initiated by the reader, transaction message
does not disclose any tag secret, and consists of π ← 2λ+1 s.t. λ ≥ 1 rounds. Our mutual
authentication protocol follows (π = 3 s.t. λ = 1) and adopts the identical assumption.
Due to space constraint, we refer to the definitions of generic oracles from [123].

Let Â be a PPT CMIM (Concurrent Man in the Middle) adversary equivalent to A
(respectively, simulator Sim) that takes on input the system public parameters PubT , the

reader R and the set of tags T̂ ; and interacts with T̂ ,R via the oracles. Â outputs an
arbitrary tags C ⊆ T̂ called clean tags.

Let Â be composed of a pair of adversaries (Â1, Â2) and their corresponding simula-

tors (Sim1, Sim2) for ExpZK
A (T̂ ) experiments.

Experiment ExpZK(T̂ )

• Initialize RFID system, the reader R, the tag set T̂ (s.t., |T̂ | = l) by SetupTag(·)

• let O ← Launch,Dtag, STag, SReader,Ukey,Corrupt

• Real: (T , st)← ÂDTag
1 (R, T̂ ,PubT )

Simulation: (T , st)← SimDTag
1 (R, T̂ ,PubT )

where T = {Ti1 , Ti2 , · · · , Tiδ} ∈ T s.t., 0 ≤ δ ≤ l

• c ∈R C ← {1, 2, · · · , l − δ)} and C = T̂ − T
Real: Tc = Tic
Simulation: c is unknown to Sim2

• Real: view ← ÂO2 (R, T̂ , Tc, st)
Simulation: sview ← SimO2 (R, T̂ , st)

• Real: output (c, view Â)
Simulation: output (c, sviewSim)

We assume that Â queries the challenger with ExpZK(T̂ ) in the real and simulation
mode. Note that if δ = 0, no challenge tag is selected and the number of clean tags
|C| = l − δ.

ZK-privacy implies that adversary Â cannot distinguish any challenge tag Tc from any
set C of tags. That’s why, Â1 is used to output an arbitrary set C and to limit Â2 to
blind access to a challenge tag from C. Therefore, the advantage of the adversary with
security parameter κ to win the privacy game is negligible that defined as

AdvZK
A (κ, T̂ ) = |Pr[ExpZK

Â (c, l, view(.) = 1)]− Pr[ExpZK
Sim(c, l, sview(.) = 1)]| ≤ ε

ZK-privacy. RFID Authentication protocol described in Fig. 1 satisfies the ZK-privacy
model if for any PPT adversary Â (resp. PPT simulator Sim), AdvZK

A (κ, T̂ ) is negligible.

Theorem 18 Our proposed authentication protocol is forward (resp., backward)-ZK pri-
vate.
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Proof : ZK-privacy allows to give the secrets to the adversary A at the end of the ex-
periment. Let a pair (kf , sf ) be a final key (k) and internal state (st) of a challenged
tag Tc from the initial (k0, st0). Then the protocol is forward (resp., backward)-ZK
private if any PPT distinguisher D cannot distinguish (kf , sf , c, Tc, viewA(κ, l)) from
(kf , sf , c, Tc, sviewSim(κ, l)) after the oracle Ukey(·) is run by Â2. Note that Tc should

not be in the oracle table D (related to DTag(·)) before the experiment ExpZK(T̂ ) ends.
However, forward (resp., backward)-ZK privacy cannot be achieved if A has corrupted the
challenging tag Tc before the experiment finishes. �

Table 5.5: Tag Resources and Security Comparison with HB family
Scheme Storage Computation Authentication Security achieved Hardware

(major) (gates)
HB-MP[92] 2 S 1 LPN tag 0,5,6 ≈ 1600

HB-MP+ [108] 2 S 1 LPN,1 HASH tag 1,5,6 ≈ 3500
GHB# [124] 2 S 1 LPN tag 1,5,6 ≈ 1600
F-HB [104] 1 I , 1 S 1 PRNG,2 LPN mutual 1, 2, 4∗, 5, 6 ≈ 3500

[113] 1 I, 1 S 1 SLPN,1 P mutual 1,2,3,4†,5,6,7 ≈ 1600
ours 1 I, 2 S 1 LPNx,1 P, 1 H Full mutual 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ≈ 2000

where S:= Secret key; I:= Index; H:= Hill cipher; PRNG:= Psudo Random Num-
ber Generator; P:= Pseudo Inverse Matrix; LPN:= Learning parity from noise SLPN:=
Subset LPN; LPNx := exact LPN
Security attributes : Active attack(0), MIM attack(1), Forward Security (2), Reduced
Backward Security (3), ZK-privacy (4), IND-privacy (4†), UNP-privacy (4∗) Tag tracking
(5), De-synchronization (6), Replay attack (7).

5.2.5 Comparison and Performance

Computation Requirement : We focus on tag, which is the computationally weakest. Most
of the expensive computations will be performed at the server site. The exact version
of the LPN problem used in the protocol is of independent interest as this assumption
removes the completeness error [117]. Setting v = l in the public parameters, it results
k = θ(v+ l) = θ(v) and commitment scheme requires 2θ(v/ log v) time. Thus, commitment
proof is quasi-linear in the length of the committed messages.

Major protocol operations regarding the tag include one LPN problem generation
and checking and two binary linear matrix multiplications. As bitwise XOR, matrix
multiplication, and calculating the hamming weight w(·) are all binary operations, they
can easily be implemented using bit-by-bit serialization to save hardware gates.

In order to compute a Hill ciphertext with randomized permutation need 2k vector
products over Z2 If the vectors are stored in words, the vector product can be simply re-
duced to a logical AND (&) and parity check operations. Therefore,

∑k
i=1 aibi(mod 2) is

equivalent to a&b that needs only 12k operations [119]. In decryption case (in the reader),
we need 3k vector products over Z2 and an inverse operation that can be pre-computed
to enhance efficiency. That’s why, we need k3 (multiplication) +(k3− k2) (addition) over
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Z2.

Storage Requirement : All the parties in the protocol need to store the public parameters.
However, a tag needs to store only 2 secret keys and an index for the session (k ·l+k ·v+k)
bits, a reader requires to store a tag identifier and 1 secret key (k2 + l) bits while the
server needs to maintain a database for all the tags (for session i and i − 1) with index,
tag identifier and 3 secret keys (2k · l+2k ·v+2k2 +2k+ l) bits for each tag. Consequently,
storage requirement for the tag and the reader can be expressed by O(1) while that is
O(n) for the server such that n is the number of tags in an RFID system.

Communication complexity : The protocol requires (k2 + 2v + 4k) bits in the tag-reader
communication and (2k2 + 2k + 3v) bits in the reader-server communication. There
is a natural trade-off between the communication cost and key size. For any constant
c (1 ≤ c ≤ k), the communication cost can be reduced by a factor of c by increasing the
key size with the same factor.

In Table 5.2.4, we show a comparative study on some general attributes e.g., storage
consumption, major computations, authentication party, achieved security, approximate
hardware cost etc., between our protocol and several HB-like and non-HB protocols.
It appears that although the tag’s hardware cost of the proposed protocol is optimal,
it achieves most common security requirements and uniquely full mutual authentication
properties from exact LPN assumption.

5.2.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents a novel hardware-friendly RFID authentication protocol, based on a
commitment scheme from the exact LPN problem, that can meet the hardware constraints
of the EPC Class-1 generation-2 tags. In comparison with other protocols as described in
Table 2, it requires less hardware and has achieved major security attributes. The protocol
is also compliant to ZK-private privacy settings. Moreover, this is the first protocol that
allows mutual authentication for the whole system i.e., tag, reader and server from the
LPN problem. Furthermore, security and privacy proofs are given in the standard model
that uses indistinguishability as basic privacy notion. Note that the proposed protocol can
be easily utilized for other popular security protocols of RFID application s,t., ownership
transfer, supply chain management etc.
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5.3 A Scalable and Secure RFID Ownership Transfer

Protocol

5.3.1 Introduction

Modern inventory systems often rely upon RFID tags to allow automatic identification
of tagged objects where readers can read even thousands of unique RFID tags in a single
snatch. A secure RFID inventory system often needs to transfer ownership of RFID tags.
Once tagged objects passes through distributed supply chain from a manufacturer to a
consumer, ownership of the objects could be transferred among consumers several times.

Therefore, our solution utilizes Semi-Trusted Parties (STPs) where consumers (resp.
owner) do not need to contact the manufacturer (trusted main server) each time it needs
to transfer ownership. In real life, we may think that main server is located at the
manufacturer’s Head office and all other STPs are located at remote sites such as Regional
offices. STPs on behalf of a trusted server can anonymously monitor and verify ownership
transfer process without revealing any secrets. Later STPs could forward the ownership
data to other STPs, or to the main server. By the term semi-trusted, we mean that
an STP is an online designated server that follows prescribed protocol correctly and
communicates to the readers so that the communicating readers yields on a mutually
satisfactory agreement.

HB-family protocols based on LPN assumption are booming as one of the attractive
candidates for secure low cost EPC tags [90, 91, 104, 113, 99, 89, 101]. due to its security
against quantum adversaries, efficient computational time and memory requirement etc.
In this work, we have designed a novel ownership transfer protocol by modifying a recently
proposed RFID authentication protocol based on Ring-LPN problem [138] where the
secret key and other parameters are taken over the field F2. It allows us to seamlessly
use the same parameters (as used in authentication protocol) in the aggregated signature
scheme.

Consider an inventory management of a large supply chain system where vendors con-
tribute goods or services to the next link in the chain. Usually each vendor (owner) holds
several RFID tags. In order to manage ownership transfer among the vendors in a large
supply chain, we employ, after effective customization, the HomSig scheme described in
[140] where signatures generated by the vendors11 can be aggregated by an STP. The
scheme is secure under standard model. Similarly, several aggregated signatures of a ven-
dor (owner) could be combined by any legitimate intermediate STP and later signatures
will be verified by the trusted main server.

Main contribution. In this work, we first modify the scheme in [138] in order to
achieve a MIM-attack free mutual authentication protocol12. The protocol employs a
STP to avoid the communication overload on the trusted main server. It supports own-
ership of multiple tags (to update ownership record of tags in the trusted server) of an
owner to be transferred simultaneously. Unlike other authentication protocols for owner-
ship transfer system, communications between the server and readers are assumed to be

11each signature is generated from several tags of a vendor or resp. owners.
12Authentication protocol in [138] is susceptible to MIM-attack [142] and do not support mutual au-

thentication.
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insecure and over inauthentic channel. Therefore, readers and servers are not identical.
For construction, we adopt several new ideas such as:

• Only main server (not STPs) is assumed to be secure and keys are shared among
the entities accordingly.

• Applying exact (not decisional) version of the LPN problem in order to repel com-
pleteness error.

• Using Field-LPN problem described in [138] to cope with the parameters needed in
homomorphic signature scheme.

• Employing a lightweight searchable encryption and signature scheme based on the
properties of pseudo-inverse matrix between the readers (resp. owners) so that an
STP can verify anonymously which owner is transferring ownership to whom.

• A lightweight homomorphic aggregated signature (HomSig) to forward ownership
data to the main server.

Assumption and System architecture: An inventory system described in this work
consists of a single legitimate trusted server called main server, a set of intermediate
servers called STPs, a set of readers and their corresponding owners, and a set of tags
(EPC class). Note that STPs are assumed to be semi-trusted13 and are constituted by the
Main Server. Each owner has a unique ID. A reader could be shared among owners, or
owned by a RFID tag owner. Readers would be connected to the back-end intermediate
STPs during ownership transfer. We introduce the inclusion of STPs for 2 reasons:

• In order to ease physical communication between the owners and a remote trusted
server.

• To act as a witness between the current and new owner on behalf of the trusted
server.

Main server stores all the data related to the tags in the database. Each tag has a
unique identifier T used as a permanent key, an index T̂ and a session key c. We assume
index-owner tuple [T̂ ,Ucur] in the server database is unique for efficient searching. Since
an RFID tag is not tamper-resistant, its session key is refreshed after each ith session
completes successfully. For updating key, each tag authenticates its legitimate reader.

We assume a hierarchical architecture where tags are placed in the lowest level in
the hierarchy and trusted main server is set at the highest level. Readers and STPs are
located somewhere in between. Only the main server is assumed to be trusted while other
STPs are considered to be semi-trusted. Imagine a situation in an inventory management
system where manufacturer preserves the main server and delegates its task to STPs
placed in different locations for consumer’s convenience.

In case of updating the ownership data on the trusted main server, the current reader
should not be considered as honest (too strong assumption). Because the malicious current

13A form of honest-but-curious attacker model. However, multiple STPs are not allowed to collude.
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owner could claim that he/she is still the current owner without performing the last step
(Step-3) of the protocol. In this protocol, we consider the new reader (resp. owner) to
be honest and hence is responsible to transfer ownership records to the STP. Meanwhile,
new reader has to update the keys of the tags individually to finalize ownership transfer.

5.3.2 Construction

We exploit Field version of the Ring-LPN problem described in [138]. We set aside sig-
nificantly less computations to the tag than any other entities (e.g., readers, STPs). We
divide the ownership transfer protocol in 3 phases: Step-1 describes the communication
between a tag and its current and new readers. It includes a mutual authentication pro-
tocol between a reader and a tag. Step-2 delineates the protocol transactions between the
current and new readers through a designated STP server. Finally, Step-3 outlines the
homomorphic signature scheme applied to the readers, STPs, and the main server.

Tag registration: When a tag is registered in the inventory system main server retains
the tag associated data such as a unique identifier T, an initial index T̂ 14 and current
owner Uc data in the database. Similarly, the main server will set the necessary data into
the tag’s non-volatile memory such as public parameters for LPN problem (F, n, π1, π2, τ),

a permanent key T , an initial session key c0 and an initial index I0 ← T̂ 0.

User registration: Each potential user Ui of the system needs to register with the Main
Server. Main Server generates a key pair (sk, pk) for homomorphic signature scheme and
provide the secret key ki ← sk. User Ui will provide ki to the reader Rj at the time it
initializes ownership transfer process. Besides this, each user Ui retains the initial tags’
data such as (T, T̂ , c) for all the tags it owns.

Reader registration: Readers in the system need to register themselves with Semi-
trusted Party (STP). STP generates a key pair (sk, pk) for every reader Rj (for search-
able encryption scheme). Moreover, any two readers in ownership transferring require a
shared secret key ρ in order to transfer tags data. Let X+ be pseudo-inverse of a matrix
X, Si := X+ ∈ Zm×n2 and Pi := XX+ ∈ Zm×n2 . STP generates key pair (Sc, Pc) for Rcur

and (Sn, Pn) for Rnew respectively.

Encouraged by the proposal described in [138], we define 2 suitable mappings π1, π2

such that π(i) : {0, 1}λ → F . Let s ∈ {0, 1}λ for the security parameter λ = 80 be
defined as: (s1, · · · , s10) or (s1, · · · , s16) where si is a number between (1 to 256) or
(1 to 32) respectively. Defining the coefficient of the polynomial v = πi(s) ∈ F as
zero except all positions of i such as i = 10 · (j − 1) + sj, j = 1, · · · 10 (for π1) and
i = 16 · (j − 1) + sj, j = 1, · · · 16 (for π2). Therefore, both π1(s) and π2(s) are sparse and
injective since they will have exactly 10 and 16 non-zero coefficients respectively.

14First index Ii of a tag T after a successful ownership transfer.
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Step-1.1: Although we follow the Field version of the Ring-LPN problem [138], we restrict
the Field-version of the Ring-LPN problem (to finite field of characteristic 2) according to
the following. Let an irreducible polynomial f(X) be taken over the field F2 where the de-
gree of f is n, we consider an extended field15 on F2 defined as: F = F2[X]/(f) = F2n = Fq.
Therefore, any element a ∈ F2[X]/(f) has a multiplicative inverse in F ∗16.

For tag authentication, a shared secret key pair (T, ci) and an index (Ii ← T̂ ) have been
derived either from initial tag registration process or from the previous (i− 1) successful
sessions.

15E.g., f(X) = X532 + X + 1 of degree n = 532.
16F ∗ is the set of elements in F that have multiplicative inverse.
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Step-1.1: Tag-Current reader communication (Authentication)

Rcur Tag T
{T, Ii, ci} ∈ F {T, Ii, ci} ∈ F

s
$← {0, 1}λ

s−−−→
r

$← F ∗, e
$← BerFw

z := r · (ci ·π1(s) + T) + e
r, z, I←−−−−−−−

Lookup T by using I:
Direct match: If (I 6= Ii)
Brute-force search:
∃ (T, ci−1 or ci) that sat-
isfies:

IF (r /∈ F ∗) return;
ê := z−r ·(ci ·π1(s)+T)
IF wt(ê) 6= w return;

IF (AUTH)

e′
$← BerFw

z′ := r·(ci·π2(s)+T)+ e′

ci+1 = ci + ê
Ii+1 = z + ê

z′−−−−−→

IF (OT) AUTH:
Go to Step-2 ê := z′−r ·(ci ·π2(s)+T)

IF wt(ê) 6= w return;
ci+1 = ci + e
Ii+1 = z + e

• Reader: Generate a random binary λ-bit challenge string s, and send it to the tag.

• Tag: Generate a random noise vector e from BerFw and a random element r from
F ∗. Next a multiple bit Field-LPN problem z is computed from r ·(ci ·π1(s)+T)+e.
Finally, the tag forwards (Ii, r, z) to the reader.

• Reader: It first searches local database to match a tuple {Ii, T, ci}. If failed, then
apply brute-force search with {T, ci or ci−1}. Note that, the reader would store
the secret key ci−1 from the previous session in order to resist De-synchronization
attack. Then it checks whether r is chosen from F ∗ and then calculates ê and check
whether wt(ê) is exactly bkτe. If the check passes, it accepts the tag and go to the
reader authentication phase.

Reader authentication can be decomposed in two phases: (1) Authentication (AUTH),
(2) Ownership transfer (OT)
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• Reader: During AUTH phase, e′ is generated from BerFw and z′ is calculated accord-
ingly. Note that unlike [138], we use the same r as it received from the tag to resist
synchronization attack and use a different mapping π2 with the same challenge s in
a view to reduce communication overhead. Update session secret key ci+1 ← ci + ê
and index Ii+1 ← z.

• Tag: Verify the Field-LPN problem by checking the wt(ê) whether it is exactly w or
not. If the check passes, accept the reader and update the session key ci+1 ← ci + e
and index Ii+1 ← z.

Step-1.2: New reader-tag communication (Ownership Transfer)

Rnew Tag T
{T, ci} ∈ F {T, Ii, ci} ∈ F
{T, T̂ , c} ← Dρ(Γj)
s′

$← {0, 1}λ

e′
$← BerFw

z′ := r ·(ci ·π2(s′)+T)+ e′

ci+1 = ci + e′

Ii+1 = z′ + e′

T̂n := Ii+1

Go to Step-3 (tid, T̂ , T̂n)
s′, z′−−−−−−−→

OT:
ê := z′−r ·(ci ·π2(s′)+T)
IF wt(ê) 6= w return;
ci+1 = ci + ê
Ii+1 = z′ + ê

Step-1.2 During OT phase, Rcur records the ownership index (Step 1.1): T̂n ← Ii. Later

T̂n would be forwarded to theRnew and consequently to the main server. If the verification
in Step-2 is passed successfully, Rnew commences reader authentication.

• Reader: It first decrypts Γj to retrieve tag data {T, T̂n, c}. Rnew generates s′, e′

and hence calculates z′ ← r · (ci · π2(s) + T) + e′. Next it updates the session key
ci+1 ← ci + e′ and forwards (s′, z′) to the tag. Note that we assume Rcur is honest
enough not to intercept the protocol transcript (s′, z′), orRnew would forward (s′, z′)
through some secret channel. Once this protocol transaction is executed successfully,
both the parties update ci in order to achieve forward-secure privacy.

• Tag: Since the protocol transcripts (s′, z′) in OT phase is different from that of
AUTH phase (z′), a tag adopts OT phase for new reader authentication. Note that
unlike AUTH phase, it calculates ê from π2(s′) and index Ii is not updated in OT
phase. However, if the wt(·) check passes, it updates the session key ci+1 ← ci + ê
from ê (not from e in AUTH phase).

Step-2: Let an owner Uc using readerRcur intend to transfer ownership of m tags T{1,··· ,m}

with previous ownership index T̂ {1,··· ,m} and new ownership index T̂
{1,··· ,m}
n to a new owner
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Un using reader Rnew in the presence of an STP server Si. All the operating parties such
as Rcur, Rnew and Si share common secrets (Pn, Pc). In addition, Rcur and Rnew have
their own secrets resp. Sc and Sn. However, they also share a common secret key ρ for
transferring tag related data after a successful verification by STP.

We use pseudo inverse matrix properties for key generation. Let Sc ← X+ ∈ Zm×n2 be
a pseudo-inverse of a matrix X ∈ Zn×m2 and Pc ← XX+ ∈ Zn×n2 . In the same way, we
define Sn ← Y + ∈ Zm×n2 and Pn ← Y Y + ∈ Zn×n2 .

• Rcur randomly generates 2 non-singular n× n matrices Q, V and send challenge Q
to Rnew as a challenge matrix.

• Rnew will calculate ciphertext E = PcQ ∈ Zn×n2 and by selecting the first column
vector q ∈ Zn×1

2 of Q, it generates a signature α = q · Sn ∈ Zm×1
2 . It then forwards

E,α to the Si for justification.

• Meanwhile, Rcur generates trapdoor (C,D) := (V X+, V X+Q) on (Sc, Q) and sends
(C,D) to Si to justify.

• The STP server Si checks CE
?
= D. Note that CE = V X+XX+Q = V X+Q =

D i.e., X+XX+ = X+ from pseudo-inverse matrix properties. However, if the
verification passes, Si will forward signature α to Rcur for notification.

• Rcur ensures that Si has justified the agreement by checking αPn = qY +Y Y + =
qY + = α. Then it generates signature β ← α ·Sc = αX+ by taking α as a challenge,
encrypt tag data by the secret key ρ to output Γ. Then Rcur sends (Γ, β) to Si.

• Si checks whether Γ has been arrived from Rcur by checking βPc = αX+XX+ =
αX+ = β. Then, STP generates a unique transaction ID tid ∈ Z∗p for each successful
agreement between Rcur and Rnew and securely shares it with Main Server. Finally,
it forwards (Γ, tid) to Rnew.

• Rnew decrypts Γ to retrieve tag data and enters Step-3 to update ownership in-
formation at the main server. Meanwhile, it runs Step-1.2 to complete tag/reader
authentication.

• Now Si needs to update the shared key among Rnew and Rcur. It generates two
random n× n matrix M,N and follow the session key update procedure described
in [99].

• Finally, Rnew and Rcur updates their key pair as {S(c/n)+1, P(c/n)+1}.

Step-3: Rnew is responsible for updating ownership data on the trusted main server
through a legitimate STP. We customize a HomSig scheme in [140] so that it fits our
ownership transfer protocol. The application specifies global parameters m ∈ N such that
m ≥ 1. Not that, each owner in the system is registered with the Main Server with a
shared secret k. Let new owner Unew want to register its ownership of ` tags (T{1,··· ,`},
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Step-2: Reader-STP Communication

Rcur(Uc) IntServer (Si) Rnew(Un)
(Pc, Pn, Sc, ρ) {Pn, Pc, } ∈ Zn×n2 {Sc, Sn} ∈ Zm×n2 (Pn, Pc, Sn, ρ)

Transfer Ownership:

T{1,··· ,m} with {T̂ {1,··· ,m}, T̂ {1,··· ,m}n }
Non-singular Q, V

$← Zn×n2

Q−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
C := V Sc = V X+ E := PcQ = XX+Q ∈ Zn×n2

D := CQ = V X+Q q ← Q1×n

α := q · Sn = qY + ∈ Zm×1
2

C,D−−−−−−−−−→ E,α←−−−−−−−−−−

IF (CE 6= D) return;
α←−−−−−−−−−

IF(α · Pn 6= α) return;
β := αSc = αX+

Γ← Eρ(T{1,··· ,m}, T̂ {1,··· ,m}n , c{1,··· ,m})
Γ, β−−−−−−−−→

IF(β · Pc 6= β)
return;

Γ, tid−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Run Step-1.2

Generate non-singular M,N ∈R Zn×n2

Sc+1 = M · Sc ∈ Zn×m2

Sn+1 = N · Sn ∈ Zn×m2

where rank(Sc+1) = (Sn+1) = m

Sc+1
+ := (Sc+1

TSc+1)
−1
Sc+1

T ∈ Zm×n2

Sn+1
+ := (Sn+1

TSn+1)
−1
Sn+1

T ∈ Zm×n2

Pc+1 := [Sc+1] · [Sc+1]+ ∈ Zn×n2

Pn+1 := [Sn+1] · [Sn+1]+ ∈ Zn×n2

Pc
′ := Pc ·M ∈ Zn×n2

P ′n := Pn ·M ∈ Zn×n2

Pc
′

←−−−−−−− P ′n−−−−−−−−→
Sc+1 = (Pc

′Sc) ∈ Zm×n2 Sn+1 = (Pn
′Sn) ∈ Zm×n2

If rank (Sc+1) 6= n If rank (Sn+1) 6= n
return; return;

Pc+1 = [Sc+1] · [Sc+1]+ Pn+1 = [Sn+1] · [Sn+1]+
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resp. old index T̂ {1,··· ,`} and new index T̂n
{1,··· ,`}

) from Ucur to the Main Server. Unew pos-
sesses a transaction ID tid provided by the STP. Each signer (Rnew) has its own key pair
(pk, sk) for the HomSig scheme. Note that all the operations in the scheme are defined
over F .

Key generation: Main Server generates a pair of keys for each reader (pk, sk)
$←

KGen(1λ,m) in the system.

KGen(1λ,m): Let G,GT be bilinear groups of prime order p such that p < q and

e : G×G→ GT is a bilinear map with g ∈ G as a generator. Let k
$← Zp and h, g1, · · · , gm,

h1, · · · , hm
$← G. SetK := gk and output public key pk := (p, g,K, h, g1, · · · , gm, h1, · · · , hm)

and the secret key sk := k.

Ownership Transfer: On input a set of ` old index T̂ {1,··· ,`} ∈ Fm
q and new index

T̂n
{1,··· ,`}

∈ Fm
q , Rnew generates signature σi

$← Sign(·) on behalf of Unew.

Sign(sk, tid, T̂ (i), T̂
(i)
n ): Rnew picks a random t

$← Zp and compute the following:

σi := (ht
∏m

i=1 gi
T̂ (i)∏m

i=1 hi
T̂n

(i)

)
1

kn+tid

Σi := (σi, t)

where kn ∈ sk is the secret key of Rnew and Σi ∈ G × Zq. Finally, it sends the tuple

(tid,Σi,Unew, T̂ (i), T̂
(i)
n ) to the intermediate Server Si.

Intermediate Server: When an intermediate server Si receives ` signatures from read-
ers, it generates the combined signature Σ← CombSign(·).

CombSign(pk, tid, {(T̂ (i), T̂
(i)
n ,Σi, ηi)}`i=1,Unew): First, it verifies every Σi as a valid

signature on (T̂ (i), T̂
(i)
n ) with respect to tid by VerSign(·) algorithm. Then, for each

i ∈ {1, · · · , `}, it randomly generates a coefficient ηi
$← F and computes:

T̂ =
∑`

i=1 ηi · T̂ (i), T̂n =
∑`

i=1 ηi · T̂n
(i)
, σ =

∏`
i=1(σi)

ηi , t =
∑`

i=1 ηi · ti mod p
Σ := (σ, t)

Finally, it forwards (tid, T̂ , T̂n,Σ,Unew) to the Main Server.

Main Server: When the server obtains the combined signature Σ on ` tags with the
respect to transaction ID tid, it checks the validity of Σ by VerSign(·) algorithm.

VerSign(pk, tid, T̂ , T̂n,Σ,Unew): Let Σ = (σ, t) ∈ G × Zp. It returns 1 if Σ is a valid

signature on (T̂ , T̂n) with respect to the transaction ID tid, otherwise returns 0 by the
following equation:

e(σ,K · gtid) ?
= e(ht

∏m
i=1 gi

T̂ (i)∏m
i=1 hi

T̂n
(i)

, g)

After successful verification, Server updates its database with new indexes T̂
(i)
n to the T̂ (i)

for the new owner Unew.
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5.3.3 Security Analysis

Definition 18 In the Man-In-the-Middle (MIM) attack, adversary A is allowed to eaves-
drop both the connections tag-reader and reader-server, making the tag and the reader
believe that they are talking directly to the reader and the server respectively over a secure
connection, when in fact, the entire communication is controlled by A. Then, A interacts
with the server to authenticate. The goal of the attacker A is to authenticate successfully
in Q rounds. A is successful if and only if it receives accept response from all Q rounds.

Theorem 19 If mapping function πi is suitable for field F and the Field-LPNF
w problem

is (t, Q, ε)-hard then the authentication protocol is (t, Q, ε)-secure against active adver-
saries, where

t′ = t−Q.exp(F ) ε′ = ε+Q.2−λ + s(τ, 1
2
)−n

and exp(F ) is the time to perform O(1) exponentiations in F .

Proof : We refer to the Ring-LPN based authentication work in [138] for detail proof.

Proposition 3 The hardness of decisional exact-LPN is polynomially related to that of
search LPN and the protocol has no completeness error εc(w, n) ≈ 0.

Theorem 20 If Sum of Subset (SSP) problem is NP-complete then Binary Matrix Fac-
torization (BMF) problem is also NP-complete.

Theorem 21 If BMF is hard, then construction of the lightweight stateful signature in
Step-2 is existentially unforgeable under a one-time chosen message attack (OT-CMA).

Proposition 4 Authentication protocol between the reader and tag is free from Man-In-
the-Middle (MIM) attack.

Proof : Authentication protocol from Field-LPN is not proved secure against MIM attack.
By using a universal hash function described in [141], it can be converted to a MIM-
secure scheme. However, our protocol is not vulnerable to MIM attack for the following
reason. In order to recover the entire secret (T,c), an adversary A needs to repeat (MIM
attack described in [138]) O(n) times17 successful attacks and then to apply Gaussian
elimination method. Since our protocol enjoys the advantage of session key ci, it updates
one of the secret keys ci in each transaction (during authentication or ownership transfer).
Consequently, it resists the adversary A to obtain 2n linearly-independent equations from
the same secret key pair (T,c) and hence MIM attack. A very recent proposal in [142]
claims an attack against Ring-LPN in [138]. Authors first describe a matrix varient of the
Ring-LPN protocol and state their changes to reduce communication and computation
complexity. They propose to query the Ring-LPN oracle repeatedly Q times with the same
secret c in order to obtain a sequence of (z1, z1c + e1), (z2, z2c + e2), · · · , (zQ, zQc + eQ).
Although the attack is not practical as they claimed but nevertheless can not break our
protocol’s security since we would update the secret key c in each session. However, space
constraints inhibit us to present a full-blown proof here. It will appear in the full version
of the work.

17To obtain 2n linearly-independent equations
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We consider a potential MIM-attack scenario regarding ownership transfer protocol,
while the old owner Rcur, listening to the insecure channel between the new owner and
the tag on Step-1.2 to compute the new session key ci+1. Therefore, we assume Rcur to
be honest minimum for a single protocol transaction just after the ownership transfer
occurs. After that, both the new reader and tag would update their secret to retain
forward privacy.

5.3.4 Privacy

One of the major privacy issues in Ownership transfer protocol is to satisfy previous owner
and new owner privacy settings in terms of ownership transfer. In step 1.2. of the protocol
the new reader is given the tuple {T, Ii, ci} which includes the tag’s secret. But Rnew

immediately authenticates the tag and updates the session secret ci. Subsequently, the
authentication protocol is forward (resp. backward) privacy secure due to updating session
key. That is why the new reader is unable to interpret the tag’s previous communication
and current reader cannot trace the tag after the ownership transfer even if the secret is
transferred from the current reader to the new reader.

In order to define privacy, we analyzed our protocol according to the privacy framework
based on zero-knowledge (ZK) formulation [123] where it is assumed that no secret will
be revealed from the protocol transactions. This model rely on the unpredictability of
the entity’s (e.g., the tag) output in the protocol execution π ← 2λ + 1 s.t. λ ≥ 1 (our
case: π = 3 s.t. λ = 1).

Let Â be a PPT CMIM (Concurrent Man in the Middle) adversary equivalent to A
(respectively, simulator Sim) that takes on input the system public parameters PubT , the

reader R and the set of tags T̂ ; and interacts with T̂ ,R via the oracles mentioned above.
Let Â be composed of a pair of adversaries (Â1, Â2) and their corresponding simulators

(Sim1, Sim2) for ExpZKA (T̂ ) experiments with the above oracles.

Experiment ExpZK(T̂ )

• Initialize RFID system, the reader R, the tag set T̂ (s.t., |T̂ | = l) by SetupTag(·)

• let O ← Launch,Dtag, STag, SReader,Ukey,Corrupt

• Real: (T , st)← ÂDTag
1 (R, T̂ ,PubT )

Simulation: (T , st)← SimDTag
1 (R, T̂ ,PubT )

where T = {Ti1 , Ti2 , · · · , Tiδ} ∈ T s.t., 0 ≤ δ ≤ l

• c ∈R C ← {1, 2, · · · , l − δ)} and C = T̂ − T
Real: Tc = Tic
Simulation: c is unknown to Sim2

• Real: view ← ÂO2 (R, T̂ , Tc, st)
Simulation: sview ← SimO2 (R, T̂ , st)

• Real: output (c, view Â)
Simulation: output (c, sviewSim)
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We assume that Â queries the challenger with ExpZK(T̂ ) in the read world and
simulation mode. Note that if δ = 0, no challenge tag is selected and the number of
clean tags |C| = l − δ. ZK-privacy implies that adversary Â cannot distinguish any
challenge tag Tc from any set C of tags. That’s why, Â1 is used to output an arbitrary
set C and to limit Â2 to blind access to a challenge tag from C. Therefore, the advantage
of the adversary with security parameter κ to win the privacy game can be defined as

AdvZKA,Sim,D(κ, T̂ ) = |Pr[ExpZKÂ (c, l, view(.) = 1)]−Pr[ExpZKSim(c, l, sview(.) = 1)]| ≤ ε

Definition 19 RFID authentication protocol described in Step-1 satisfies the ZK-privacy
in [123] security model if for any adversary Â, there exist a simulator Sim such that for

any distinguisher D, AdvZKA,Sim,D(κ, T̂ ) is negligible.

Theorem 22 From the Field-LPN problem, the protocol described in Step-1 satisfies ZK-
privacy.

Theorem 23 An RFID authentication protocol described in Step. 1. is forward (resp.,
backward)-ZK private.

5.3.5 Performance evaluation

We concentrate on the computationally weakest of the entities, the tag. Ring-LPN has
an outstanding lower communication overhead targeting lightweight ultra constrained
tags equipped with tiny CPUs e.g., EPC class tags (the price range of a few cents)
[138]. Subsequently, we slightly modify the field version of the protocol to a mutually
authentication protocol with less computation and communication complexity and to
make the protocol MIM-free and to resist a very recent attack proposed in [142] against
Ring-LPN.
Computation Requirement : Following exact-LPN version in [117] yields the completeness
error εc = 0 ( whereas εc ≈ 2−55 in [138]). Field-LPN as we followed can do sparse
multiplication for πi that takes 21k clock cycles while other multiplication requires 150k.
Time to build e from BerFw need 3k clock cycle [138]. If we ignore EX-OR operation
cost, we need approximately 345k clock cycle for mutual authentication and require 20
ms to respond at 2 MHz clock rate. This response time is sufficient in many application
scenarios since a delay of 1 sec is often considered acceptable [138].

For anonymous verification by an STP requires 1 (n× n) matrix multiplication while
the Ucur requires (2 matrix + 2 vector) multiplication and Ucur needs only (1 matrix + 2
vector) multiplication.

HomSig is comprised of only 1 group element in G and 1 element in Zp. In order to
provide a typical security level of 280, we can set p a 170 bit prime number and then the
element in G1 is 171 bits long. Then the aggregated signature size from the reader to other
readers/server would be 42 bytes in total. Signing costs include a multi-exponentiation
in G and verification requires to compute only two pairings, one exponentiation in G.
Communication complexity : During reader-tag communication, the protocol requires 4
elements from field F and 1 λ-bit string for authentication while 2 λ-bit string for own-
ership transfer. However, reader-reader communication involves total 4n2 + 2n-bit for
communication.
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Table 5.6: Tag Resources and Security Comparison with HB family

Scheme P1 P2 P3 P4 Others
Afifi et al.’07 [115] k1, k2 5 Encryption 5 No

3 PRNG
Kuseng et al.’10 [145] In, I, s, c 2 PUF 2 No ?

1 LFSR
4 PRNG

Cai et al.’11 [143] k, s 2 Hash 2 No †
1 MAC

Yang et al.’11 [135] k1, k2, k3 3 Encryption 3 Yes �
Song et al.’11 [134] I, k, c 4 Hash 4 No ?

2 Encryption
Kapoor et al.’12 [137] s, k1, k2 2 keyed Hash 4 No �

2 PRNG
Doss et al.’13 [144] I, s, r, n 3 mod-squaring 7 Yes ?

1 CRC
3 PRNG

Our scheme I, k, s 2 Field-LPN 3 Yes † � ‡?

P1: Tag secret type,
P2: Cryptographic techniques used on tag,
P3: Number of Protocol transaction related to the tag,
P4: Mutual Authentication,
?Includes EPC class compliance,
�TTP supported,
†Aggregated Signature,
‡Semi-trusted Server.
PRNG:= Pseudo Random Number Generator

Storage Requirement : All the parties in the protocol need to store the public parameters.
However, a tag needs to store 3 secrets from F A reader requires to store the same for
authentication. However, for ownership transfer it needs to store 3 keys for pseudo inverse
matrix operation (2n · n+ 1m · n) bits, user identifiers it works for (1 element from F for
each user), tag ownership index for a set of m tags (m elements from F ) and 1 shared
secret key for suitable encryption. Nevertheless, storage requirement for the tag can be
expressed by O(1) while that is O(m) for the readers/server such that m is the number
of tags in an RFID system.
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5.3.6 Conclusion

This work presents a novel scalable RFID ownership transfer protocol leveraging the
reader authentication phase based on a lightweight Field-LPN problem that can meet the
hardware constraints of the EPC Class tags. Moreover, using an efficient homomorphic
aggregated signature facilitates transferring ownership of a set of tags together without
direct-attachment to a trusted main server that makes the protocol to be compliant with
an inventory system context. Furthermore, our protocol enables ownership transfer with
readers verification that preclude operating partners in an inventory management system
from injecting fake products.
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5.4 An RFID-enabled Path Authentication Protocol

5.4.1 Introduction

A Supply Chain Management (SCM) controls and manages all of materials and infor-
mation in the logistics process from acquisition of raw materials to product delivery to
the end user. This yields convenience and efficiency, which leads to productivity gains.
With the growing nature of SCM, it is crucial to construct protocols that enable the end
user to verify the security and privacy not only of the tags but also the path that the
tag passes through. Therefore, path authentication in RFID-enabled SCM is important,
for it helps defend product genuineness by ensuring product derivation. Hence, the in-
tegrity of a supply chain. More clearly, when a tag reaches to the end of its supply chain,
it would be desirable that, if the authentication results of several intermediate readers
could be accompanied by a cryptographic proof guaranteeing their correctness from the
authentication tag, s.t., no intermediate reader was omitted (or selected wrongly) by the
tag, either deliberately or not.

In this work, we stress on static path based path authentication by Cai et al. [151]18,
where the authors define a new combined privacy notion and provide an efficient solution
for path authentication without sharing any secrets among supply chain parties.

Main Contribution. Our contribution includes the following:

• We instantiate a new variant of path authentication scheme with arithmetic circuit
based HomMAC. Note that building blocks of previous static path based authen-
tication systems were mainly from expensive elliptic curve ElGamal re-encryption
(ECElGamal) and security of the schemes were primarily either from Pseudo Ran-
dom Function (PRF) or Homomorphic MAC (HMAC). Security of our scheme also
stems from PRF.

• We propose state update operations to be held inside the tag. It offers more security
and reasonable privacy since the intermediate readers obtain no knowledge about
current state of the tag. However, it introduces a lightweight computation (poly-
nomial operation) in the tag. Note that likewise other existing schemes, it is also
manageable (even easier) to update state information into the readers (and hence
no computation inside the tag).

• We consider a relaxed privacy assumption19 that allows adversary to query the
reader during Move oracle. Since the reader in our scheme coveys no information
about the tag’s current state during tag movement, disallowing adversary to query
only the tag is sufficient enough for the path privacy experiment to fail. This
assumption is more practical and formal. Thus, we redefine the generic privacy
oracles of Cai et al. [151] in section 4.1.

• Unlike the scheme in [151], we propose two strategies (with or without path infor-
mation) for checkpoint verification that conform to a more stringent protection of
path privacy in the supply chain.

18an extended and more practical privacy variant of [150].
19Adversary in [151] is not allowed to query either the reader or tag during Move operation run by the

game challenger.
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• Compare to [151], our scheme requires less storage but poses conditional scalability.
However, it could be transformed into a fully scalable variant20.

• We propose a polynomial based mutual authentication scheme from [160] that can
optionally be integrated to our path authentication solution. We modify the pro-
tocol in order to conform secret and public parameters of our path authentication
solution. In addition, we convert the existing tag authentication protocol to a mutual
authentication protocol, significantly reduce communication, storage and computa-
tion overhead into the tag effectively.

• We purport how to accommodate a batch of tags that must follow the same path
to the destination.

5.4.2 Supply Chain Management

In a SCM network every product that reaches an end user represents the cumulative effort
of multiple parties like manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler. These parties are referred
to collectively as the supply chain. Parties in a supply chain are linked together through
information flows that allow various supply chain partners to coordinate the day-to-day
flow of products up and down through the supply chain path. It can be represented as a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) G = (V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of
edges. Each edge e ∈ E, e = (vi, vi+1) s.t., (vi, vi+1) ∈ V represents a step in the supply
chain path. An RFID tag attached onto every product in the supply chain contains a
unique identification about the product. A valid supply chain is a path (or a set of paths)
in the DAG. Supply chain authentication is about verifying that an item (or rather, a
cryptographic token, supposed to be attached to the item) is forwarded along a valid
supply chain.

A valid finite path P = (v0, · · · , vr) is a pre-defined path set by the coordinator e.g., the
manufacturer that an RFID-enabled product requires to follow, where v0 is the entrance
of a product to supply chain and vr is its final destination to arrive. An RFID-enabled
SCM consists of an issuer (e.g., manufacturer) M, a set of check points (e.g., retailers)
D, a set of ordinary readers (e.g., distributors, wholesalers etc.) R, and a set of tags T .
M initializes the whole system by providing identifiers to the R, T and storing necessary
information into the tag and reader. Each reader in the path provides the contents to run
status update operation inside the tag, while it moves through a supply chain. Once the
tag arrives at any of the checkpoints D, it can check the validity of the tag as well as the
path it followed from theM to D. More precisely, the system has the following functions:

• Initialize(λ): Given the security parameter λ, an SCM system defines a supply
chain network G including an issuerM, a set of d checkpoints D, a set of n tags T ,
a set of r ordinary readers R, and a set of v valid paths Pv.

• Reader Authentication (Rj): This function transforms the identity information
IDRj of the reader Rj to the tag. We assume that the tag along the path to be
honest (without mutual authentication), that means, it accepts data from the reader
only after successful authentication and updates its internal state st thereby.

20postponed to the full version of the work.
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• Tag Evaluation(Ti): A function that incorporates the new reader’s information
IDRj into the tag Ti in order to update the internal state stTi of the tag Ti.

• Verification (stTi): This function verifies whether a certain Ti has followed a valid
path Pv and returns True. Otherwise it returns False.

System parameter (λ,F , h,K, s, p, f, f, b)
p is a prime of λ bits
Polynomial f := {f1(α, β), f2(α, β), · · · , fm(α, β)}
Hash h : {0, 1}λ → Zp
Pseudo Random Function FK : {0, 1}λ → Zp
Arithmetic circuit f : Zrp → Zp, where |f | = r

Initialize Tag Ti y(z) = y0 + y1z s.t, σ = (y0, y1)
Without Auth (y0, y1, f) y0 = h(tag data)
With Auth (y0, y1, Q, b, f, Ti, f) Ti = FK(ι0) s.t., ι0 = Tag ID

y1 = (Ti − y0)/s mod p
Q← max( |f |, (b− 1)m2 +m)

Initialize Readers (R1, · · · ,Rr) yj(z) = yj0 + yj1z s.t, σj = (yj0, y
j
1)

Without Auth(yj0, y
j
1, K, s, p, f, hF) yj0 = h(reader data)

With Auth(yj0, y
j
1, Ti, y

Ti
0 , K, s, p, f , h,F) yj1 = (FK(ιj)− yj0)/s mod p s.t., ιj = Reader ID

yTi1 = y0 of Ti (Tag ID ιi)
Initialize Checkpoint Dk τ = y0 where σi,r = (y0, · · · , yd)
Without Path-info (s, τ,Λ, σ) (σi,r is evaluated by Ti with Rr)
With Path-info (s, p, f,K, τ,F , {ι0, · · · , ιr}, σ) Λ = f(η0, · · · , ηr) where ηi = FK(ιi) and

ιi ← P = {ι0, · · · , ιr}

Figure 5.2: Path Authentication Initialization

5.4.3 Protocol Construction

We propose a privacy preserving path authentication protocol. We assume the supply
chain path of a certain product is pre-determined (static) by the manufacturer. Each
tag Ti conveys its identity information (a 1-degree polynomial), a path code f (gate
sequence of the arithmetic circuit). We employ a homomorphic message authentication
code (HomMAC) with labelled program and a one-way PRF scheme as building blocks
of the protocol.

Path Authentication Protocol:
Consider a real-life scenario where a tag-enabled product traverses an automated sup-

ply chain, the tag is scanned at multiple locations: the manufacturer, logistics carrier,
distribution centers, wholesalers and retailers etc. Assume a supply chain path authen-
tication system consists of a manufacturer M, a set of n tags T , a set of d checkpoints
D, and a set of r intermediate readers R. Readers in the supply chain are semi-honest,
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Reader (s, y0, Ti, K ∈ Zp) Tag (b, y0, y1, Q, Ti ∈ Zp)
Ti ← FK(tag id) f := {f1,Ti(β), f2,Ti(β), · · · , fm,Ti(β)}
f := {f1(α, β), f2(α, β), · · · , fm(α, β)}
r ← h(cur date)

r−−→
IF (Q = 0)

For(j := 1 to b)
Generate zj ∈r Zp

Else
Choose randomly fk(Ti, β) = fk,Ti(β) ∈ f
β = (r + y0) mod p where r, y0 ∈ Zp
Compute r′ := fi(Ti, β)
For(j := 2 to b)

Generate zj ∈r Zp
Randomly add r′ in the list z2, · · · , zb
Q := Q− 1

{z1, · · · , zb}←−−−−−−−−−

For(k := 1 to m)
For(j := 1 to b)

Solve to match zj
?
= fk(Ti, (r + y0) mod p)

IF(no match)
Abort

Else

y
(r)
1 = FK(reader id)− r)/s mod p
y

(t)
1 = (Ti − y0)/s mod p

z(t) := fk(Ti, (r + y0 + y
(t)
1 ) mod p)

For(j := 2 to b)
Generate zj ∈r Zp

Randomly add z(t) in the list {z2, · · · , zb}
{z(t)

1 , · · · , z(t)
b }, y

(r)
1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

For(j := 1 to b)

IF z
(t)
j 6= fk(Ti, (β + y1) mod p)

Abort;
Else

Run Tag Evaluation algorithm by y
(r)
1

Figure 5.3: Integrating Tag Authentication

independent and have no knowledge about the path P . More clearly, a reader Ri in a
valid path Pv follows protocol transaction correctly on tags. For building construction, we
adapt the practical HomMAC described in [158] but customized to work with our path
authentication scheme. Security of the scheme relies on the security of one-way function
(PRF).

We divide our path authentication protocol in three steps: Initial setup, Tag evalua-
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tion, Verification. Initially,M sets up the whole system and stores the necessary protocol
data into the tag, checkpoints and intermediate readers. Tags then get into the supply
chain system and proceed towards the intended path. However, a tag would update its
status as it comes across a new reader during its journey towards the destination check-
point. Finally, the tag’s evaluated data would be justified by the checkpoint in order to
validate a certain path.

Initial Setup: M first chooses a PRF FK : {0, 1}∗ → Zp where K is the seed of F and p,
a λ-bit prime number. Then M runs KGen(1λ) and outputs (sk, ek) = ({K, s}, p) where
s ∈ Zp. M stores sk to the readers and checkpoint and ek to the tag.

We consider all the entities (e.g., T , R) possess unique ID or label ιi ∈ {0, 1}λ. The
supply chain path from the manufacturer to the checkpoint is defined by (ι0, · · · ιr) where
ι0 is the tag’s ID and (ι1, · · · ιr) are the IDs of intermediate readers (1, · · · , r) and an
arithmetic circuit f : Zrp → Zp.

Modern efficient inventory control policy includes exact knowledge of the flow of prod-
ucts: the amount of inventory at each location, predicted arrival date of an item etc.
We address the issues in our solution. Let reader data, tag data be a certain reader
and tag’s meta data respectively. For instance, reader data may include information
about the expected arrival date, location etc., while tag data includes manufacture date,
description of the product etc.
M defines a secure hash function h : {0, 1}∗ → Zp that converts any meta data to

Zp. M provides h to R and store h(tag data) in T . However, h(reader data) will be
used as a nonce (during mutual authentication). In addition, both h(reader data) and
h(tag data) will be used as a constant part (y0) of the polynomial y(z).

Every entity in the system (tags, readers) will be represented by a 1-degree polynomial
y(z) = y0 + y1z, y ∈ Zp[z] where y0 = h(tag data) or h(reader data), y1 = (FK(ι) −
y0)/s mod p and outputs coefficients of the polynomial y(z), that is, σ = (y0, y1).

For each Ti,M generates yi0(z) =
∑

j y
i0
j z

j where σi0 = (yi00 , y
i0
1 ) and sets initial state

st0 := σi0 of the path. M sets secrets an evaluation key ek and a path code f where
size(f) = |P |. M computes τ ← f(yi00 , · · · , yir0 ) and shares τ with the checkpoint D.

Tag Evaluation: As the product moves through the path P , Ti updates the path state
stj. When a tag Ti reaches Rj, Rj runs Authentication(sk, ι, τ) algorithm to compute
σij = (yij0 , y

ij
1 ) and forwards σij to the tag Ti to update current state stj.

Upon receiving σij from Rj, Ti runs the Evaluate(ek, f, σ) algorithm and evaluates the
existing circuit f on {σi(j−1), σij} according to the current secret gate:

• If current gate is ‘+’: Ti evaluates the new polynomial y(z) = yj−1(z) + yj(z).
Let dj be the maximum degree of a polynomial yj−1(z), then coefficient of y(z)
will be σij ← (yj0, · · · , y

j
d) where d = max(dj, dj−1). Since yj(z) is always 1-degree

polynomial, it is obvious that dj−1 ≥ dj. Note that the degree of y(z) remain fixed
after evaluating addition gate.

• If the current gate is ‘×’: Ti evaluates new polynomial y(z) = yj−1(z) × yj(z) and
determines the coefficients of y(z) as σij ← (yj0, · · · , y

j
d) where d = dj + dj−1. Note

that the degree of y(z) increases by 1 after evaluating multiplication gate.

Finally, Ti stores σij := (yj0, · · · , y
j
d) as the current state stj.
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Verification at the Checkpoint: Ti arrives at the destination checkpoint D with
str = σi,r = (y0, · · · , yd). Now D verifies whether Ti has followed a valid path Pv by
using Verify(sk, τ,P , σ) algorithm. We consider two variants of verification process. First
where D knows the path traversed (ι1, · · · , ιr) by a tag Ti. Alternatively, where D has no
knowledge of the path Pv (due to strict privacy).

Case-1: When D knows the valid path Pv of a tag Ti:

• Check y0
?
= τ . If it outputs 1 (success), go to the next step.

• For every ιi ∈ I, compute ηi = FK(ιi)

• Evaluate the circuit f = {o1, o2, · · · , or} on η0, · · · , ηr s.t., Λ = f(η0, · · · , ηr)

• Evaluate the equation on σi,r and check whether the following holds:

Λ
?
=
∑d

`=0 y`s
`

Output 1 (accept) if true, else output 0 (reject).

Case-2: If D has no knowledge of the path Pv of a tag Ti, M does not need to share
P ← (f, I), PRF F , and K, instead it shares Λ with D. Then the verification algorithm
will look like Verify(sk, τ,Λ, σ) where sk = {s}. and proceeds as follows:

• Check y0
?
= τ . If it outputs 1 (success), go to the next step.

• Evaluate the equation on σi,r and check whether the following holds:

Λ
?
=
∑d

`=0 y`s
`

Output 1 (accept) if true, else output 0 (reject).

An Example: We illustrate our homomorphic path authentication system with a small
and simple example. Suppose the manufacturer M initializes a tag T and a path with
3 intermediate readers R = (R1, R2, R3) with system parameters p = 23, secret x = 4.
For simplicity, let h(tag data) be 1, h(reader data) of (R1, R2, R3) be (2, 3, 4), unique
identifier labels of (T ,R) and corresponding PRF output be (ι0, ι1, ι2, ι3) and (5, 10, 19, 12)
respectively. Now we can construct 1-degree polynomials with coefficient σ ← (y0, y1) for
(T ,R) according to the following:

• Tag T : y0(z) = 1 + ((5− 1)/4 mod 23) z = 1 + z s.t., σ0 = (1, 1)

• Reader R1: y1(z) = 2 + ((10− 2)/4 mod 23) z = 2 + 2z s.t., σ1 = (2, 2)
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• Reader R2: y2(z) = 3 + ((19− 3)/4 mod 23) z = 3 + 4z s.t., σ2 = (3, 4)

• Reader R3: y3(z) = 4 + ((12− 4)/4 mod 23) z = 4 + 2z s.t., σ3 = (4, 2)

Let T possess a secret path code f := ‘×++’ or ‘100’. M computes τ(= 1×2+3+4 =
9) by using the circuit f and shares τ with checkpoint D. As T moves through the valid
path, it executes evaluation algorithm on f . Evaluation proceeds gate-by-gate as follows.

• On arrival R1, for gate ‘×’: y01(z) = y0(z)× y1(z) = 2 + 4z + 2z2

• On arrival R2, for gate ‘+’: y012(z) = y01(z) + y2(z) = 5 + 8z + 2z2

• On arrival R3, for gate ‘+’: y0123(z) = y012(z) + y3(z) = 9 + 10z + 2z2

As T arrives at checkpoint D, it first checks y0
?
= τ(= 9). Then it computes ρ =

f(5, 10, 19, 12) = 5 × 10 + 19 + 12 = 81 (by using F and identifiers (ι0, ι1, ι2, ι3)) and
checks whether the following equation holds:

ρ
?
=
∑2

k=0 ykx
k = 9 + 10.4 + 2.42 = 81 (for 9 + 10z + 2z2)

Integrating Mutual Authentication:
Path authentication protocol cannot resist desynchronization, tag impersonation, or

replay attack without mutual authentication. For instance, it is sufficient for an adversary
to capture a protocol message from an honest reader and later replay it to the tag with
counterfeit message to update current path state st. To address the above-mentioned
attacks, we propose to extend our path protocol with a mutual authentication protocol in
Fig. 2. We adopt polynomial-based authentication protocol described in [160] with major
modifications (e.g., mutual authentication).

Unlike [160], we use two tag parameters (Ti, y0) as secret, 1-degree bivariate set of
polynomials f, no hash function in the tag, only b random numbers between the tag and
reader. Reader initiates the protocol with h(reader data), the tag follows the protocol
transcripts in [160]. Upon receiving the feedback, the reader authenticates the tag and

forwards y
(r)
1 (to update path status) and z

(t)
i (to authenticate the reader) to the tag.

Note that the tag would update current status stj only if it can authenticate the reader
successfully.

Batch Initialization: In [152], authors introduce path verification of a batch of tags
that share the same path. However, we can accommodate the same construct in our
protocol. Let a supply chain enrol a batch of n tags where each tag Ti is represented by
a 1-degree polynomial y(i)(z) = y0 + y

(1)
1 z. Since all the tags convey same meta data,

they share same y0. After initializing the batch of tags, M evaluates the circuit on
polynomials y(i)(z), 1 ≤ i ≤ n by using Evaluate(ek, fb, σb) algorithm, where |fb| = n− 1
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and σb = {σ1, · · · , σn}. Then it initializes the batch of Ti with the evaluated polynomial
and releases it into the system. Meanwhile M shares necessary information (fb, σb) with
the checkpoints D for verification.

5.4.4 Security Analysis

Security of Path authentication. Security of our path authentication scheme relies
on the homomorphic message authentication code (HMAC) in [158] and subsequently the
security of the HMAC relies only on a Pseudo Random Function (PRF). Let there exist
L := (ι∗1, τ1), · · · , (ι∗r, τr). A labeled program P∗ = (f ∗, ι∗1, ..., ι

∗
r) is well defined on L, if

there exist (ι∗i , ∗) /∈ L, there is f ∗(τj ← (ιj, τj) ∈ L∪ τ̂j ← (ιj, ∗) /∈ L) that provides same
output irrespective of choosing τ̂j.

Consider an experiment ExpA,HMAC(λ) with a challenger C and an adversary A.

• Setup. The challenger generates (sk, ek) ← KGen(1λ) and gives ek to A. It also
initializes a list L = {Ø}.

• Authentication queries. A can adaptively ask for label-message pair (ι, τ) s.t., τ ←
h(date) of its choice. If C receives any query (ι, τ) that is available in the list (s.t.,
(ι, ∗) ∈ L), it simply ignores the query and feedback with the (ι, τ) as it received
before. Else, it runs σ ← Authentication(sk, ι, τ) algorithm, forwards σ to A, and
updates L = L ∪ (ι, τ).

• Forgery. Alike verification query (τ ∗,P∗, σ∗), adversary A is allowed to output a
forgery (τ ∗,P∗ = (f ∗, ι∗1, ..., ι

∗
r), σ

∗).

• Verification queries. Given a query (τ,P , σ) by A, C replies with either 1 (accept) or
0 (reject) by using algorithm Verify(sk, τ,P , σ).

The experiment ExpA,HMAC(λ) outputs 1 if and only if Verify(sk, τ,P , σ) = 1 and one
of the following conditions holds:

• Type 1 Forgery: P∗ is not well-defined on L.

• Type 2 Forgery: P∗ is well defined on L and τ ∗ is not the correct output of P∗ s.t.,
τ ∗ /∈ f ∗(τj ← (ιj, τj) ∈ L).

Two major improvements of HMAC by [158] that constitute our protocol are: allow-
ing adversary to query verification oracle and adapting the definition of forgery. Since
tag/reader IDs are unique, HMAC scheme does not allow re-using a label (ι) to authen-
ticate input data h(date) in order to track authenticated inputs uniquely. The notion of
well defined programs is to define an adversary generated tuple (ιj, τj) as forgery. That
is why, even if the adversary trivially modify the circuit f by adding dummy gates and
inputs, it does not violate security requirements. Verifier ensures that either P is run
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on valid inputs (ιj, τj) ∈ L, otherwise, (ιj, τj) /∈ L do not affect computation process in
anyway.

Notice that in Case-2, Checkpoint verification of our protocol, we disallow the man-
ufacturer M to share P with checkpoints (to obtain more privacy), instead M shares
Λ← f(η0, · · · , ηr). However, it constitute an infringement to the security of the protocol.
Because it will allow the adversary to modify P in such a way (e.g., adding dummy gates
and inputs so that output remains same) that the modified circuit will remain equiva-
lent to the previous one semantically. More clearly, scheme in [158] defines well defined
program and hence forgeries without considering any tuples (ιj, ∗) /∈ L for verification.
Therefore, for Case-2, we consider slightly weaker assumption, that is, we will not al-
low the adversary A to modify the circuit anyway, that will best match with the Type 2
Forgery definition of Gennaro and Wichs in [159].

Correctness: An authentication tag σ can correctly authenticate a message τ under a
set of label identifiers ι if

Pr
[

Verify(sk, τ,P , σ) = accept | (ek, sk)← KGen(1λ), σ ← Authentication(sk, ι, τ)
]

= 1

where P is the identity program on a label ι ∈ I with circuit f .
Our scheme consider a special 1-degree polynomial for a certain tag Ti s.t., y0(z) =

y0
0 + y0

1z where y0(0) = τ and y0(x) = η0 = FK(ι0). To preserve homomorphic property
this is also followed by the intermediate readers Rj for evaluating the circuit f : Zrp → Zp
over y1, · · · , yr. If a set of r triples {τi,Pi, σi} such that Verify(sk, {τi,Pi, σi}) = accept
then

Pr
[

Verify(sk, τ ∗,P∗, σ∗) = accept | τ ∗ = f(τ1, · · · , τr),P∗ = f(P1, · · · ,Pr), σ∗ =

Evaluate(ek, f, (σ1, · · · , σr)
]

= 1

This definition briefly explains the correctness of the evaluation over the data.

Succinctness: The size of authentication tag size(σ) is bounded by a fixed poly(λ),
where λ is a security parameter, irrespective of the input size of the arithmetic circuit f .

Theorem 24 Let A be a (Q, t, ε)-PPT adversary that can query a tag Q times (m < Q.
Then the probability that A can successfully recover any polynomial of a tag in time t is

Pr[Adv
NPI(Q/m,mb−m+1,1)
A ] ≤ ε.

Maximum number of queries allowed for a tag Qmax is

Qmax ≈ ((b− 1)m2 +m).

Proof : We assume the maximum degree of α and β in a polynomial fi is 1 (k = 1). We
refer to the polynomial based authentication work in [160] for detail proof.
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Theorem 25 The homomorphic authentication based protocol described in this work is
secure if and only if the Pseudo Random Function (PRF) F is secure.

Proposition 5 Let a PPT adversary A has compromised n tags targeting to recover
f := f1, · · · , fm. Hence the probability that A can compute fi is:

Pr[AdvA] ≤ m−k−2.

where k is the maximum degree of fi and n ≥ (k + 1)2/k

Proof : If A knows Ti of n tags, then using Sudan et al. algorithm in [157] could recover
f1, · · · , fm. However, if the tags are assumed to be tamper-proof, then no algorithm can
recover f efficiently.

Let n tags be compromised and the adversary A obtains the univariate polynomials
(f1,Ti(β), · · · , fm,Ti(β)). Target ofA is to recover the bivariate polynomial (f1(α, β), · · · , fm(α, β)).
We can express polynomial assignment in matrix form. Let X ∈ Zn×k+1

p be a matrix with

secret Ti of n tags and S1, · · · , Sm where Si ∈ Z(k+1)×(k+1)
p is the matrix representation

of bivariate polynomial fi(α, β) stored in the server. Let Yi = XSi ∈ Zn×(k+1)
p , then uni-

variate polynomials assigned to tag i are Y1[i], · · · , Ym[i]. Let A know Yi and intend to
recover Si. A necessary condition to solve the problem is n ≥ (k + 1)2/k [160]. Since a
tag selects fi from randomly f1, · · · , fm, probability of A to recover fi is

Pr[AdvA] = 1/mn−1 ≤ m−k−2 i.e., n ≥ (k + 1)2/k

Note that, unlike authentication scheme in [160], we consider 1-degree polynomial for
fi in our scheme. Therefore, probability of A to recover fi is Pr[AdvA] ≤ 1/m3 in our case.
However, in order to keep the system remain secure, we could increase m and/or k (to
lower AdvA). We carefully observe that increasing m is more effective than to increase k
(when k < m). Therefore, we propose to increment the value of system parameter m so
that AdvA remain same.

5.4.5 Privacy

In order to define privacy, we analyzed our protocol according to the path-privacy frame-
work in [151] where the privacy of tag identity (tag unlinkability) and path informa-
tion(step unlinkability) are formulated together in a single game. Our privacy notion is
quite similar to the one proposed in [151], except for some minor modifications. First,
we explicitly allow the adversary to query readers during Move operation. Second, unlike
path authentication scheme in [151], our state update operation takes place inside the tag
with some secrets, such as, coefficient of the tag’s polynomial σ0 and circuit information
f .

Let A be a PPT adversary against RFID path authentication that takes as input the
system public parameters, a set of readersR, a set of tags T , and a set of checkpointsD. A
has access to the following oracles Read frm R(Ri), Eval to T(Ri, Tj), Path Verify(stTj),
Move(Tj, k,K, b), where 1 ≤ k < |P| for a certain path P , K ∈ {P , G}, b ∈ {0, 1}.

Let ExpPath−Privacy
A [λ] be a path-privacy experiment that initializes the system (M,R,D, T )

through Setup(λ). Adversary A consists of two algorithms, namely A1 and A2. We rede-
fine generic oracles according to the following:
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• Read frm R(Ri): This oracle returns identity information of a reader Ri to a tag
Tj. We assume that the readers along the path are honest, that is, they will send
protocol transcript only if the tag is authenticated.

• Eval to T(Tj, ): On input tag-reader references Tj,Ri, this oracle evaluates the
internal state stTj of a tag Tj. We assume the tags to be honest, i.e., they follow
protocol transcripts.

• Path Verify(stTj): On input state information st, this oracle verifies whether Tj
has followed the valid path Pv and outputs 1 (successful). Otherwise it returns φ
(fail).

• Move(Tj, k,K, b): If K = G, Tj evaluates the current state st, k times as it moves
arbitrarily in the directed acyclic graph G irrespective of the value of b. However, if
(K = P and b = 1), it evaluates the current st along the valid path Pv in the supply
chain k steps that outputs a new state stTj . However, if b = 0, move the tag k steps
arbitrarily to any path P ′ such that P ′ ∩ P = ∅. The tag Tj’s state is evaluated in
each step of the path. Consequently, it returns the state transcript stTj .

On input of public parameters as mentioned in Fig.1, a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) algorithm A, denoted by ARead frm R, Eval to T, Path Verify, Move(λ), runs a supply chain
system via the above-mentioned oracles.

In the learning phase, a PPT adversary A1 queries the four oracles at certain times
and outputs two tags T0, T1, a path P that has at least k readers to reach a checkpoint
D for both tags, and the tag’s internal state information st. In the challenge phase, after
tossing a coin, ExpPath−Privacy

A chooses either T0 or T1 and moves through k readers re-
maining along the path and updates the internal state st. Let T0 reach its last state st0
by following valid path. Alternatively, T1 reaches its last state st1 without following the
path. Although A1 has access to the readers, it has no access to the tag during the Move
operations. In the challenge phase, the experiment ExpPath−Privacy

A provides A2 with last
state of Ti, that is, sti and previous state information st. Then, A2 guesses Ti. The ex-
periment outputs 1, and hence, the adversary wins the game if A2 can guess Ti correctly
with a probability more than 1/2.

Experiment ExpPath−Privacy
A [λ]

• Run Setup(λ) to set M,R, T ,D.

• {T0, T1,P , k, st} ← ARead frm R, Eval to T, Path Verify, Move
1

where |P| ≥ k ≥ 1 and st is current state information.

• b← {0, 1}.

• stTb ← Move(Tb, k,P , b). stTb represents the state of Tb.

• b′ ← ARead frm R, Eval to T, Path Verify, Move
2 (stTb , st).

• Output 1 if b′ = b, or 0 otherwise.
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Advantage of A, denoted by AdvPath−PrivacyA (λ), in the path privacy experiment is
|Pr[ExpPath−Privacy

A [λ] = 1]− 1
2
|.

Theorem 26 If PRF is secure and pseudorandom, then our path authentication protocol
is private under the semantic security of Homomorphic MAC scheme.

Table 5.7: Comparison among path authentication protocols
Ours ACNS′12[151] NDSS′11 [150] SEC′12[152] RFIDSec′09[156]

Path generation static static static dynamic dynamic
Building blocks HomMAC ECElGamal + PRF ECElGamal OMS PRF

Privacy PUlink‡ † PUlink† TUlink + SUlink† TUlink + PUlink NG
Path evaluation Tag Reader Reader Reader Tag
Mutual authentication Yes No No No Yes
Tag storage 257∗ bits 480 bits 960 bits 720 bits NG
Reader storage O(1) O(1) O(1) O(n) O(N)
Checkpoint storage O(N) O(N) O(N + vP ) - -
Tag computation PolyA or PolyM − − 3H 3H
Reader computation 1H 2ECM, 2ECA, 1PRF 10ECM, 3ECA 1DEC, 3P, 4EX, 6M 1PRF, 1OWF, 1H

HomMAC: Homomorphic MAC on Arithmetic Circuit, ECElGamal: Elliptic Curve
ElGamal re-encryption, OMS: Ordered Multi-Signature scheme, PRF: Pseudo Random
Function, NG: Not Given, TUlink: Tag Unlinkability, SUlink: Step Unlinkability, PUlink:
Path unilinkability, N : Number of total tags, n:Size of batch of tags, vP : Number
of valid paths, ECM: Elliptic Curve multiplication, ECA: Elliptic Curve addition, H:
Hash function, OWF: Keyed One-Way Function, P: Pairing, EX: Exponentiation,
M: Multiplication, PolyA: 1-degree Polynomial addition, PolyM: 1-degree Polynomial
multiplication

‡Path unilinkability where adversary has access to the reader during Move operation.
†Privacy proof included.
∗Considering 32d+ 1 s.t., max degree of a polynomial d = 8 with prime p (32-bit).

5.4.6 Performance evaluation

Our scheme is secure and highly efficient, especially if we ignore system initialization
process and the computations that can be pre-processed offline. Since this scheme offers
a more practical and rigorous security assumption (e.g., adversary having access to the
Readers during the Move operation, a polynomial based tag authentication scheme with
the same parameter used in path authentication), we consider the tag to perform some
lightweight computation at each step. All the major computations are performed by the
manufacturer and Checkpoint verifier.

The cost of Tag evaluation depends on the size and gate types of the circuit f . Nev-
ertheless, the evaluated polynomial inside the tag grows with a degree d, finally yields
an overhead of O(d) for addition gate and O(d log d) (using FFT)for multiplication gate.
Yet the succinctness of the evaluated polynomial can be assured while d < |f |.
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Table 5.8: Comparison among path authentication protocols
Ours ACISP′09

Authentication Mutual Tag
Shared secret 2 1
Tag storage 2m m · (k + 1)
Random numbers generated by Tag 2b− 1 b− 1
Tag Computation 2f(.) 1H, f(.)
Communication cost b+ 3 2b+ 1

In each step of the path, a tag evaluates either an addition or a multiplication with a
1-degree polynomial (received from the Reader). Addition operation can be done simply
by adding two vectors of coefficient. A polynomial of degree d has d + 1 coefficients. So
simple addition (with a 1-degree polynomial) requires only d ≥ 1 addition, while Multi-
plication operation use the convolution operator ′∗′ that requires 2(d + 1) multiplication
and d− 1 addition operation, resulting in, 3d operations in total. However, for very large
d the number of operations can be reduced to O(d log d) using FFT. Initially, the man-
ufacturer stores 2 secret items in Zp (2 coefficient of a 1-degree polynomial) into the tag.
Subsequently the tag evaluates the existing polynomial recursively as it moves. Note that
the addition gates will not increase the value of d while each multiplication gate increases
the value of d by 1. If we consider a 32-bit long prime, then initially a tag requires 64-bits,
that grows upto 32d+ 1 bits (tag requires to store d+ 1 items for a polynomial of degree
d). For simplicity, we allow a maximum of 8 multiplication gates arbitrarily in f , which
yields a 257-bit tag storage.

On the other hand, the maximum cost of verification in the checkpoint includes the
cost of computing Λ = f(η0, · · · , ηr), clearly O(|f |) and

∑d
l=0 yls

l, that is O(d). Note
that in Case-2 (without Path− info) of the verification algorithm does not require the
calculation of Λ since it is pre-shared between the manufacturer and Checkpoint.

We propose a polynomial-based protocol described in [160] with some modifications
for authenticating the tag (optional) at each step of the supply chain. At each step, a tag
needs to generate b − 1 random numbers in Zp, evaluate a 1-degree polynomial over Zp.
Moreover, the tag is required to store m 1-degree univariate polynomials randomly, that
is, the tag needs to store 2m items in Zp. In addition, it takes only 1 modular addition
and 1 modular multiplication (Horner’s rule) over Zp to evaluate the polynomial. It is
fairly certain that the value of m (m = 16 in [160]) must be larger in our scheme to reach
same security settings as that of [160]. We carefully observe that incrementing the value
of m comparatively demands more space and computational cost in the reader, instead
of the tag. However, if N(= 2λ, s.t., 2λ + 1 ≤ p) be the maximum number of tags in a
supply chain, then a tag requires λ-bits ROM, corresponding to λ gates in hardware for
each Zp element. In addition, modular multiplier takes several hundred more hardware
gates. Meanwhile, each reader needs to store m 1-degree bivariate polynomials, that is, it
needs 4m items in Zp to store. In the worst case, it needs to solve mb 1-degree polynomial
over Zp.
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5.4.7 Conclusion

In this work, we studied the existing RFID-enabled path authentication schemes for a
supply chain management. We present a new direction for using an arithmetic circuit
based Homomorphic MAC. In addition, we introduce a refined privacy notion, an appro-
priate but optional mutual authentication scheme, a potential batch initialization of the
tags.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future works

Most of the prevention-based security mechanisms in VANETs exploit digital signature
as cryptographic primitive. Group Signature is a specialized digital signature that can be
directly used to authenticate vehicular communication anonymously without generating
pseudonyms. Since existing group signature based security models cannot support all
the required secure applications in VANETs and stringent privacy properties of group
signature resists several real-life application, we attempt to integrate all the potential
group signature properties in a single scheme that meet the application demands of a
large scale VANETs that relax stringent privacy definition of group signature to achieve
optimally private and application-friendly scheme. Moreover, since most safety-critical
applications have stringent delay requirement, verifying huge amount of signatures within
a time interval subject to a constraint. We found that batch of signatures verification (a
potential solution to accelerate signature verification) is not always feasible for VANET
environment. Introducing batch verification increases the size of signature and verification
time of each individual signature. This research facilitates choosing appropriate group
signature scheme for VANET environment. Meanwhile, we improve an existing batch
verification system and analyze the feasibility of exploiting efficient batch verification by
comparing our scheme with the former one. Finally, we discover that there is no group
signature scheme in the standard security model proposed for VANET because of large
signature size and verification cost. At this end, we propose a simplified and application-
friendly group signature scheme from standard security model.

In RFID system security, we mainly focus on LPN-based HB-family protocol and
Homomorphic Message Authentication Code (HomMAC) on Arithmetic Circuit as secu-
rity basis. In compare to the other security assumption, LPN based scheme has several
advantages such as it offers faster computation with the same security parameter, worst
case hardness, security against quantum computers based attacks etc. On the other hand,
arithmetic circuit based HomMAC is succinct, composable, extremely efficient and simple
to implement. Motivated by the aforementioned advantages, we propose a man-in-the-
middle (MIM) attack-free mutual authentication protocol from subspace LPN problem.
Since mutual authentication based HB-family protocols cannot be used directly for in-
secure reader-server channel, we extend our former authentication protocol and design a
fully mutual authentication protocol where all the entities (tag, reader and server) can
authenticate themselves among each other. Ownership transfer is one of the significant
problems in RFID inventory system security and privacy. In order to satisfy new applica-
tion model and alleviate current shortcomings of both with or without trusted party based
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ownership transfer application, we propose a semi-trusted party (STP) based RFID tag
ownership transfer protocol. Nonetheless, RFID-enabled path authentication is another
research area in RFID based inventory control system. In this theses, we concentrate
on static path authentication protocols and propose a refined and practical privacy no-
tion for path authentication. Compared to existing Elliptic curve Elgamal Re-encryption
(ECElgamal) based solution, our Homomorphic Message authentication Code on arith-
metic circuit (HomMAC) based solution offers less memory storage and no computational
requirement on the reader.

Future application perspective: We are excited to see what the future will bring and
look forward to delivering the latest developments from worldwide leaders in automotive
and RFID technology. RFID Technology has evolved and shifted from basic identification
solutions to more advanced, boosted, complex solutions including tele-operation, tele-
presence, software agents, advanced software fusion that are now allowing a business
enterprise to trace, track, monitor, locate, control, and utilize their assets.

The Internet of Things (IoT) that refer to ubiquitous connection of uniquely identi-
fiable objects and their virtual representations in an Internet-like structure lead to in-
creased levels of intelligent and autonomous decision making. On the other hand, Near
Field Communications (NFC) is a very short-range wireless technology that is based on
and is similar to RFID technology is becoming an attractive technology option for some
human interaction transactions in the IoT world. Advanced RFID technologies includ-
ing IOT and NFC can work for a business by providing more aggregated data regarding
tagged assets. This refers to the asset communicating, not just being read. Modern RFID
is about not only opening up identification options and limits, but about making the tag
work for its user.

RFID applications are now successfully established in seismic sensing, real-time park-
ing, self-check ins at libraries, building security, airport baggage tracking, environmental
pollution equipments, smart home controls, toll/road payment collection, vehicles equip-
ments monitoring measures, e-processing. Technology experts predicted RFID would be
ubiquitous (Smart RFID means things that think) by 2030. The future for RFID is thus
making objects not only communicate with human, but to be smart and think for them-
selves and to build them more complex, applying advancing technologies such as virtual
reality and remote access. According to technologist, there are five potential areas that
future RFID could develop and innovate into: identification, payment, vehicles, buildings,
and animals.

However, RFID data security is a critical issue that must be addressed correctly from
both a technical and business point of view in order to ensure widespread ubiquity of
RFID technology. Moreover, it must meet the public demand for data security so that
general people perceive RFID technology as safe and secure to alleviate legitimate concerns
about data security and personal privacy. The key security threats includes front-end
communication such as IP communication between RFID readers and the network and
back-end communication between tags and readers. These issues must be addressed by
future protocols and additional research and development.

Data security threats could evolve in different forms such as clone tags, unauthorized
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readers, side-channel attacks etc. Future deployments would require new security and
privacy enhancement and hence new protocol deployment. Note that new security and
privacy measures must equilibrate effectiveness with cost and complexity implications.
Since data security is evolving day by day, future authentication protocols will enable
RFID technologies to aim security to a new level.

Vehicular network is moving towards vehicular Cloud vision that could provide intel-
ligent transport by sensing the environment and combining with content and user pref-
erences to optimize urban surveillance and vehicular traffic management. The increased
compute power of mobile nodes (devices, sensors) with cloud enables vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communication. That could make driving safer and traffic flows more efficient.
Other Internet connectivity could personalize travel advisories or navigation. Moreover,
vehicular networking is going to be one of the most advanced and concrete developments
of the opportunistic networking paradigm, a natural evaluation from MANET that aim
at enabling communication between mobile nodes in highly challenged conditions, which
raise new networking and security issues. Therefore, car researchers predict that future
vehicular network could prevent up to 80% of car accidents. While future cars could act
as witnesses to accidents and later be investigated by law enforcement agency.

In this theses, we explore various studies related to VANET security and privacy
focusing on group signatures as cryptographic primitives. We analyse some application
treats and challenges that appeal for designing a new model for VANET security. We find
that no schemes in the literature have a comprehensive security protocol or framework that
cover all security aspects of VANET. Thus, it is necessary to develop a suitable security
framework that mitigates all the security and privacy issues. Furthermore, future research
in VANET security must deal with the new and emerging technologies such as vehicular
cloud, opportunistic network etc.

Future cryptographic perspective: Recently, there has been a significant amount of
research on quantum computers (computers that exploit quantum mechanical phenom-
ena for solving problems). It has been believed that existing factorization or discrete
logarithm based cryptosystems would be broken if large-scale quantum computers had
been constructed efficiently. As a result, Lattice-based cryptographic constructions is
drawing attentions to the cryptographic researcher nowadays. They hold a great promise
for post-quantum cryptography, as they come up with very strong security proofs based
on worst-case hardness as well as relatively efficient implementations. Lattices will be a
future source of fascinating problems in computer science and mathematics. Compare to
conventional number theoretic cryptography, lattice based cryptosystem offers several in-
teresting properties and intriguing advantages. For instance, lattice-based schemes could
be efficient to the greatest extent since the basic operations involve very simple compu-
tation (only adding small integers) in compare to the traditional requirement of modular
exponentiating large integers, the security of lattice-based cryptography is based on worst-
case assumption (as hard as possible to break) in compare to average-case assumption
in the standard cryptographic schemes. In recent years, Learning with Errors (LWE)
problem has turned out to be a potential flexile basis for cryptographic constructions
for its theoretical reasons that the hardness of the problem follows from the worst-case
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hardness of lattice assumption. Similarly, Learning Parity from Noise (LPN) is another
extensive studied problem in learning/coding theory and also believed to be hard. Al-
though LWE is a generalization of LPN, it lacks the simplicity of LPN. LWE requires
many multiplications modulo some prime as opposed to inner products of bit-vectors as
for LPN. Therefore, LWE based schemes are less suited for applying in the resource con-
strained devices like RFID tags etc. Therefore, any progress concerning LPN would be
important also in the coding theory or LWE and vice versa. Over the past few years we
have been conducting research on the cryptographic solutions to secure application using
the LPN problem as primitive. Our contributions include building new cryptographic
protocols having rich features and strong security properties. Some of these techniques
and perspective have led to significant progress in not only in lattice-based cryptogra-
phy but also in conventional number-theoretic cryptography. Our focus will be mainly
on the practical aspects of lattice-based cryptography and less on the methods used to
establish their security. From the view point of security, lattice-based cryptographic con-
structions can be divided into two types. The first includes practical proposals, which
are typically very efficient, but often do not provide a rigorous proof of security. The
second type admits strong provable security guarantees based on the worst-case hard-
ness of lattice problems, but only a few of them are sufficiently efficient to be used in
practice. For instance, one of the open problems regarding LWE problems is that unlike
LPN they tend not to be efficient enough for practical application. Even the simplest
primitives, e.g., one-way functions have the key size at least quadratic in the primary
security parameter that needs to be a quite high for the security against the best known
attack. We plan to consider both types in my future research work, with more emphasis
on the former type. As my previous research background was to construct secure and
private cryptographic protocols for resource constrained devices like RFID, VANET etc.
using lattice-based assumption, we plan to investigate more in the near future: How can
additional mathematical structure like pseudo-inverse matrices be exploited efficiently to
design practical schemes for resource constrained devices (e.g., smart phone, Sensor nodes
etc.)?, How existing special algebraic structure lattice (Ring-LWE) can be adopted avoid-
ing the lack of efficiency? How to integrate other important cryptographic notions with
natural lattice based realizations? Out of Seven Current (National institute of Standard
and Technology) NIST cryptographic research projects we have experience working with
four of them, namely, Pairing-based cryptography, Post-Quantum Cryptography, Privacy
enhancing cryptography, Group Signatures. Specially, Lattice-based assumption under
Post-quantum cryptography is yet to be standardized by NIST. Undoubtedly there is
room for further improvement with new ideas, or concepts in this field.

On the other hand, although group signature is widely used in the literature for
VANET security and privacy, it is not efficient (computationally expensive) enough to
comply with real-time response requirement of large scale vehicular network. Moreover,
if the security of a group signature is proved in the standard model (rather in the random
oracle), system performance degrades. Therefore, security experts are looking for new
cryptographic primitives to ensure security and performance are balanced and optimized.
For example, group signature used in our protocol is secure under random oracle model.
Recently, a group signature scheme with the some of its functionality has been proposed
where security is in the standard model but the signature size is not O(1) group elements
per signature but logarithmic to the number of group members (not suitable for a large
scale VANET). Thus, open problems still remain in the technical perspective: achieving
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a truly structure-preserving IBE or efficient partially structure-preserving IBE. Besides
that, group signature with message dependent opening model conveys an inherent limi-
tation. That is, once a message is used to generate token, it can be used by any group
members. Since tokens are computationally independent of the signers, if the signers of a
group collide among themselves, attested tracer can trace signer’s identity depending on
a token, even if the token was not generated for the corresponding signer.
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